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ABSTRACT
'j?]ae aim of the project was to elucidate tiie kinetics of 
streptomycin decomposition by soil bacteria* Primary 
investigations involved experiments such as adding 1000 pg 
of streptomycin/gm of sterile and non-sterile soil and 
studying its stability and both, the cause and the course of 
its disappearance. It was found that most of the added 
streptomycin was strongly adsorbed on soil colloids. The 
evidence that the disappearance of added streptomycin from 
normal soil as compared to its constant recovery from 
sterile soil, and an increase in the microbial population, 
Simultaneous to decomposition of the antibiotic from the 
normal soil, suggested that streptomycin was microbiologieally 
decomposed. Soil was repeatedly treated to enrich it \7ith 
the streptomycin decomposing organism, and the course of 
decomposition of succdssive additions of streptomycin v/as 
f ollov/ed.
Samples of "Soil extract" (mixed soil population) from 
the above "active Soil" in vv^ hich streptomycin had been 
decomposed were introduced into bentonite containing 
laboratory synthetic media with streptomycin as the sole 
source of carbon and nitrogen and the course of degradation 
of streptomycin was studied; bentonite was added to the 
medium to make conditions similar to thosein soil. In
(Il)
these media all except 20 pg of streptomycin/rnl of medium 
was adsorbed on the clay, and the free streptomycin was 
decomposed in days after an induction period in wliich 
no decomposition took place* Parallel experiments v;ere 
performed with synthetic media containing 20 pg/ml of 
antibiotic and no bentonite: the streptomycin in this case,
too, was decomposed in similar manner. Degradation of 
streptomycin in both these types of media v/as studied under 
different environmental conditions,
fixed cultures wbich decomposed streptomycin were 
isolated and isolates obtained were studied for their 
ability to decompose streptomycin in synthetic media 
containing streptomycin as the sole source of carbon and 
nitrogen (streptomycin-synthetic-medium). A detail 
characterisation and identification of one of the 
prominent and active isolates vfas carried out; the 
isolate A'Vas identified as a member of the family 
Gorynebacteriaceae, belonging to the genus Cellulomonas,
Viz* Cellulomonas fimi. Studies similar to those done 
with mixed cultures were carried out to investigate the 
kinetics of streptomycin decomposition by this organism*
Trie above experiments snowed that the organism 
decomposed streptomycin (20 pg/ml) incorporated in the 
streptomycin-synthetic-medium in 21 days with an induction
(Ill)
period of 18 days in which no decomposition took place.
An important observation was, that tnough tnere was no 
decrease in the streptomycin content during the induction 
period, there was a hundred-fold increase in the total 
viable cell numbers of tne organism within 2h hours* It 
is interesting to note that decomposition of streptomycin 
7/as always associated with an amine-like odour. Successive 
additions of antibiotic (20 jug/ml) made in the same medium 
after the previous dose had disappeared, were decomposed 
without any induction period. Washed cell suspensions 
taken from the culture after decomposition were able to 
degrade streptomycin in fresh streptomycin-synthetic-medium 
in 7 days v/ith an induction period of U days* In this 
case the maximum viable cell numbers were obtained in 
7 days, which suggested a competition between the enzymes 
involved in the synthesis of cell building material and 
the streptomycin decomposing enzyme^.
Of considerable importance were the experiments 
performed to investigate the energy sources for the 
multiplication of the organism during the induction period, 
v/hich showed that AhAJlak salts such as MgSO^^,fHgO and 
CaClg were responsible in part, if not entirely, for grov/th.
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AB8THA0T
The aim of the project was to elucidate the kinetice of 
atreptomycin decompoaltion by soil bacteria* Primary 
investigations involved expérimente such aa adding 1000 pg 
of streptomycin /gm of sterile and non^storile soil and 
studying its stability and both* the cause and the course of 
its dloappcarance, It was found that moat of the added
otreptomyoin was strongly adsorbed on soil colloids* The 
evidexxoQ that the disappearance of added atreptomyeln from 
normal soil as compared to its constant rcecovory from 
sterile soilg and an Increase in the microbial population. 
éimuItanecaB to decomposition of the antibiotic from the 
normal soil^ suggested that atroptomyoin was microbiologidolly 
decomposed* Soil was repeatedly treated to enrich it vflth 
the streptomycin cleeomposing organism^ and the course of 
deoompoBition of suooeSBiyé additions of etreptomyoin was 
followed*
Samples of *R3oil extract*^ (mixed aoll population) from 
the above "active Doll" in which streptomycin had been 
decomposed were Introduced into bentonite containing 
laboratory synthetic media with streptomycin as the oole 
source of carbon and nitrogen and the course of degradation 
of streptomycin was studied; bentonite was added to the 
medium to make coaidltions similar to those in soil* In
(IX)
thOBO média all except 20 ug of Bt2?eptomyoiii/rril of medium 
was adsorbed on the clay* and the free 8tre%)tomyoin was 
clecomposeci in /4**5 daya after an Induction period in which 
no decomposition took place. ‘Parallel experiments were 
perfoxmied with synthetic media containing 20 )3.g/rnl of 
antibiotic and no bentonite; the Btreptomyoin In this casOp 
toOÿ was decomposed in similar manner. Degradation of 
etreptomycin in both these t,3-ppes of media was Btndiad under 
different environmental conditions#
Mixed cultures which decomposed streptomycin were 
Isolated and isolates, obtained were studied for their 
ability to decompose streptom^yoin in synthetic media 
containing streptomycin aa the sole source of carbon and 
nitrogen ( etreptomycin-^synthetie-medium) # A detail 
char^ ac tori sat ion and identification of one of the 
prominent and active isolates was carried out; the 
isolate was identified as a member of the family 
Corynebactoriaceae^ belo^ 'gi.ng to the genua Cellulomonas*
Vig, Oellulomonao fimi# Btudieo similar to those done 
With mixed cultures were carried out to inveetlgato the 
kinetics of streptomyoin decomposition by this o;rganiem#
The above expei^imentB showed that the organism 
decomposed streptomycin (20 jxg/mX) incorporated in the 
Btroptomycin-aynthetic-^modium in 21 days with an induction
(Ill)
period of 18 days in whicii no docompooition took place#
An important obBorvation wae* that though there was no 
deorease in the streptomycln content duinng the induction 
period* there wae a hundrod'^fold increase in the total 
viable cell numb era of the organism within 2l\. hours# It 
is Intereatizig to note that deoompositioa of streptomyoin 
was always asBOciatad with bxi amine-like odour# Biiocossivo 
additione of antibiotic (20 j|:ig/ml) made in the same medium 
after the previous dose had disappear ad* vmro decpmpoeecl 
without miy induction period# Washed call BuspensionB 
taken from the culture after decomposition were able to 
degrade Btreptomyoin in fresh Btreptomycin’*synthetiC‘-madium 
In 7 days with an induction x>eriod of b, days# In this 
case the maximum viable coll numbers wore obtained In 
7 days g which suggested a competition between the enzyme 
involved in the synthesis of cell building material and 
the streptomycin decomposing onsyme#
Of conslclorable importance v/ere the experiments 
performed to investigate the energy souroes for the 
multiplication of the organism during the induction period* 
which showed that AHALAB salts such as MgSû^ #^7^ IpO and 
CaCXg v;e3?e responsible in part ^ if not entirely* for growth#
L—
INTRODUCTION
The natural environmeata Imown as soils are eyetems 
oomprising numerous living forms ranging from submicroscopic 
viruses and prages* through the mioroBCopio bacteria, 
aetinomyceteB* fungi, algae and protozoa to the lower animals 
forms v;hich oan be seen with the naked eyé. The micro­
organisms make the soil a living system rather than a dead 
mass of mineral matter and organic residues* Although the 
enormous population of micro-organisms forms only a small 
part of the soil mass; it is responsible for the many of the 
chemical transformations and oven for some of the physical 
changes that take place there in# They affect the life and 
ec.ohomy of man in many ways #
The qualitative and quantitative composition of soil 
population is controlled by the nature and availability 
of nutrients; the physical chemical and biological nature 
of the habitat; as well as the environmental conditions 
such as aeration, temperature, hydrogen-lon concentration 
and the available moisture# Associative and antagonistic 
relationships between the members of soil population are very 
common and many micro-organisms are capable of producing 
antagonistic substances# Though found to be controversial 
aspect, it may however, be regarded as merely one of the 
aspects of a more general problem* the "struggle for existance"*
ti% other worde, the general Int or r el at 1 onshi pe in a living 
Byetëm, oontaihing a wide verity of mloro-crganisms grovrlng 
side by side in a odmplax subètrato - the soil *
: Since the majority of imtibldtie^prodnoing organiams are 
of soil, origin, the gheation of their, significanoe in 
nature and relative importance in the aoll fertility has 
naturally been raised*. Alaoi apart from their medical uses 
in the reatoratlon of health in men and animals, they also 
found use in agriculture, for the control of soil*^borne plant 
pathogens* In the light of aforesaid it is important both 
from the academic as well ua practical point of view to study 
those antibiotics (antagonistic substancas) and their fate 
in Soil economy*
The work to bo deaoribad in this thesis is concerned 
with the fata and effact of any streptomycin that may roach 
the soilI a problem related to many investigations on the 
metabolism of substances, of both biological and non-biologioal 
origin, either normally present in the soil, produced there in, 
or introduced into it* hence the first section of 
introduotion deals with the production and role of antibiotics 
in the soil; and the second with the usé Of antibiotics for 
the control of plant diseases pathogens* In the third 
section the literature concerning the stability of antibiotics 
in the soil will be reviewed, finally the microbiological 
decomposition of antibiotics with special reference to
atreptonwela will be discxiseed#
I) $MJPX9âa2âlm-SBâ-ro3^a-S£^n3yM^^
The abundant microbial population of soil is very complex; 
the members of v/hich depend upon one another for their 
nutrients# This results in formation of associative and 
antagonistic relationship between the soil micro**^organisms» 
Many cases are Icnown of antagonism between the soil micro* 
organisms* Experiments in vitro demonstrate that microbial 
antagonists oan decrease the virulance of phytopathogenio 
agents and protect the plant from the infection# Also, 
there is a tremendous amount of evidence available in the 
literature that by manure treatment of the soil alone or 
together with the antagonists certain plant diseases could be 
controlled# The mechanism in all these cases of antagonism, 
is little understood, and antibiotic production suggests a 
possible mechanism# This assumption is based on the 
evidences that antibiotic^like substances are present in the 
natural soil# Also, the majority of antibiotic-producing 
organisms are of soil origin; which may produce antibiotics 
in the soil under suitable conditions# Indeed, progress of 
research in this field showed that antibiotics can be produced 
in the soil#
Thus according to the development of the problem of 
* production and role of antibiotics in the soil’ the relevant 
literature now follows v/hich is sub-divided into four groups
*4—
namely, l) Microbial antagonism in soil, 2) Occuranoe of 
"toxic" and antibiotic substances in the natural soil,
3) Antibiotic producing soil-micro-organl0mB« and 4)
Production of antibiotics. in the soil*
1) ■ Microbial antagonism in soil*
The phenomenon of antagonism between soil-micro* 
organisms is very common and many bacteria# actinomycetes 
and fungi, isolated from the soil can act on phytopathogenio 
fungi*
Sanford (1926) and Millard and Taylor (1927) began the 
Otudy Of relations existing between soil mloro^organisms and 
the pathogen-host complex* Sanford proposed that the, 
beneficial action of certain manuring crops in reducing the 
dommon scab of potato was indirect and resulted from the 
effects of bacteria antagonist to 8trOutomyces scabies.
Millard and Taylor (1927) suggested that under certain, 
conditions attacks by 8#scabies# was reduced by an antagonist, 
BiT)raecox# Banford end Broadfoot (1931) studied the 
antagonistic effect of a number of fungi and bacteria on 
Onhiobolous graminisi and Lai (1939) and Winter (1940)
Shov/ed the antagonistic effect Of Pénicillium. Tricliodema 
and Absidia species on lielminthoBPorium sativum#
Phytlum# a root parasite of sugar cane was inhibited by 
antagonistic actinomycetes (Tims, 1922); and Eypoohnus. 
Balerotlum and Phytophthora were supressed by numerous soil
organisms (Endo, 1931*33)*
Thus there are many oases shov/lng antagonism between 
mioro-organisms and this phenomenon has been utilised by 
many soil microbiologists for the control of plant diseases by 
manurial treatment of soil alone or together with the 
inoculation of antagonists# Also there are evidènces that 
disease incidence Could be reduced by inoculation of infested 
soil with antagonists# The examples are given below.
Millard and Taylor (1927) made one of the first 
experiments in which inoculation with an antagonist and 
organic manuring were aombinedi they showed that Btreptomvoca 
uraeoox# an antagonist to B# acabies  ^ controlled the pathogen 
in sterilised soil# the addition of green manures enhanced 
the action# Groaabard (1 9 5 2) conducted a series of 
experiments (1 9 4 5*4 8 ) to designed to oontrol the "damping-off" 
diseases of tomato seedling due to Phvtium crvptogoa and 
Ph.vtium parasitica by inoculating sterile soil supplemented 
with glucose, sugar beet pulp or wheat straw, with either 
Asnergillus clavatus- or Fenidillium patalum# Wood (1951) 
showed that Pénicillium olaviforme alone did not protect the 
pathogen Hhizoctonia in infested soil# but a combination of 
Soil amoMment with inoculation of antagonists resulted in 
the protection of lettuce plant, even in the field#
Control of diseases by soil supplementation without 
inoculation, have been reported by many workers from 1 9 2 3 up to 
to-day# Thus Millard (1923) demonstrated the control of
—g-*
potato scab by heavy manuaring %vlth the green manure and 
organic manure# Fellows (1929) successfully used chicken 
manure to control "take-all" diseases of wheat* The root-rpt 
disease of cotton, caused by Phymatotrlchum omnlvorum* was 
reported to be checked by the addition of organic manure to 
the soil before crop season (Baton# 1934; and King 1934)*
The Bolèrotium rot of sugar beets v/as found by Leach (1942) 
to be reduced by the use of nitrogenous fertilizers* 
Hovogradudsky (1 9 3 6) suggested that various bacteria and, 
actinomycetés have a marked selective fungistatic effect# 
and believed that abundance of these inliibitors in soil would 
check the multiplioation of pathogenic fungi# Similarly, 
some other diseases caused by soil-borne fungi have been 
ameliorated by adding organic materials to infested soil 
(Hildebrand and West, 1941; Nandi 1948; 8 inha 1950; Davey and 
Papavisa 1959» I960; Bynder# Sçhroth and Christon, 1959; 
Zentyer, 1964; Bingh# YaSudeva and Bajaj, 1965; and Buxton, 
Khalifa and Ward 1965)*
Disease Incidence could sometimes be reduced by 
inoculation of the infested soil with saprophytic organisms 
known to be antagonistic to the pathogen in synthetic media 
(Sanford and Broadfoot# 1931} Tims 1932; Garrett 1934; Winter 
l94P; Subramanian 1946; Slagg and Fellows 1947; Wood and 
Tevit 1955; and Sanford 1959)*
Thus# the role of microbial antagonism in the biological 
control of soil-borne plant diseases has been well emphasized,
and a possible practical application of this# which would 
consist in treating soil so as to encourage the development 
of the antagonist, is not without justification* The 
mechanism by which the control Is brought about is probably 
complex and many factors are known to contribute to the 
effect# but it may be surmised that in part at least it is 
due to the action of antibiotic formed by organisms 
developing freely on the added nutrients*.
It is relevant to point out that the rhizosphere contains 
a different flora from soil not occupied by plant roots 
(Garrett 1939; Lochhead and Thaxton 19471 Wcindling 1946)# 
and that this root-occupied zone is richer in nutrients, 
hot only due to the accumulation Of degenerated tissue cells 
but through active excretion from the roots. According to 
Linford (1942) bacteria grow in dense masses on the surface 
of even quite young roots whare dead cells would be absent.
it
The abundant growth may perhaps lead to antibiotic formation, 
and if so the substance produced would be located just where 
they would best exert their effect against root pathogens. 
Indeed, Rangaaawami and Vidyaseimran (1963) showed that the 
amount of antibiotic produced by a Btreptomyges species 
(see Hangasav/ami and Ithiraj# I9 6 2) in the rhizoephere of 
corn was relatively higher than in the soil. This they 
thought was due to more nutrients available in the 
rhisophere region* Bimilar results wore obtained by
—-O—'
Nikitina (1958) who reported that a tnycolytie bacterium, when 
present in the rhizosphero of three-year-old lucerna; 
practically destroyed, Fusarium culmorum*
2) Occuranoe of toxic and antagonistic substances in the soil.
It has been Imown for a long time that soil may contain 
substances v/hioh affect adversely the growth of both plants 
and micro-organisms. In 1904 Frost attempted to demonstrate 
the presence in soil of substances inhibitory to Bacillus 
typhosus. but without success. Whereas Greig-Smith (1912-15) 
was more successful in finding thermolabile substances active 
against B.nrodigiosus Hutchinson and Thayson (1918) proved 
that different soils may contain different toxins# and 
Lewis (1928) suggested that these toxic substances might be 
the product of the growth of micro-organisms* To those 
antagonistic substances of microbial origin# the name 
"antibiotics" is now applied.
In 1 9 3 2 Wcindling noted that antagonism of Gliocladium 
fimbriatum to a number of fungi# In 1934 he studied a 
lethal principle produced by this organism and found that it 
was responsible for parasitic action of G.fimbriatum on 
Rhizoctonia solan! and other soil fungi; and two years later 
Wcindling and Emerson (1936) isolated the lethal substance in 
crystalline form and named gliotoxin; this antibiotic first 
isolated by Wcindling and Emerson in 1936# is now imown to be 
produced by a number of fungi-A^rgUlus fmlEglm,
Pénlcilliim tarllkowzkll. P, oineraecens and Triohoderma 
VIride* which auggests that it may have apeciaX slgnificanca 
in natural prooeasea*
Another example ia the research work of Van X u^ijk (1938) 
who isolated a number of fungi antagonist to Phvtium son* 
causing damping off of seedling of lucerne and various grasses, 
Pénicillium, exnànsum was particularly effective and# like 
Triohoderma viride* it was found to he associated with the 
production of a diffusible toxic substance; which was finally 
isolated in pure form and named expansine (B’auta ^  1946)*
,A particular interesting example has been observed for 
soil of Wareham# Heath, Dorset# which la markedly inhibitory 
to mycorrhiza fungi# This had been the subject of a series 
of invastigatlona by Eayner (1934; 1936; 1939; 1941), and
Heilson and Jones (1941)* In this case of soil toxicity# 
clear proof was obtained that a diffusible fungal substance 
was present in all soils showing symptoms of toxicity* Later 
Brian# Hemming and McGowan (1945) conformed the earlier 
observations and aecribed the soil toxicity to the activity 
of the predorainatihg fungal flora namely Pénicillium 
ianczawskii* P* terlikowakli and F* ninrioans-ianczewBkii 
Bpecipâ* %vhich all are regarded as typical soil penicillia 
and are capable of producing antibiotics namely griseofulvin 
(Brian, Curtla and Hemming# 1946; McGowan 1946), gliotoxin 
(Brian, 1946)# and a fungistatic bacterial red pigment
(Curtis and Qrove^ 1947) respectively#
Without donsidering further examples we may conclude 
that thèré Is .evidence that the well Imown antagonism hetv/een 
certain soil saprophytes (fungi .and bacteria) and soil-^horne 
plant pathogenic fungi is associated with the production, by 
the' saprophytesj, of antibiotic substances.
It is^ ..however j true that instances of the production 
of antibiotics in natural soil as a result of microbiological 
activity are very few which are now discusaed, The case of 
Wareham Heath soil already mentioned is a clear example of 
presence of antibiotic (gliotoxin) in natural soil* Other 
less satisfactory examples are also available# Thus, 
Wahsman and Woodruff (l94t) were able to extract material 
having an activity reaembling that of aotinomycin, from the 
natural soils# Of the two soils examined, the larger was 
yielded by the least fertile soil* Hewman and Borman (1943) 
also considered that natural soils might contain antibiotics 
in an active ■functioning state# They attributed to this 
cause the failure of organisms from surface soil to establish 
themaelvoB. in the subsoil* Grosebard (1948 b) showed that 
cdhtrifixgàtés from certain untreated soils occasionally gave 
narrow ^ohes of.partial inhibition of both Bacterium coll 
and Baot* earotovorum, while with Sarcina lutea there was a 
sone of complete inhibition# Sinha (1950) found that soil 
extract from unsUpplementad soil with acid alcohol gave a
some of partial inhibition of hact*ooli-* v
ThuB, it ia evident that aoil may contain inhibitory 
BUbBtanooB or antibiotic like aubetanoeB#, Also, considering 
that the majority of antibiotic produoing organisms, are soil 
saprophytes, it should not be experimentally difficult, as 
could be concluded from above cases, to produce antibiotics 
in soil, The last two points, are now discussed#
3) Soil micro organiams producing antibiotioa#
The discovery that certain soil micrO'^Organlsms which 
produced antibiotics when grown in pure,cultures in laboratory 
served to focus attention more than ever before, on the ;
subject of soil microbiology# The present concept of 
antibiotics‘only slowly developed until penicillin (Fleming 
1 9 2 7) appeared on the scene# The therapeutic uses of this 
and other antibiotic eubstanoes were chiefly respineiblo for 
the extensive work in this field# Each year, hundreds of new 
antlb1otic subatancés are discovered ranging from amphomycin 
through hygromycin and pyridomycin to vinaoetin# The search 
for now antibiotloa continue# The list of these antibiotics 
has become very long by now, it is not proposed to discuss 
them here in detail and a full account of these antibiotics, 
their nature and properties has been given by workers namely 
Florey gt al (191+9) Baa?an (1950) and Brian (1951). Only few 
examples are given here to emphasise that many of the 
organisms under diBCUsslon were isolated from the soil;
particular emphasise is laid on the affect of antibiotics on 
piant^pathogenic micro*^organisme.#
The Mown antibiotic producing mioro^organiems of soil . 
origin inelude bacteria, actinomyoetès and fungi# Among 
bacteria# subtlXin is produced by BacilluB aubtilis and is 
found to be active against gram^posltive and gramMogative 
bacteria including Xanthomonaa transluoena which attacks barley 
aeodllnga (Goodman and Henry, 1947)# Other strains of 
B*aubtiliB form eumycin and baoillomycin which are active 
against many fungi# As shown by Gillivor (1946) tyrothrioin 
Is , active against gram*^positive and gramMogatlve bacteria, 
Including mahy pathogens* It is produced by Bncillps brevis 
(Dubos, 1 9 3 9)* Lichenifprmin from ^ acillus licheniformis was 
found to be effective a^^ainst Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
(0allow and Hart, 1946)* Gordon and Henselor (1939) controlled 
the virulence Of an important plant pathogen Ehisoctonia solani 
by Bimplexin produced by Bacillus simplex# Coliataln is 
formed by a soil bacillus as shown by Gause (1 9 4 6), violacein 
produced by Ghromobacterlum violaeeum (Lciohotein and Van de 
Sand, 19451 1946}I and iodihin produced by Chromobaoterium 
iodinum (Weinendling, 1 9 4 5) are other useful antimicrobial 
substanceB*
The ability to repress the development of other oiiero*" 
organisme appears to be wide spread among the hctinomycetes# 
PrOaotinOmyoin, from Hocardla gardener! was found to be active 
against .several phytopathogenic bacteria including Bacillus
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polymyjca ana ^.mlGhlgane## (Q lH lvey , 1946) * Stroptomyoin
from StyeptomydëS griSeuB is the most Important member of 
this group, for its activity against many gram^positive 
baètarià pathogenic to man as well as plant, and for Its 
relatively Ipw, toxicity to the human or animal body 
(Waksman, I944), ohloromyeetln (Smith ^  1948), neomycin
(Wakèman and Leohetalier 1949), actinonu^cin, actihomycetin, 
mycetin and atfeptothrioin etc are other useful antibiotioa 
produced; by.soil- actinoraycetes*
Although the antibacterial effects of ftingi were reported 
by 4arly workers (DucheshC, I897; Vanclremer 1913) the real 
stimulus to: the search for antibiotics was not forthcoming 
until Fleming-(1929) disooVared penicillin, produced by a 
strain of-Eenibillium notâtum# Later, Waksman and Horning 
(1943) studied syatematioaiiy the whole group of antibiotic- 
producing.soil fungi and put them into eleven groups e#g, 
Absidia# Alterharia, ABpergillus% Botrytia* Qladosuorium#
FUsarium# #cpr.# EenMîâMSB/ iââSSÉMt W ^ h o d e m â  
Verticiilum* Species from many of these genera are known to 
form- antibiotics namely Aanergillus#' Pénicillium# Triohoderma# 
and Fuserium. useful for both plant and human pathogens# 
Penicillin and notàtin from Pénicillium notathm# citrinin 
from Pénicillium citrinun (laistriclc et ai, 1941) nnd patulin 
' (Waksman. et. al^ 1943) produced by Pénicillium patulin are 
active against many .plant pathogenic fungi like Phytium 
(Analow et al, 1943) and CaratoBtomelta ulml (Waksmaa and
Bulge, .1943)# Two other antiblotica from Peniciilia are 
penioillio aold and myçophenolio aoid* Myoophenolie aoid 
found to be aetlVa against Rhl^oetina and Phytophthora 
(ailliver 1 9 4 6)#
Among antibiotloa produced by Aaoergilli are fumigatin 
and fumigain by a * fumigatus and flavacin and aepergillic acid 
formed by A# flavus# Fire antimicrobial substances have 
been obtained from genus Fus aria# namely, javanicin from
avenaceln from I# fruotigenin from
F » fruotiginum, laterltinin from F# lateritium and sambucihin 
from F» sambucinuM# Gliotoxin and Viridin produced by
Trichoderma viride are also active against several pathogenic ,., 
fungi# The report of the antagonistic Effects of fungi 
either on the,same species or on thé other fungi are 
numeroUB# This .phenomenoii was Considered to be of great 
value in conhaotipn with plant diseases*. Thus: there are 
good, raaaons to believe that the capacity to produce 
antibiotic is ffegucnt among, and characteristic, of the 
soil micro-organisms*
4) Production of antibiotics (Antagouietio substances)in soil. 
It is difficult to decide whether the soil organisms 
reported above are also capable of Synthesizing their 
antibiotic substances ia their natural habitat-the soil#
The main difficulty being that the soil is poor, medium 
(Waksman, -1948), where as a high level of mitrition and the
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use of complex media are neoessary for the abundant 
antibiotic production in the laboratory# Indeed, with the 
progress in this field It is now well established that the 
antibiotic substances can be produced in the Soil at least 
under certain conditions*
Thé first experimental work on the production of 
antibiotic eubatanoea in the soil was reported by Grossbard 
(1 9 4 8) who showed that in a sterilized soil enriched with 
glucose, wheat, straw^ or beet pulp, }?enio 1 1 1 ium patulum 
produced an ântimiçrobial substance, patulin* Later studies 
(Qrossbard 1 9 5 8) showed that the patulin is produced by other 
anacioa of Pénicillium and by Ispe^illus clavatus . and 
A * ter reus as well when grown in sterilized soil, enriched 
with carbohydrates or other assimilable organic substances*
It has also been shown by Hessayon (1951) that an antibiotic 
substance could be produced in unaupplemented but autoolaved 
soil inoculated with Triohotheciura roseum ( an organism which 
produces the antibiotic trichothecin)# Similarly, Gregory, 
Allen, Riker and Peterson (1952) demonstrated the production 
of antibiotic activity in uns ter lie soil which had been 
supplemented with soybean meal, glucose and corn-*steep liquor 
and inoculated with P# u a tulum* In these cases it was
assumed, but not conclusively demonstrated, that, the 
antibiotic formed In the soil was identical with that ^produced 
in synthetic media*
Gottlib-and Biminoff (1 9 5 2) olearly demonstrated the 
production of a specific antibiotic by Streptomyces veneziielaa 
in sterilized but unstipplemented soil, and identified it as 
Chloromycetin by its chemical reactions and by paper 
chromatography* Also Wright (1954) showed the production 
of gliotoxiii by Trichoderma viride in autoclaved soil either 
unsupplemented or normal soil supplemented with as little 
as 1$ of organic matter* Similar data on the ability of 
some mioro-organisms including fungi, to form antibiotic 
sub8tances in soil have been presented by many workers 
(Grossbard 1952; Stevenson and Loekhead 19531 Wright 1954? 
1935, 1956; Wright and Grove 19571 Krasil*nikov 1954; 
koreniyako ejb 1955; ICalyansundaram 1953 and Brian 1957) * 
Fhilurb to detect antibiotics in soil cultures of 
organisms Mown to be capable of their production in the 
laboratory, may be due to the lack of selectivity in the 
methods used for their detection, most of which have involved 
extraction from the soil* Stevenson (1 9 5 6) developed a 
sensitive method, other than soil extraction, for detection 
of antibiotics in the soil; using agar-coated, fungal spores 
seeded, microscopic slide, buried in the soil culture and 
studying the degree of inhibition of germination of spores# 
Since then many workers have used this sensitive method and 
showed antibiotic production in soils* Thus Mirchink and 
Greshnylih( 1961 ) presented data indicating that Pénicillium 
c.volopium and P# pupuogenum were capable of producing
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antibiotics when introduGcd into non-BtoriXe Boil; the 
amount increasing upon the addition of ancrose. Similar 
evidence of antibiotic substance production by Btreptomyces 
species in unamended soil was provided by Bangasawami and 
Ethiraj (1962)* Also Eangasawami and Vidyaaokaran (1963) 
showed the antibiotic production by using the above 
StreptomydeteB (Rangasawami and Ethiraj 1962) in the 
rliizosphere of corn (0ea mays)* Vaaudeva, Singh and Iyengar 
(1962) reported the production of bulbiformin by Bacillus 
subtilis in the soil# Antibiotic production was 
considerably enhanced when the soil was sterile and enriched 
with nutrients such as aspartic a dd or aspparagin, and 
dextrose or root residues of certain plants# Recently Bingh, 
Vasudeva and Bajaj (I9 6 3) have shown the production of 
bulbiformin by Bacillus subtills on the seed coats, 
spermatosphere and rhisosphere of baoterised plgeon-pea seeds 
Bom in sterile and unsterile soil* The antibiotic produced 
as a result of bacterization became eystamic in plant tissue 
and provided a protective zone around the roots of plgeon-pea 
seedlings# Also appreciable reduction in the,incidence of 
pea wilt has been obtained through oeecl bacterization*
Although, the synthesis of bulbiformin on the seed coat, 
spermatosphere, and rhizosphere in 'imsterilised was 
comparatively lower than that in the sterilized soil, the 
fact that bulbiformin was produced in unstefilized soil in
‘XO-
appreciable quantities is important from the praetieal point 
of view, as moet. of the Organisme.which produced antibiotics 
in sterilized soil fail to do so under normal unsterilized 
condition#
H) âaUkloMosJa-âM-SoaâES^
Elt#.,+DaAsi@.l.Jzef@rGm W a_8trGptomy(3la«
Thé use of antibiotics as protectants or as eradicants 
of plants diseases is still a comparitivaly newer approach 
to control plant diseases; though antibiotics, or antagonistic 
phenomenon among miero-organisms, and its relation to plant 
diseases had been recognised for more than 80 years* In 
the near future, however, antibiotics may possibly be used 
as widely for this purpose as they now are in control of 
human diseases#
Gliotoxih, the first antibiotic to be used for plant 
disease control, was isolated and purified by a plant 
pathologist (Weindling and Emerson 1936) even before the 
discovery of penicillin# Because of its anti fungal properties, 
it was studied as early ae 1 9 3 5 sis a protectant against certain 
plant pathogens. Shortly after penicillin and streptomycin 
appeared on the market for medical uses, several plant 
pathologists investigated them for control of phtopathogenic 
bacteria; but only limited experiments were done at that time 
due to short supply and extremely high Cost of these antibiotics
ReoentXy from 15 years widespread and keen interest Has 
developed in thie. type of reeearoli and many improved eompoiinda 
having 'baeterioidaX and fungieidal propèft-ieu have been 
marketed by many phamaceutieal firms whioh produoea 
antibiotics# '
Major invastigationB before 1951, ooneiatéd of screening 
plant pathogen in vitro to determine their sensitivity to 
antibiotics (Weindling and Emerson 1936; Brown and Boyle 19441 
Brian and Hemming 1945)# It was not until 1952, however 
that an antibiotic was used under field conditions for the 
control of plant diseases* Thus Saumeyar ^  el (1953) showed 
that beano were protected from infection by halo blight 
organisms (Pseudomonas phaseoliGola) with a streptomyoin dust* 
HecDgnisation of this fact lad the attention of soil 
microbiologists and plant pathologists towards the use of 
special group of chemical compounds known as antibiotics for 
the control of plant diseases, although there are many 
chemical compounds in current use to prevent or eradicate 
diseases of plant* A major reason to support this view is 
the hope of discovering a compound that will exliibit a 
minimum tdxiçity to plants^ maximum toxicity against 
parasites, and the property of penetrating into plant cells 
and accumulating there in tmiounts detrimental to the paraeiiea 
located deep Inside the plant tissues* Also the Compound 
and quantity used should be Ineffective to men and animals, 
other advantages of such agents would be less washing-off by
rain and upon translocatloii In the plant, protection of 
untreated plante or new growth# Also antihiotice might be 
of value in oaeeo where the commonly used ohemioale may 
produce injurious aide effects on the crop or may be toxic 
for human beings or animale*
An extensive literature 1b avaible on the Buoceesfal 
Use of antibiotics for the control of plant disease; and on 
the efficacy, of antlblotlea as chemical .agents for plant 
diseaae (Anderson and Gottlieb 1952; Dunagan 1954; Hopwood 
19571 Klinkowaki 1948;1954; Zaumeyer 1955;1958; and 
Dekker I9S3)# An attempt to present a review of this type 
will .be out of place and only few examples are given below.
St rentomyc in
Streptomycin
Streptomyoin, discovered in 1944, is produced by 
B t répi omyc es griseus# Although penicillin is the oldest Mown 
ahtibiotic against bacterial diseases of both men and animals, 
Btreptomycin is the first antibiotic to function as a reliable 
remedy .against many bacterial diseases Of plants# It ia 
Very aetive against a broad range of bacterial plant pathogens, 
in vitro as well as on the plants# Originally thought to be 
solely an .antibacterial agent, it has lately been shown to 
have anti-fungal properties under in vivo conditions#
The moat important application of streptomycin has 
been against fire blight diseases, caused by .Erwinia amyloyora 
in many roeaceouB plante* Because of the devastating
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Name of 
Antibiotics
Year Of Antlb# Disease
DiBGovery Pfodg# Controlled
*!V*^WaiKV»i43i;PA'.f* M*1*fcL'!lj M*
1) ' ■ '. 
©risedfulviA 1939
2)
Streptomycin
3)
Gyolohexami
(Actidione)
P eni 0 ilium i} p owdery
grisoofalvnm mildews è
BeferenOes
Brian (i9 6 0)
disease
2 )Bean rust 
by uromyceB 
dpp andficul a tus
3 ) Fungal . . ... 
diseases,
i)on coffee by
PhyllOB.tiota
coffeicbla
1 1)on lettuce
by Bp.t.rytis 
cinera
ill)on tulips
by B#tulipae
ly)on apple 
trees by
solarotina
S j m M M m d
S *mali
v) on bests
by percpsppra 
betloola"
Rodriquez ' 
et al
(1 9 5?) . '
Webb(1 9 5 8)
ValaekQva
(19583,
Byr-de(ig59j
à Rhodes 
(1962)
GMlllni &
Alguisi
(i9 6 0)
Streptomycés 
gris eus
see below
Streptomyoes l)Blister rust Moss(1957, 
(other apecte) of ivhite pine 1 9 5 8 ,1 9 6 0
tree & I9 6I)
2 )Turf dieeaees Ford(l95 8  
onasod by var- & Smith à 
iouB Fungi Guyer 19&
3) Powdery
mildew disease Ford(l958
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4)
Tetracyelines 1948-53 
incltidçB p
i)oxy tetra , , 
cycliné' - '/'
lli)tetra 
cyoXine
5)Polypéptldes 
inoludee . '
i)Tyrothrioin 
li)Snbtilih 
i ÿ) g rewmi 01 din 
Iv) polymyxin 
v)phytoaétln
i)on fruits Szirmai & Voraa
(I960)
il)on roses ' Palmar et al
(1959)1960)
Deep & Bartlett 
• ' (1961)
<1561)
i*mi mh |i|i , ■ iéh hImui ' lyi»
Btrepto Crown gall on Deep (1958) 
inyoes» l)pear
Bpeeiés cherry Cola (1959)
' . . nursery trees
2)Tumorous on Xoremyako à 
tomatoes . Koveehnitov(196 0)
onw.
Bacillus Active on .gm- 
brevis positive
bacteria asBtrepto my ces & 1
ii)i)owny. mild Arlc^ & Thompson
^ ' *'* ew pf oiioumbar \ Jju
ili)Powdery
mildew on apple Sprague' 
iv) Controlled
Sclerotina fruct Grover (I960) 
loola (5i S.laxa on 
Gharrias
iv)White pine 
blister rust 
cankefe.
v)Cotton seed 
Infected with 
Xanthomonas 
M.alvaoOGsrum
Van Arsotel
(1 9 6 2)
Moes(l96l):
Pangaaawaml
(1 9 5 7)
Babajmn, 
Karapety &
6)Polynes 
(Antibiotics 
containing, 
conjugated 
polyne ohrqmo 
phere) includes 
1) F i l ip in
ii)?imricin 
iil)iTystatin etc
Streuto i)Downy mildew 
myceà Spe «pott
ing on orchids 
by Botrytis, 
Alternaria & 
Fuaerium Bpp*
iii)Bo‘bytis 
Tulipae oh 
Tulips*
S a rksyan(1958,
Stanek et al 
(1959)
Franlc et al
(1 9 5 9)
Valaskova
(1958,1961)
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7)MacrolideB Last iO- 1 2  Btrepto i)Active on Logsdon (I9 6I)
(Basic'anti years myces 8pp gm-positive & Keyworth & 
blotioB which bacteria Howell (I9 6I)
have taetone
ring in 1 1)Slight
common includes* reduction Kruger (I9 6I)
i)Spiramycin of tomato
ii)erythromycin canker*
characters of this disease, the cultivation of a highly 
susceptible Bartlett pear had to be abandoned in the eastern 
part of the United States# Very promising results have now 
been obtained with various streptomycin formulation sprays by 
Goodman (1953,1954) in Missouri, Young and Winter (1953) in 
Ohio, ileuberger (1953) in Delaware, Ark (1954,1954 1955) and 
Duaegan et al (1954) in California, Kienholz (1955) in Oregan# 
Clayton (1955) in North Carolina, Kirby (1954) in Pennsylvania, 
and Mills (1955) in New York* These sprays have remarkably 
reduced the blight infections on pears and apples wherever 
they were used# Goodman (1953) in Missouri obtained a lOG^ S 
control of fire bligiit of apples by using streptomycin, either 
in combination with Terramycin or alone* It was suggested 
that the therapeutic practice of application of streptomycin 
close to 5G days before harvest, combined with careful pruning 
of infected twigs, should again make possible the growing of 
Bartlett pears in the Eastern areas of the United States 
(Kell and Wilson I9 6 2)#
streptomycin is also active against walnut blight 
Gauged by jCanthompn.as lu^landis (Aï>k* 1955; Miller 1959).
ïndcacl, streptomycin sprays and dust are now part of a 
routine disease control programme in the United States and 
are officially recommended against fireblight on apples, 
pears and some ornamental shrubs of rose family, and 
against walnut blight* . Dye and Dye (1954) showed that 
under green-house conditions seedling peach trees could be 
protected from bacterial canliar (pseudomonas syringae)
With streptomycin.sulphate sprays* Brown and HeOp (1946) 
reported elimination of Xanthomonas pruni from cankers on plum 
twigs with streptomycin#
Anderson (1957) showed that beans could be protected 
against both common blight and fuscous blight caused by 
X# phase oil var* rfuscans by streptomycin sprays. Recently 
streptomycin has been reported to be more active against fire 
blight than are Cooper (Parker 1961) and Brodeaux mixture 
(Luepsohen, I9 6 0), with the additional advantage that fruit 
russetting is avoided*
Bacterial blight of celery# caused by Pseudomonas anil 
were found to be controlled by application of Agrimycin 
(Cox 1955)# In England, Crosse and Bennet (1957) reduced 
infection of bacterial canker of cherry caused by 
Pseudomonas syringae with five spray apnli cat ions of 
Streptomycin* Bacterial spots of tomato and pepper, caused 
by Xanthomonas vesicatoria have been reported to bo controlled
ly an Agri-myoin spray (containing 200 p*p*m# of streptomyoin) 
by Conorer (1954)#
The UB0 of streptomyoln as a seed disinfectant doe© 
have its advantage© for eradication of deep-seated infection* 
Streptomycin was found to he an effective treatment of seed 
infected with the halo blight organism - Pseudomonas 
phaBeolicola* (Smith, 19491 Hildreth and Starr 1950; 
ïfultsch 1958; A fanas 1 of à Snarpj, 1958) * Results of 
extensive field experiments were so convincing that much 
of the seed for the IgGO crop in England was treated vfith a 
streptomycin formulation# Recent reports on seed 
disinfection w^ ith streptomycin include Xanthoînonas malvacearum 
on cotton (Babyan et §1 1958), &_camBe@jülÊ o» cmclfena 
(KllsiOTlca and Pound I9 6I), Op^n#^cigrdara mloMgrnignm on 
tomatoes (Kmgen 1959) s Pseudomonas cononataciens on oats 
(Griffiths and Peregrine i960), and P, atrofaoiens on wheat 
and barley (Stanek and IJjevic 1959) *
Almost every conceivable method of administering 
antibiotic© to plant ha© been exploited according to the 
nature of the disease and the characteristics of the plant# 
Sprays, dusts, dips and aoil treatments have been used 
predominantly# However, several other unique methods of 
administration have also been employed*
There are numerous reports on more or less successful 
experiments with foliar application of streptomycin against 
bacterial disease, caused by species of genera Erwinia^
Pseudomonas, XanthomonaG* and Bacterium; black leg of potatoes « 
Stewart*© disease of sweet corn, bacterial wilt of cucumber, 
bacterial bligtit of celery, common and fuscous blight of beans^ 
bacterial blight of soybeans, black chaff of wheat, leaf rot 
of philodendron (Goodman 1959l Tanner 1958) blast and 
bacterial canker of stone fruit (Boyd 1958), bacterial spot 
of peach, plum and apricot (Verneau, 1958; Klos 1958), citrus 
canker (Eangasawami^Rao à Lakslimanan 1959), angular leaf spot 
of cucumber (Stanak^ 1958; I960), halo-blight of beans 
(Afanasief, 1958), soft rot of lettuce (V/infree, 1958), black 
rot of crucifers (Kliaiewicz 1961), bacterial spot of pepper 
and tomato (Chandler 1958; Sowell 19591 Stall 1959;
Thayner I9 6I; Stall I9 6 2), bacterial leaf spot of vfheat and 
barley (Stanek 1959)? black arm of cotton (Balanchandran ^  ^  
i9 6 0), leaf blight of corn (8abet 1 9 5 6), and wildfire on 
tobacco (Hitier I9 6O; Shaw 1959)#
Dipping potato seed pieces in streptomycin provides a 
substantial control of ring rot caused by Conynebaoterium 
Bpedpnicuiu (Logsdon 1951)# Also streptomycin sulphate 
shov/s an additive effect on different seed potato 
disinfectants used for the control of this disease (Bonde and 
Johnson 1 9 5 8) * Conti’ol of olive knot (Pseudomonas savastanoi) 
and crown gall (Agi^obacterium tutnefaciens) of apricot and 
peach in green-house experiments, was obtained by brushing 
streptomycin in an isoamyl-kerosine-1anolin-vaseline mixture 
on the galls (Ark and Thoms on 196Q), and a reduction of steam
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and leaf rot of Biffenbacliia (lïrwinia diffenbacMae) by a 
preplanting dip in a streptomycin solution (McFadden 1961)*
A soil drench with combination of streptomycin and 
8-quinolinal sulfate cured -geranium plant Infected with foot 
fot caused by a Fuserium and a Xanthomonas species (Stoddard 
1 9 5 7), This technique is now being used commercially by 
florists in the northeastern part of the United States*
It is obvious, therefore, that streptomycin is one of 
the im|)ortant antibiotics used for the control of plant 
diseases* Although phtotoxiclty may occur, it usually doee 
not present, the real problem at the concentrations usually 
used in the control of many plant diseases# In addition, 
a stimulation of plant growth by streptomycin has been reported 
(stanek & Prealicka I9 6O)* More serious complications may 
arise by the. development of s t rent omyc in-res 1st ant pathogens 
as a result of Btreptdmyein treatment* To avoid the build-up 
resistance, Agrimycin 100, containing streptomycin together 
with some Oxytetraoycline, has been developed (BeMter 1963)# 
Streptomycin is readily absorbed by some plants 
(Anderson & Hienow, 1947; Framer 1953| Crowdy & Pramer 1955)I 
and exerts a marked systemic action (Napier et ^  1956); it 
is readily absorbed and t3?ansloeàted in ehrysantiièùm cuttings 
and persisted in sufficient amounts to protect the newly 
developing plants from infection (Robin et al 1954), its 
actual transi oeatl on in tXie hop pi ant was demonstrated by 
Maier (i960)* It has a direct action on the pathogena inside
tîio plant tlBBue (Pramer ejt al 1956); ancl lias direct action ■ 
on the host (Ivilller, Mackay and Pried 1954; and Crosse al 
I960)*
Streptomycin is now on the market in various formulations 
namely Agrimycin 100 and 500; Agristrep, a solution of 
streptomycin Sulphate in a mixtu3?e of water and glycerin 
developed in Holland (Kook 1958); and Fytostrep, a 
Czechoslovak preparation containing 15!^  streptomycin together 
with Oxytetracycllne in a ratio of 1021 (Stanek & Wasserbauer 
i9 6 0).
The development of an antibiotic that can be applied 
to the soil for control of root parasities is greatly needed* 
Species of Plxytium. alone, constitute one of the most 
destructive groups of plant pathogens and many species of this 
group cause root rots and damping-off of seedling* Zaumeycr 
suggested in 1956 (first internal Conference on Antibiotics 
in Agriculture) that disease of root and damping-off of 
seedlings could be controlled by streptomycin compounds if 
they retain thOir activity v/han applied to the soil* This 
belief was based upon the fact that streptomycin formulations 
have effectively controlled two species of ghytophthora causing 
mildew of lima bean and late blight of tomato and one species 
of Peronospora causing blue mold of tobacco, both of which 
genera are closely related to the genus Phytium*^
Production of an antibiotic, able to control ]^ y;^ .ium 
species and other soil inhibiting organisms such as Fusarium
and Riiizoctinla that are usually unhampered hy the older 
methods Is a real challenge to the Industry* Also new 
compound of antibiotics should be commercially produced for 
only '^agricultural uees’^ bearing at least the following 
properties*
1) They must have a composition with the aoll constituents*
2) The preparation should retain its natural stcibility, 
antagonistic activity and chemical composition for long 
periods of time* For this purpose salts of antibiotics may 
be prepared which are more easily soluble and stable in soil*
3) It should preferably be of low moleoular size so that there 
should' not be any adverse effect on the translocation 
properties*
4) Haturally, it must be harmless for plants, animals and 
human being*
5) The chemical compound of the antibiotic should preferably 
be a strong buffer also*
6) From economical point of view it should b^, cheap enough 
to be used in agriculture in large amounts* For this 
purpose antibiotics less pure than used in medicine can be 
prepared and which would reduce the price of the compound*
Thus, as mentioned above stability, chemical composition, 
antagonistic activitie i*e* degradation of antibiotic etc*, 
factors should be considered before using any antibiotic 
compounds for agricultural purposes* The relevent literature 
on these aspects now follows*
III) stability of Antlbiotlcg in Soil.
A© already mentioned many of the antibiotic producing, 
micro-organism© are found in soil*' It is expeoted that 
since natural soils being poor in microbial nutrients, these 
would not produce large amounts of antibiotics, yet 
continuous production over large periods even at a very-lev/ 
rate would lead to the accumulation of significant amounts# 
But as it is evident, instances of obvious toxicity in A., 
natural soils are rare# Although oertain workers have 
shown that in soils (After plant or animal matter has 
been decomposed) there are many substances besrihg properties 
resembling to those of antibiotics (Newman & Norman 19431 
Nandi, 1948; Sinha 1950; and Monib 1953).# Even then, 
it is quite rare that these substances accumulate to such 
an extent to make the soil unsuitable for microbial 
development* The non-persistance of these toxins, in 
normal soils was also visualised by Hutchinson and Thaysen 
(1 9 1 6), These evidences Indicate that the mechanism of 
their destruction, inactivation of neutral1sation must exit . 
in the soil# It is therefore natural to investigate their 
fate in the soil, whether introduced into the soil or 
produced by inoculation of miaro-organisms capable of 
producing the antibiotics# The investigation would help 
in the understanding of the dynamics of biological activity 
in soil, since it has, for instance, been shown by Quastel
and SchoXfield (l95i) that chloramphenical is a .potent 
inhibitor of an importemt step in Nitrogen fixation cycle, 
iiEimely nitrification* Also it would indicate the potential 
usefulness of antibiotics for the control of soil-borne 
plant pathogens* As has been suggested by Lochheaci & 
Landerkin (1949) that before embarking on extensive trials 
with imown antibiotics or antibiotic producing organisms, 
it would seem doslrable to knov; which ant lb loties are 
most likely to prove useful * Factors such as (a) stability 
against both chemical and biological décomposition, (b) 
retention of activity in the presence of soil constituents,
(c) firmness of absorption on soil colloids, which may, 
control both activity in soil and retention in the fact 
of leaching, and also, (d) specific activity against the 
pathogens to be controlled and (e) if possible be harmless 
to desirable soil organisms, are all important,
Earlier workers were of the opinion that soil toxins 
could be destroyed in various v/ays, such as by the application 
of heat, oxidation or adsorption by means of certain 
adsorbing agents such as carbon black etc* It is now 
known that most antibiotics, when added to the normal 
soil, disappear with remarkable repldity# Antibiotics may 
undergo physical inactivation, chemical decomposition or 
biological decompoBition; and depending upon the nature 
of the antibiotic, the type of the soil and nature of soil
microflora, one or even all of the three processeB may 
operate* A Bumraary of these processes i b giyen here*
Physical inactivation*-
Boil contains many colloids with a tremOndous surface 
area and therefore, high adsorption capacity, so this process 
is of the utmost importance# Antibiotics vvhen added to 
the aoil are readily inactivated by soil colloids, minerals 
and organic matter# A comprehensive investigation was 
carried out by Gottlib and his colleague (1952) who studied 
the production and role of antibiotics in soil and dealt 
mainly with Streptomycin, aureomycin, terramycin 
ohloramphenical, actidione and clavacin. They-divided 
antibiotics into three genex*al groupa according to their 
dissocation i#6# basic, neutral and acidic#
The soil colloids are p re dominant 1 y acidic in nutux^ e# 
Hencep basic antibiotics are strongly bound and inactivated 
by soil complexes# Streptomycin, a compound containing 
the strongly basic guanidine group is rapidly removed, from 
the soil by soil colloidial complex, including clay and 
the organic matter (Siminoff & Gottlib 1951) # These 
workers jrurther reported that clay colloids adsorb large 
quantities of antibiotic, In particular a bentonite, or 
illite clay v/ae very active and removed the greatest 
amount from solution# Ionic substitution was much more 
pronounced in bentonite than in illite, since the former had
a greater number spot© to which eationa were attracted and 
thus a higher base exchange capacity* The adsorption of 
antibiotics by clay minerals results in expansion of the 
crystal lattice and flocculation of the clay# The higher 
the concentration of atreptomycin the higher the degree of 
flucculation* The adsorption phenomenon involved an . 
equilibrium, between the antibiotic and cations already 
adsorbed, onto the exchange epots of clay (Birainoff and 
Gottlieb, 1951)*
Although it has been established that streptomycin 
could be- adsorbed, it is. not clear whether such adsorbed 
antibiotic could enter into normal base-exchange reactions#
If such a dynamic situation exists in the soil, any amount of 
streptomycin produced there could eventually act upon the 
susceptible flora after being replaced from the collodial 
complex by other cations* Experiments show that the 
hydrogen-lon from hydrochloric acid did not exchange with 
streptomycin, and very little could be removed by base- 
exchange agents* For example methylene blue and janus 
green were able to replace adsoi^bed antibiotic from a 
sandy soil; but did not effect removal from heavier slit 
loam soils# No streptomycin could be recovered from the 
clay by electrolysis* 'Ark and Alcorn (1956) reported that 
when streptomycin was formulated with bentonite clay, a 
strong physical union resulted and streptomycin was not
detected from the "bentonite particles in sufficient quantities 
to be useful at the locus of application* However, addition 
of dipotassium phosphate, peptone or certain other substances 
to the bentonite-streptomycin adsorption complex, released 
adequate amount of the antibiotics for use as bactericide. 
Exchange reactions may very v/ell be the basis of a soil 
slurry tectoic used successfully by Pramer and Starkey 
(1950a*1 9 5 0b 41 9 5 1) and Starkey and Pramer (1953) for the 
assay of streptomycin, which is strongly adsorbed on soil 
X^articles and not extractable by solvents# Streptomycin, 
another basic substance, is similarly adsorbed by soil 
colloids (Gottlieb 1952)p viomycin, circulin, subtilin and 
aotinomycin, all of which contain aminoacids in peptide 
linkage as part of the molecule, are also absorbed by soil 
colloids (Martin and Gottlieb 1955)#
As regards Amphoteric antibiotics have a variable 
be.ha%’"iour depeiading upon the balance of ionization of the 
basic and acidic group i*e* on the pH (Martin and Gottlieb 
1 9 5 2) # Aureoniycin and Terramycin, vhiich are amphoteric 
antibiotics, behaved.as basic in acid conditions and were 
inactivated by clay in both its forms# Aureomyoin could 
only be tested in acidic condition as being unstable in 
alkaline condition#
The natural.antibiotics, as would be expected, are not 
readily adsorbed* They are weakly bound by soil colloids
and retain a .relatively high degree of activity in tiie 
soil* C#1oromyc et in (one of the neutral ant Ihlotice) is
not adsorbed "by clay and easily he i^eoovered .-completely 
shortly after,its addition to the soil and Its activity 
persists in the soil#. / If produced in the soil in 
sriffioient qnantlty^ it would he able to exert its 
antagonistic action in a free or in a weakly houhd state. : 
Similarly Actidione^ another neutral antihiotio^ is not 
removed from acjùeous solution by normal soil and could be 
removed from sterile soil (Gottlieb^ Simlnoff and Martin
1 9 5 2),
Acidic antibiotics If especially in the ionised form^ 
fall into (ah activity) range in the soil between the 
neutral, and the basic antibiotics# Clavacin^ an acidic 
antibiotic is relatively indifferent to the presence of clay* 
It is stable for long time in a sterile soil (Gottlieb 
1952| Gottlieb^ Siminoff and Mai’tin 1.95$) * . Gottlieb
(1 9 5$) reported that clayaoin did not flocculate either 
illite or\ bentonite g a.nd only a small but a constant amount 
was removed from* solution. Also X-ray diffraction étudiés 
did, not show any spreading effect* The solution of clavaoin 
ooiapdundB lost very little activity during the first few 
hours after .addition to the sterile soil^ indicating that 
adsorption was not important (Gregoryg Allen^ Hiker and 
Peterson 1952)è Similarly Qriseofulvin was not inactivated
in sterile soil (Brian et al 1951)* As no .direct'evidence 
on ..the adsorption of gliotoxln is available and the fact 
that it is taken up by plants from soil containing it may 
be expected to indicate that it is not removed by colloids 
from the soil solution#
Chemical decomposition due to intrinsic instability of the 
antibiotic molecule#
Antibiotics are subject to undefined chemical 
transformation in the soil* It depends upon various factors 
such as pH of the soil^ as mentioned earlier penicillin is 
less stable in acidic than in basic solution and 
correspondingly less stable in acidic than in basic soils* 
Similarly inactivation of antibiotics like viriding, gliotoxln^ 
frequenting, albidin etc. p can be explained by their intrinsic 
chemical instability in aqueous solution at pH of the soil* 
Inactivation of antibiotics in soil also depends upon their 
capacity to form complexes with other constituents of the 
soil* Btreptomycin was inactivated even in a .muck soil 
which contains a negligible clay colloid content (Gottlieb 
and Simlnoff 1950)* In such circumstances many possibilities 
exist for the alteration of the original com.]pound*
Actidione which is not adsorbed seems to undergo change even 
in sterile soil and its activity in the soil is gradually 
decreased (Gottlieb Simlnoff and Martin 1952). This 
could be attributed to the unfavourable pH of the soil
(Gregory 5 Allen, Hiker and Peterson 1951)*. Some ant lb lot les 
are iras table in the presence of the atmosphere ^ while others 
are liable to decompose at an acidic or alkaline pH#.
Patuline is rapidly decomposed in alkaline soil (Gregory.,
All en « Piker and Peterson 1952) * At any one time other 
innumerable décomposition products present in the soil ma^ r 
react with the antibiotic and inactivate them* The rapid 
inactivation of gladiolic aoidg penicillin and cyolohexamide 
in partially sterile garden soil^ and some other similar 
observations, under pH conditions favourable to stability, 
strongly suggest that some other form of inactivation 
may occur* It is conceivable that the antibiotic in such 
cases is reacting chemically with a soil constituent^ or 
that some soil constituent acts as a catalyst*
IV* Microbial decompoaitlon of Antibiotics .with. .Bidecial
reference to Stréptomyoln#
Boil, at any time, is in dynamic eQuilibrium and this 
eguilibrium ie $ikely to be disturbed when there is any 
alteration in the oonditionBÿ either natural or unnatural * 
Furthermore^ the growth of new cells of micro^^organisms in 
the soil permits the occurranco of .adaptation and mutation 
processes, which results in the change of en^ymatio 
equipment of the individual organism and df the equilibrium 
system of the So11 as a whole* But the soil is usually in a 
state of dynamic equilibrium and if it is changed its
recovered very .soon oi" nev/ egullibi*lum is brought about by 
the microbial activity. It shows that soil microflora has 
an almost infinite capacity of life for adapting itself to a 
practically endless variety of external conditions* The 
soil organisms have great potentialities for synthesis and 
decomposition# Soil micro-organisms have been isolated which 
are capable of oxidising and utilising such unpromising 
substances as phenol, bengene, xylene, and many polyphenols# 
Gray and Thronton (1928) found bacteria ozidiEiing Grèsola$ 
toluenee and naphthelene# Johnson, Goodale and Turkevitoh 
(I9l|,2) isolated rnlorO“-ox»ganiems oxidlislng n-*pentane, n- 
hexane, n-octane and n-nonane# Claus and Walker (I9 6U) 
isolated a Pseudomonas and an Achromofacter capable of 
decomposing toluence, bensyne and certain other related 
compounds while Sundman (1 9 6/4) isolated -some lignandylic 
soil bacteria capable of oxiditiing simple phenolic compounds 
such as -conidandrin# Also Aaslested and Larson (I9 6U) 
isolated a bacterium from the Soil which was found to 
oxidi£5e 2-methylalamine#
The microbial breakdown of aeromatic ohloro-compounds by 
soil micro organisms has been studied in detail by Erikson 
(1941), Andus (1 9 5 0), VlltOB (1959)> Walker (1954) and 
Vi/alker & Wilshire (1955)* Pseudomonas species isolated from 
the soil which are capable of breaking down many organic 
compounds in. soil, including phenol and benBoic acid (Evans,
Smith, Linstead and Elvldge I9 5I) # and can also decompose 
Irchloro-naplithalene (Walker and Wilshire 1955) • '
Since antibiotics are natural products, it is highly 
probable that.all are susceptible to microbial attack and 
degradation in soil#
The rate, of decomposition is dependent upon the nature 
of the antibiotics, and is influenced by the p.hysioal 
chemical and biological characteristics of the soil (Winter» 
and W ill eke 1951# Jeffreys 1952| Wrigb.t and Grove 1957)# 
Evidence that antibiotics disappear more rapidly from 
natural than from sterile soil, in which they may bo stable 
for longer periods even though absorption may have occurred, 
suggests that It is microbial decomposition of antibiotics 
which take place in natural soils#
Waksman and Woodruff (1942-) were the first to introduce 
an antibiotic, nameljr actimomyoin, into both sterile and 
non-sterile soil# In both cases the antibiotic was largely 
inactivated# They attributed this to absorption by clay 
particles in the natural soil where the greater inactivation  ^
in non-aterile soil was ascribed as destruction by micro 
organisms* . ■.
Jeffreys (1952) used eight metabolic products of soil 
fungi, together with penicillin and streptomycin, and studied 
the conditions affecting the inactivation of these antibiotics 
in the soil# He.oxpressed biological inactivation by
Gonàlclering bore rapid Inaétilratian of antibiotlo In fraah 
tiian in par#ally sterile soil# Biologieal inactivation 
was most notable with antibiotias namely griaeafnlvln, 
myoophenollQ. acid, patiitiif* albidin and freqnentine; but 
it was-a contributory factor to the inactivation of several  ^
others.*; Jefferys also found that it occurred only in garden 
soils Which have highest ‘ organic matter content and the most 
.abundant microflora*, Similar report, for microbial 
decorapp.sition of ant lb i otic in soil were provided by many 
other workers,namely^ Hand! (1948) with tyrothricini Brian 
Wright, Stubbs and Way (1951) and Jafferys (1952) ?/ith 
griBeofulvin, Gottlieb and Simlnoff (1951) Gottlieb (1952) 
Barlich. al (1952) and Monlb (1953) with Ghlorampheniool; 
and,Biha (1950) and Krasilnikov (1954) with streptomycin; 
Epasilnikov.(1954) with chloretetracyclina, Globisporin and 
oxytetracycline; and Simlnoff and Martin (1952) with 
gliotoxini Shirodkar (1953) with tyrothricln^ gliotoxln, 
patùtin and Btreptomyclh*
Msseh, (1954) studied the effects of high ooneentrat 1 ons 
of,antibiotics on the complex micropopulations of the soil*
He used five antibiotics namely penlolllin, ohlaromyoelin, 
terramycln, .streptomycin and aureomyoln; and studied their 
effect on the evalhtioh of carbon dioxide as a measure of the 
rate and extent of biological activity in soil* Penioillin, 
chioromyo at in and terramycln brought about a slight
inhibition in the evolution of carbon dioxide in the first 
2 4 -7 2  hours, periiaTDs corresponding to a lag phase, followed 
by a strong rise in the p3?ocluction of carbondioxide (10-20?T>) 
as compared to that of the. control.boII* With aureomycin 
and streptomycin there was a slight but persistent inliibitlon 
during, the first 14 days period, perhaps on the account of . 
the amount added which probably exceeded the absorption 
capacity of soil* Tills indicates that there was no 
décomposition of these tv/o substances within the 
experimental period#
Pramer and Starkey (1951) used different methods of 
antibiotic assay from that of Gottlieb and his colleagues 
(1951) and found that streptomycin vhien added to the sterile 
soil, lost no activity in a period of 3 weeks where as in 
non-sterile soil, more than half of the antibiotic disappeared 
in one iveek and complete loss occurred withixx 2 weeks which 
suggests biological decomposition of antibiotic*
In all the above studies proof of inactivation of 
antibiotics in the soil, and hence importance of micro 
organisms in the inactivation of antibiotics in the soil, 
has been provided by showing more rapid inactivation of 
antibiotics from non-sterile than from sterile soil* In 
a very few cases definite proof of microbial action has 
been provided by isolating the organisms responsible for 
ant ibiotic dec ompoe i t i on *
KàtÉ and Pi eat a (1957) studied the deqompoeltioii of 
actinooiycin in soil and isolated an Aekromobacter Bp 
capable of decomposing the antibiotic * They alBo /prese.nted
the observations concerning the nature and the optimum 
conditions for its inactivation* Moreover they Showed that 
non-specific adsorption of the antibiotic by the eella'of the. - 
organism did not appear to be involved since only trace - 
ciuautities of the antibiotic can be detected after 
extraction of resting cells which have attacked actinomyoin# 
This strain also decomposed actinomycih A & B#
Wright (1 9 5 5) observed the production of griaeofulvin 
in soil by Pénicillium nigricans# Also its persistance 
in sterile soil was observed by Jefferys (1952) and Wri^it (195! 
Wright and Grove (1957) studied the disappearance of 
griBeofulvln from a natural soil. They thought that under 
normal conditions microbial breakdown would play a .Xongor ■ 
part in preventing aocumulaition of griaeofulvin ih boll, 
as antibiotics and most organic compounds are readily 
attacked in soil by micro-organ!sms * Indeed they Observed 
that Buooeseive additions of griaeofulvin (after the 
previous dose had disappeared) to the soil disappeared with 
increasing rate (which indicated microbial inactivatloh of 
antibiotic)# They isolated a dermatiaceoua fungus a.?id 
bacterium (Pseudomonas b p *) which could breakdown 
griseofulvin in licj.uid culture# The pH of the solution
determined v/Mch organism was active# The pH of the soil . 
was such that both organisms probably played soma part in 
breaking down griseofulvin#
hissen (1954) studied the decomposition of antibiotics 
in the soil, and plated his cultures oh media containing 
penicillin, Chloromycetin or terramyoin as,the only Source 
of oarbon# He was able to isolate Pénicillium and a Fusarium 
and suggested that fungi play an important part in the . 
decomposition of antibiotics in soil#
Abram (1957) isolated a dominant organism - a 
Streptomyces sp#, from chloramphenieol-treated soil and 
showed that it is able to inactivate the antibiotic in call- 
subat3.'^ ate mixture and observed three distinct reactions;
1) abolition of antibiotic activity, 2) destruction of 
nitrophenyl group, and 3) reduction to aminophenyl*
Previous workers v;ere of the opinion that streptomycin 
is very resistant to decomposition* Bo much so that there 
was a prevailing opinion that it could not be decomposed 
biologically (see Pramer and Starkey 1951),* But Framer 
and Starkey (1951) considered that as it is a natural 
product it must be susceptible to miorobiai attack* They 
demonstrated the disappea3?ance of streptomycin from-natural 
soil; and isolated a gram-negative bacterium 3?esembling 
Pseudomonas fluoreecence capable of decomposing streptomycin 
contained in the mineral salts medium as the sole source of
eaérg5'‘ and organic source of carbon for growth* Studies 
on the biochemical x)ath¥/ays of antibiotic degradation were 
not carried out at that time* Later itlien and Pramer (1962) 
etn.died the decompoeition of atreptomycin in detail with the 
above pseudomonad and analysed the culture filtrate# They 
showed that each of the three moieties of the streptomycin 
molecule underwent simultaneous change when the antibiotic 
served as a sole source of energy, organic carbon and 
nitrogen for growth of the pseudomonad Guanido groups of 
streptidine were altered as shown by oxidised nitropr-ussiclO 
test ; streptose moiety of streptomycin was modified as 
evident by failure of streptomycin to undergo rearrangement 
and formation of maltoi during alkaline hydrolysis; and 
the h-methyl-L-glucooaaiine moiety of streptomycin was 
transformed during the growth as measured by oxidised 
nitroprusaide or maltoi method* Hashed cell suspensions 
of the pseudomonad were capable of dehydrogenating streptomycin 
when methylene blue was employed as hydrogen acceptor* Where
as cell-free sonicates did not demonstrate the similar 
activity. This showed that bacterial disaimilation of 
streptomycin involved an oxidation system in which methylene 
blue can act as hydrogen acceptor* They suggested the 
name streptomycin dehydrogenase for the enzyme which catalyse 
the reaction»
Crhadialy (I9 6I) studied decomposition of streptomycin in 
soil and demonstrated a rapid disappearance of antibiotic from
non-sterlXe soil as compared to that of the constant 
recovery from sterile soil, and the increase in the rate of 
disappearance with successive additions of streptomycin to 
soil which indicated microbial breakdown of the antibiotic 
in the soil# Moreover she isolated tv/o gram-negative motile 
organisms# provisionally identified as members of the genus 
Pseudqmpnas: these organisms were capable of decomposing
streptomycin in the mineral-^salts medium containing it as 
only source of carbon and nitrogen for growth and energy#
Although the decomposition of many natural products and 
chemicals in the soil has been studied little attention 
(except for a few cases) has been paid to the isolation of 
organisms responsible for the decomposition of antibiotics 
and to detailed studies regarding biochemical pathways of 
antibiotics degradation* Mention may be made of the work 
of Katsi & Pi enta (1957) with regards to actinomyoin 
decomposition; of Perlman (1952)? Ghadialy (I9 6I)# and 
Klien à Pramer (1962) regarding streptomycin; and of 
Abram (1957) and Smith & his co-workers (1950) who studied 
the degradation of chloramphenicol* In all these studies 
organisms responsible for the decomposition of these 
antibiotics were isolated*
Also? Bakakibara (1951) studied streptomycin 
decomposition by Bacterium coll var comrminior and 
Staphylococcus aureus and proved that it rms due to the
action of èhsyaiés 81roptomycInase and EymaoOi He also
atiadied the atreptomycin resistant varient o f certain
bacteria and snggestect that a l l  these bàdterià.,produce . .:■
Btreptoiiyoin-decomposing eng;yine (atreptomyoinase) # when  ^ .
these hàèteria were exposed to the suh#lethal concentration
tiioy f i r s t  dçc#ipôsé atroptomycin by the aotien of .
atreptomyqinaae ( the f i r s t  or glucosldaBe-like décomposition)
anâ then décompose and assimilate its  decomposition products by
fermentation (the second or Eymase^liko decomposition) > ^
Further continuous rep etitio n  of these, two prooésâes at the
same concentration of streptdmycin Strengthens,these both ■
reactions# ■ .. . . .  -
< ■ '
Perlman (1952) studied the Chemical changes ooauring
during growth of a streptomycin-decomposing pseudomonad on a
streptomycin-FE^Gl- salts medium and suggested that
streptomycin^oxime and one other substance giving a positive
Bakugdbhi test (which ?me not duo to streptomycin) were formed
as indicated by paper chromatography# .
TABbB . 2 ■ / "
MyàiP™ 14s s.Jiegzââsâ ■ - I s f Q£§asss - .
Actiïiomyeiii Waksrastn and Woodruff Katz & - , .
P Ieuta 1952,
A lbidin Jefferysj 1957» , , .
CUlonaraplxenieol EuiîeU at al-1952; Gottlie'b ' &  ■ ' ^
airainoff 1952; Nissan 19541'Monib - ' . :
1953; ■ Abparn 1957» " .
Ohlonetetuaoyoline KUasilnikiv 1954» ./
CyoloKesitnidè ' . , Gottlieb at a l,  1952» ' -
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TABLE 2 Gontd#
Antibiotics degraded References
Frequentine
Globispo3?in
Griaeoitilvin
Myoophenolic acid
Oxytetracyclinc
Btreptomycin
Jefferys 1952* 
Krasilnikov 1954#
Brian et al 1951; Jefferys 1952; 
Wright and Grove 1997#
Jeffreys 1952*
Krasilnikov 1954; Nissen' 1954#
Pramer and Starky 1951; Binha 
1950; Winter and W illeke 1951; 
Krasilnikov 1954; Ghadialy 1951#
Aim, of the Investigations
As ehoim in the literature review# antagonism among 
the complex microbial population of soil is very common and 
many evidences of presence of antagonistic substances in 
the soil are available* Moreover many soil-micro-organiarns 
are Imown to produce antibiotics in the laboratory media 
and it is possible that they may do so in their natural 
habitat - the soil# Also antibiotics may reach to soil 
through their use in the control of plant diseases* But 
evidences show that such antibiotics do not persist in the 
soil for a long time* This suggests that mechanism for 
their inactivation or destruction in the soil must be 
present# But very little information is available regarding 
such mechanism and other important soil processes; still 
less is understood about them* As suggested by one of the 
great soil microbiologist Winogradsky (1949) soil 
microbiology is only at its introductory Stage*% Much 
more remains to bo done before soil microbiology is 
understood#
One of the important aspect to be studied in the soil 
microbiology is the decomposition of antibiotics# the fate 
of the antibiotic that may reach the soil and its effect on 
soil-mlero-organisms and thus on soil fertility and soil 
economy* Many investigations Indicate the importance of 
micro-organisms in the decomposition of antibiotics in the soil
W t  in very few oases have the organisms responsible for such 
proceeseB been isolated and studied.' In detail* information 
regarding the nature of such isolates may help in eliminating 
such organisms by use of conditions antagonistic to them*
Also such studies will be useful in understanding the 
biochemical pathways of antibiotic degradation (Smith and 
Worrel 1950; Perlman 1952; Kats and Pienta 1957; Wright and 
Grove 1957)# If such information is available then thé 
antibiotics which are biologically decomposed in the soil in 
few days or weeks could be made useful in agriculture if the 
ways are known to control the speolfio organisms responsible 
for its breakdown and/or the en^ îyme causing the decomposition 
of antibiotic could be eliminated*
To increase our Imowladge in the aforesaid aspects an 
attempt has been made to study the degradation of 
streptomycin in the soil* In this thesis a detailed report 
of the experiments carried out is given and it is. shown that 
streptomycin may be miorobiologically degraded in the soil* 
Also the specific organisms responsible for streptomycin 
degradation in the soil were isolated identified 
characterized and studied in detailed# These' studies 
consisted of elucidating the effect of environmental factors 
on the gi^owth kinetics of the organism and- thus on the 
degradation of streptomycin*
V'“'
METHODS .....  TECHNIQUE AND MATERIALS
Section I, ' - . .
I, The estimatièh of streptomycin* ■ . ■
Streptomycin sulphate B*P* (Glaxo Lâborato%4éa Ltd*) 
of potency 745 units/mg was used throughput the present 
investigation# ' -
The potency of Streptomycin was determined by 
biological and chemical methods#
(a) Biological Method?*^ ' ,
The microbiological assay technicité employed was an 
agar-plate diffusion method as modified by Wilkins (1949)*
In this method a standard graph shov/ing relationship 
between the diameter of zone of iniiibition of a susceptible 
micro-organism and the concentration of antibiotic is 
prepared# The concentration of an unknown' sample is 
determined by interpolating the diameter of zone of 
inhibition it produces, on the standard graph#
Orpiailism usedi-* The orp^anism used was a strain of Bacillus 
Subtilis (H*C#S#T# Ho#60)* It vms maintained on slopes of 
nutrient agar (Oxoid)*. The organism was sub-cultured every 
week at 37%*
Inoculums- For the ez-aorimental purpose the organ!srti was 
sub-cultured in the medium of the follov/ing ‘compositions.^ 
Peptone (Oxoid) - 5*Qg? had (AiriaXar grade)-3#gg# 
Yeast-extraot (Oxoid)-l#5g, Gluoose(Analar grade)-l#Og,
LaUi-lemco (Cxoid)-*l»5Sj, ■ I(gHPo4 B.D.H - 3*68g.
lO-IgPoii. E.,D,H - l*32g»
de-ionised water - 1000ml*
pH adjusted ao aa to be 7 after aterllllzation*
After 4-5 s’ub-dulturea at 37% at 24 hours interval? in 
the above medium, a uniforraeiXXy sensitive culture (to 
streptomycin) and a relativelj^ constant viable population
was obtained# A 24 hours old (uniformly sensitive) culture,
was used to seed the assay medium*
The assay medium contained Peptône-5*ogj Lab-lemco*^3*og: 
Agar-15*og, de-ionised water - 1000ml, pH 7*8 - 8*0 after 
sterilization*
Procedures- 20 ml portion of the above assay mediim# 
seeded with 1*0^ (V/¥) of a 24 hour old broth-culture? was 
used per plate of uniform size (4* inch diameter) * After 
the medium had solidified, cavities were.cut in the agar 
with a sterile 10 m*m* corlc-borer* Into the cups 0*2i:nl 
of the solution to be tested was placed from a pipette, 
the cups were thereby completely filled* The plates wore 
kept at room tenq^erature for 15 minutes before b.eihg ■ 
transferred to the inoubactor (37%) ? this time lapse was 
desirable to allow some of the- fluid to be absorbed into 
the agar and hence, the risk of spilling upon moving the 
plates' was reduced# After 24 hoiirs at 37% the diameters 
of the zones of inliibition were measured to the nearest 0*5m.m.
Each coneentrâtIon was tested in triplicate on.separate 
plates*
The standard curveL _ ___________
From a stock solution of streptomycin, two sets of 
dilution were prepared? one in sterile do-ionised water 
and the other in phosphate buffer of pH 8*0, covering the 
range 5,000 to 0*l^g/ml* These were assayed as described 
above, using tv/o cavities on each of 3 plates for each 
concentration* The remaining two cavities in each plate 
received the solution containing 20 ug of streptomyoin/ml? 
to enable a correction to be made for variability between 
the plates* There were thus 6 readings for each concentration 
except that of 20 /zg/ml for which there wore 84* After 
the mean zone diameter had been obtained? the value for 
each concentration, other than 20 ^ g/ml, was correctGd 
to allov/ for the difference between the mean zone diameter 
given by 20 p,g/ml on that particular set of plates and 
the grand mean (correction point) value for 20 jug/rnl*
Thus? if the 20;ag/ml gave a smaller mean zone diameter 
than the correction point value? the difference was added 
to the mean zone diameter for the concentration in question? 
to allow for the smaller response? and yicq versa* The 
corrected mean zone diameter were then plotted against log 
streptomycin concentration (Table 3 eu%d Fig*l). The mean 
of 84 values for 20 jag/ml formed the ’'correction jpoint" for
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the assay of nnkiiown solutions#
TABLE 3 .
The relation heWeen Log 10 streptomycin concentration and
diameter of ^one of inhibition 
Test Organisms - BacilJjie â ü M n i â  R.C,8*T. 60,
B t rep t omyc in 
0 one©ntrati on 
(yaa/ml)
Log 10 of 
Streptomycin 
G one ent rati on
Mean corrected ^one diameter 
in
Water(pH 7*0) Buffer(pH 8)
5.000 3,699 33 33
2,000 3,301 31.5 31,5
1,000 3,000 30 30
500 2.699 28,5 28,5
200 2,301 26,5 26,5
100 2,000 25 25
50 1,699 23 23
20 1,301 20.5 21
10 1,000 18,5 19
5 0,699 16 16.5
2 0,301 13,5 14,5
1 0,000 ,12 12
0.5 - 0,301 neglig ib le 11
0,2 -0,699 no gone no gone
0.1 -1,000
i#liiTr IT 'i r 1 - rTirrrrn ' -- 1— --p—.j. . . i.
no acne no gone
It is clear from the results obtained (See Table 3) that
it made little difference whether the streptomycin was 
dissolved in de-*»ionised water or in phosphate buffer pH 8#0
(See also Waksman * For eonvenienao de-^ionised water
and the corresponding graph was used in future work when 
streptomycin assays were carried out# This graph was 
treated as 11 inear"# However^ as shown later this graph 
could not be used for the assay of streptomycin extracted 
from the soiXÿ as substances extracted with the antibiotie 
Interferred with the résulta and therefore another curve 
had to be constructed »,
Assay of vnknomi Solutions#
The usual procedure of assay as above was carried out 
in which two cavities-in each 3 plates received the unlmown 
solution (dilutions prepared if necessary)^ while the other 
two in each plate received the reference solution containing
ÏÏM* f
When the assay value of the reference solution was 
larger than the correction pointy the difference between these 
was substracted from the mean ^one diameter value of the 
unknown Boliiticmj, and when it was smaller it was added#
The value of thus corrected sone diameter of unknown 
Solution was then read off^ from the standard curve#
(b) OligmloalJ^jiodt -
This method depends upon the fact that etroptomycin, 
when heated in the presence of dilute alkali^ forma maltol 
( g*^ metiioxy’^3*^ hydroxy-^ garama*^ pyron©| Schenk and Spielman 1945) # 
from the streptose portion of the intact streptomycin
moléculeÿ (the biologioally active portion)# It is 
stable in acid solutions and gives colour Y/ith ferric 
ions# When ferric ammonium sulphate is used to Sovelope 
the colour^ the amount of streptomycin estimated ranges 
from 500 to 2p500 pg# When the phenol reagent of .Folin
and Oiocaltoau (192?) substituted? as in the method
described by Boxer? Jelinek and Leghorn (I9h7)^ the test 
becomes more sensitive and the range of 20 to of
Btreptomycin could be eatimated* In the present work the 
phenol reagent of Pol in and Giocalteau? was used as it was 
more suited to .the ooncentrations of streptomycin employed*
Procedure#
5*0 ml of streptomycin solution to be tested was put in 
a test tube and after adding 1*0 ml of 2n HaOIi to i t i t
Tme kept in a boiling water bath for 3 minutes* It was
then allowed to cool for 3 minutes in a cold water bath*
To this cooled alkaline solution 1*0 ml of the phenol 
reagent was added drop-^wise and mixed thoroughly* After 
1 to 2 minutes 3*0 ml of (20n) sodium carbonate solution ?;as 
added? the tube shaken thoroughly? and alloY/ed to stand 
for 10 minutes* The light transmission was then determined 
by using a photoelectric colorimeter with a 6 ?600A^ 
filter (red filter)* A blanlc without streptomycin served 
as control and its transmission recorded as sere point*
standard Curve* The relatlonshln bet?/©en etreptomyqIn 
concentration and light, transmrlasion was established by 
running triplicate estimations (as above) on aqueous 
Btreptomyoln solution prepared from the etook solution and 
ranging in coneontration between 4 to 48 ;ig/ml in steps 
of 4 jUg/ml? so that the amounts of 20 to 240 ug were being 
estimated* The mean values are shown in Table 2 and 
relationship is shown graphically in 3?lg*2*
A similar experiment Y/ith streptomycin dissolved in 
the synthetic medium used for the decomposition studies 
were carried out* The results were substant 1 ally the same 
as in aqueous solution (see table 4)*
Assay of unknown Solution* The amounts of streptomycin in 
the culture fluids wore obtained by interpolating the 
transmission reading on the standard curve*
Soil
The freshly dug soil (to 6" deop but excluding the 
surface 1") from the Chelsea Phs^eics Gardena? London? Y/aa 
used for all the.work* This soil is considered to be rich 
in organic mattes? and is dreased Y/ith compost every 
3^ar*
(a) Handling a n d t orage *
The soil was partly air dried to facilitate handling*
It I'tas first passed through a 3 mm sieve and later
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through a 2 mm sieve and stored in tightly closed glass 
jars at room temperature#
(h) Water Content
Tills was determined by drying a weighed soil sample to 
constant weight in an oven at 1 0 5 ^ 0 over nighty and 
reweighing# An average value was calculated from the 
resul,ts of three determinationa*
(o) Wator, holding Capacity
The maximum water^liolding capacity of the soil vms 
determined by Hilgard’a method (Freed and WakamaUg 1928)g 
using Gopiper trays 1 cm deep with perforated bottom# It 
was calculated on the dry soil basis^ i#©# if a certain 
amount of soil was needed^ the eciuivalent amount of moist 
soil was weighed out and water was added-, to the desired level# 
All the experiments were conducted at 50?o the maximum vmter 
holding capacity# The maximum vmter holding capacity of 
the Chelsea Soil was 
(à) Determination of nH
A portion of soil was shaken for 10 minutes with k 
parts of distilled wate:r per unit dry woiglit of soil and 
allowed to stand at room temperature for 4 hours* It was 
then filtered and the pH of the clear filtrate was 
determined by means of a glass electrode# It was 6#75#
■55-
III, édition aïid ,Es;traetlpn of Streptomycin
(a) Soli treatment#
The experiments were usual3-y conducteci in 100 g portions 
of sieved and partia3j.y dried soil contained in 2§0 ml 
conical flasks plugged with cotton wool, Streptomycin 
solution was prepared hy dissolving the antibiotic in 
distilled water and sterili,%lng by bacterial-proof 
filtration (Seitz^s filter)# This stock (antibiotic) 
solution was stored at 4-4^ 0» Sufficient streptomycin 
solution to bring the dosage to 1^ 0^00 ^ ig/g of soil was 
added dropv/ise to the sieved partially dried uns tor lie 
or sterile soil which had been atitoclavin at 15 lbs 
pressure for 2 hours# Oihe flasks were shaken thorouglily 
to distribute the antibiotic as evenly as possible» and 
the moisture content adjusted to the necessary level by 
adding sterile distilled water dropv/ise from a pipette to 
aVoid the formation of muddy lumps# The flasks wore then 
shaken again; samples taken to give aoro time data» and the 
remainder was incubated at 25^0. At suitable intervals 
samples were taicen as rec^uired and the remainder retU3?ned 
to the izieubator# The loss of water by evaporation was 
made good by the addition of sterile distilled water 
(after weighing the flasks) every third or fourth day# 
Controls of unsterile and sterile soils ivere set up as 
required and Incubated, In the former case the necessary
volume of sterile distilled, water waa added end the aoil 
incubated#.. In the latter case 100 nil portions of soil 
corxtai.iiod in 250 ml flasks was autoolaved at 15 lbs pressure 
for 2 hours. The flasks were weighed before and after 
autoclaVxng to know the loss of water during autoclaving^ 
which was taken in to account later while adjusting the 
moisture content. To avoid excessive loss of water by 
autooXaving the average amount (3ml) lost during rni 
autoclaving was added to the aoil before autoclaving* 
ho further addition of water was usually rèouired» apart 
from the Usual .loss during incubation due to evaporation#
(b) Extraction of Strwtoiiiy.cin from Soil
The next step» after addition of streptomycin to soil» 
was to find out a proper Quantitative procedure to determine 
the amount of streptomycin present at any time in the 
treated soil,*
Streptomycin is.water, soluble.. It is also soluble 
in alcohols and*acidified alcohols» but is insoluble in 
solvents such as chloroform» ether and ethyl acetate* Since 
streptomycin in water soluble» it is natural to try its 
extraction first with water* However» it has been shown by 
Binha (1950) and Ohadialy (1961) that extraction of 
streptomycin with water» from the treated soil was very low* 
Moreoverÿ Woodthrope and Ireland (1947)g Sinha (1950) and 
Giiadialy (1 9 6I) conoluded that acid methanol 'was the boat
solvent for extraction' of otreptomyclziL from the treated aoil# 
The following experiments were thei'ofore performed» to 
varlfy those findings*
(i) Extraction with wateiW"*
B'-or this purpose» two» 5 gms samples were weighed out 
from the flash containing sterile soil which had just been 
treated with 1000 ug of s t r e p t omyc in/ g » into 1 os* stérile 
screw-^capped bottles» and 10 ml of water was added to each*
One bottle was then shaken for 2 hours at H*T* and another 
was shaken at 45^0 for 10 minutes* Similar duplicate samples 
were also derived from the normal soil (l*e» non-storile 
soil) which was similarly treated with streptomycin* The 
soils were allowed to settle down and the clear supernatants 
were decanted. The sediments were shaken with water» 
centrifuged and the final portions of supernatants were 
combined and then assayed» to find out streptomycin content» 
in the usual manner,
TABLE 5
The immediate recovery of streptomycin from aoil treated with
1;000^g/g by water extraction*
Type of Soil Mean recovery of streptomycin (u£</g of
■by 8011)
Sliakiiig for 2hra Shaking at
at E*T* for 10 mine*
hon-eterile 1*5 1*5
Sterile 1*8 1*8
A b seen frorn the reeultfi (Table g) ^ The recovery 
of streptomycin» with water» from the treated aoil was 
extremely lo¥f* This may» either» have been due to the 
antibiotic being adsorbed strongly to the soil colloids» 
or the antibiotic may have been des true ted by chemical 
reaction with some constituents of the soil* , Biological 
Inactivation was unlikely cause here» as the time interval 
between addition and extraction of streptomycin to soil 
was very short# Also» almost the same recovery of 
Btreptornyeia from both sterile and xinsteri'ie treated soil# 
furthei' supports the view, 
li) Extraction with Organic Solvent
A b mentioned above» streptomycin is also Boluble in 
alcohols and acidified alcohols# Solvents such aa methanol» 
ethanol» acid methanol and acid ethanol (2*0 ml of 
concentrated licl/100 ml of each alcohol) were therefore tried 
this time» to extract streptomycin from the treated soil» 
Which was probably strongly adsorbed by soil colloida* The 
procedux’^ 0 was as follows
100 giTi pox’tions of sterile and un-eterile soil contained 
in 250 ml flasks» were treated with 1000 jUg of etx’eptoiîiyciA/g 
of soil» in usueil manner. The flaskb were incubated» 
together with untreated sterile and unsterile soil controls» 
at 2 5%  for.2 hours * Enough number of 5 gm samples were 
then withdrawn fh^ om each of the foux^  types of soil and wei'^ e
treated v/itii each of the four solvents in 1 os* screw^capped 
bottlesj amount of solvent being 10 ml for each of 5 g 
portion* The bottles were shaken well and allowed to stand 
at H*T* for 24 hours with ocoasional shaking* The samples 
were centrifuged and supernatant decanted* This procedure 
was repeated twice* The final portions of supernatant were 
combined and neutralised using 2H haOH for the alcohol 
solvent extracts and 80;o haOH for the acidified alcohol 
solvent extracts# Usually little reddish*-brown precipitate 
was formed but this was neglected* The fluid was 
evaporated to dryness (by means of a vaccum pump) under the 
reduce pressure over CaClg at R*T. The residue was taken up 
in a measured quantity of water» equivalent to the wei^it of 
moist soil in granmes» and shaken well* After preparing 
proper dilutions in sterile distilled water the suspension was 
assayed» using the appropriate standard curve* The 
extraction and assay of antibiotic were done on the same day 
to avoid loss due to hydrolysis*
TABLE, 6
The recovery of streptomycin from soil treated with
1000 yug/g» by ojxganio solvents*
liHWKVniwwwti* 1 w M
Type Streptomycin Mean recovery of streptomyoin Cug/g of
of added with soil)
Soil (jhg/g)of Coil Methanol Ethanol Acid Acid
ng/g p-o/g Methanol Ethanol
Non--
sterile 1000 110 75 282 186H 0 0 0 G 0
Sterile 1000 175 120 435 2561Î 0 0 0 0 0
From the results (Table 6) It is clear that acid 
methanol was the best solvent» of the solvents tried» for 
extraction of streptomycin from the treated soil. Further 
experiments were» therefore» performed with acid methanol 
only*
Three sets of 5 g samples were withdrawn from 
both sterile and unsterile soil» treated with 1000 p.g of 
Btreptomycln/g of soil* in usual Y/ays into 1 o^* screx?*-» 
capped bottles# To each sample bottle» 10 iml of acid, 
methanol was added» and bottles Y/ere shaken well; one 
set was shaken for 2 hours at R»T* another was shaken and 
allowed to stand at R.T# for %  hours » and third set was 
shaken for 10 minutes at 45^0 in a constant temperature bath* 
The treatment of supernatants and rest of the procédure 
followed Y/as as described above*
TABLE 7
The recovery of streptomycin» from soil treated with
1000 ^ g/g with acid methanols
Type Mean recovery of streptomycin (ug/g) by
of
Soil Shaking for Shaking for Shaking for
2hr at H#T* 2i|.hr at R*T* 10mlno at 4.5 0
Non*^  sterile 310 282 310
Sterile 46o 435 460
From the ro&ulta ('fable 7) i t  is  evident that both
the methcxls» extraction for 2 hr at and extraction for
10 mina# at 45 0» were equally effective and were better than 
the method of extraction for 24 hr* at R#T# From the time 
saving point of view» it waa decided to use the method of 
shaking for 10 minutes at 45^0 in the ftiture work#
All the above results (Table 5j^ 6»7) shovv that the 
initial recovery of streptomycin» from both types of soil» 
was very low» Ydiich suggests that the antibiotic was strongly 
adsorbed and bound by soil colloids# It is væll established 
that basic antibiotics like streptomycin» streptothriolh ©te» 
are strongly absorbed by the soil colloids* Another striking 
point was that the recovery f^ rom sterile soil Y/as always 
(See tables 5»6»7) greater than that from the non-^storile 
soil* It is possible that autoclaving had either lowered 
the absorption capacity or strength of the soil colloids» 
or had destroyed the substances normally present in the soil; 
these BUbstanoes are extracted by a d d  methanol» and 
antagonise streptomycin* As mentioned earlier* the 
possibility of microbial degradation of antibiotic» could 
be ruled out aa the time period was very short betY/een addition 
and extraction of streptomycin from both types of soil 
samples*
(c) Assay of Streptomycin in Soil Extracts:-^
To decide whether the recovery of streptomycin by
acid methavioX was in any way affected by presence of 
substances extracted together with the streptomycin f'rom 
the soli» an assay of antibiotic in soil extract was 
carried out.
For this purpose, XO gm portions of untreated stox^ lXe 
and non-sterile» soil were weighed out in 1 ox* acreW"* 
capped bottles# To each bottle 20 ml of acid methanol 
waa added and bottle shaken for 10 minutes at 45%; the 
supernatants were centrifuged* After o e.nt r i ïhigat 1 on » 
supernatants were decanted and the volume %vas made up so as 
to have final volume (after addition of antibiotic solution) 
of 20 ml. To twelve such portions (20 ml) of extracts from 
each type of soil » streptomycin was added to give 
concentrations of 5»000» 2000» 1000» 500» 200» 100» 5 0 » 20  ^
10» 5g 2 and 1 ^ ig/Sml# The portions were allowed to stand 
for 2 hours at E.T* to stimulate procedure of extracting 
streptomycin from soil# These portions were then treated 
exactly as in the extraction procedure (see previous 
experiment) » the residue being finally taken up in 10 rnü* 
watei? and assayed biologically. The results obtained are 
shown in Table 6.
F 3:*om a given concentration voider sones were obtained 
by streptomycin dissolved in extract of non-sterile soil 
then in that from the extract of sterile soil» but in both 
the cases the sonee r/ere smaller than those obtained by
ÎABLB 8
The ralsitionship between mean zone diameter? and log^g 
8treptomyoin concentration in the agar cnp aasay of 
streptomycin dlGOolved in  acid methanol extracts of s te r ile  
and non-8te r i le  boIX.
Streptomycin Log 10 
c one en t ra t 1 on strep t  o*
Mean sone diameter (mm) in  the 
extract of extract of
(^g/tra)
mycin
concent. non-sterile so il s te r ile  so il
5000 3.6999 32 31*9
2000 3.301 30 29,5
1000 3.000 28,5 28
500 2.699 27 26.5
200 2.301 25 2 4^.5
100 2*000 23.5 23.
50 1*699 21 20.5
20 1.301 18.5 17.5
10 1,000 16 15
5 0.699 14 13
2 ' 0,301 11#5 10.5
1 0,000 neglig ib le neglig ib le
0.5 - 0,301 no sone no sone
corresponding coneentrâtions in  water (see Table 3,8 & F ig .l* )#  
This BhGY/s that acid methanol did extract sub a tance 8 which 
lowered the a c tiv ity  of streptomyoin. Fu^ithermore i t  suggests
That the proceeeeD of soil sterilisation by autoc3.aving led 
to the extraction acid methanol of a greater concentration 
of these substances» possibly soluble salts» which are 
ImoY/n to reduce the activity of streptomycin»
IV, The enurp-cration of nilcro-organisms
The normal dilution plate teclmique was used for 
estimating the numbers of micro-organisms in the soil « 1ml 
portions of diluted soil samples v^ ere either added to 
O’hronton^s agar (T hr on ton 1922) or to modified soil extract 
agar (-.Taeobs and Dadd» 1959) « The plates being incubated 
at 25^ 0 for 8-10 days and colonies counted*
V# '^hs terminât ion of Desist once to Street omycin
To study the degree of resistance of isolates to 
streptomycin» the  ^gradient plate teclinlcruef as described by 
SK3“balski (1952) was used; in vfhich a standardised bacterial 
suspension was m^tranked parallel to the coneentration 
gradient axis and inliibitory concentration was read directly 
from the length of the growth along the streak*
Degradation of streptomycin in laboratoi'y media
The following media were employed in the studies 
concornod with streptomycin decomposition by and growth 
kinetiob of baoterla*
(a ) Liquid media#
(a) Nutrient broth containing 20 jug g streptOniycin/ml*
(b) Yeast-extent broth containing 20 pg g streptomycin/ml * 
(e; Synthetic medium*
A synthetic media composed of mineral salts v/ere used to • 
study the decomposition of streptomycin by mixed cultures as
well as 'pure culture isolates# Also a detailed study of
growth characters was performed in these media* The 
composition as the media is as follows*
M§âmGL.§Mi, KgHP04 - l.Og, H8B04,7.Hg0 - 0.2g; Gaclg - O.lgj
h ad ™ 0,lgj Feol^ - 0,002g; and de-ionised v/ater - 1000ml# 
pli 7 after sterillî^ation*
Medivtra BSMs To above basal-aalts medium - medium ^SM*
3t3?eptomycin is added as the sole source of carbon and nitrogen# 
The concentraticae of streptomycin are specified in the 
experiments.
Medium G-NSM: Glucose and (NIL ) ^,804 arc added to SM medium,
(1) Usually» unless o the revise specified 50 ml portion of 
synthetic medium contained in 150 ml ’pyrex Glass’ conical 
flasks Y;as used* Before use the flasks vmre soaked in 7/
Hoi (over-night) » rinsed with tap v/ater (7 times) and
do-ionised water (3 times), plugged with cotton wool and 
steriliœd at 15 lbs pressure for 15-20 minutes*
(2) The temperature of incubation in all the experiments 
unless specified was 25%*
(3) The usual method of biological and chemical assays of
Btreptomyoin (described earlier) were carx’ied out to estimate 
the amount present at any particular time in the culture medium.
fU*
(4) Because one of the strain studied does not give 
measurable turbidity in the medium growth was estimated by 
the ’plate count meoliod’ as described by (Miles and Ivliara 
The plates were incubated at 25% for 2-3 days and the 
colonies counted*
(5) feoculum#
The bacterial cells were harvested from the slants lYlth 
sterile de-ionised water» the cells oonoentrated and washed 
three times with sterile de-ionised water# The washed 
pallet was finally suspended in sterile de-ionised water^ 
vmll shaken and the suspension transferred into at reptomyoin-^ 
synthetic medium flask (BBM) and the flasks incubated at 
25%# After 48 hours 1ml of culture waa tzuineferred to 
fresh ’ 88M ’ medimi and thus sub -oui tur Ing done twice more#
F03? studies on growth kinetics and streptomycin decomposing 
ability» 48 hour old cell mate3?i£il of the 3rd sub-culture 
was used for incubation of various media after being v/ashed 
3 times with water by centz^ifugation*
(7) The culture flask was always shaken on a mechanical shaker 
(42 occilations/mill# ) in the incubator at 25%#
(8) In Solid Media - ’Cut out technique’ #
Agar media (in petridieh) » eithea? nutrients or aynthetio 
containing 20 jug of streptomycin/ml Yære streaked by means 
of platinum loop# with the isolates to be studied# The
— / .I.'
pXatea ivere placed In a polythene bag with a beaker of water 
to maintain the humidity and thereby preventing the 
evaporation and were incubated at 2 5%  for 8-10 days* At 
intervals two rectangular portions of 1” x 1»5*’ were cut 
from each plate with one piece closer to the streak (with 
the shorter side pareil lei to thesbreak); the other portion 
has been cut out of the agar as far as away from the streak 
'as possible. The latter served as control piece# Both 
pieces wc3?e placed carefully on a nutrient agar plate seeded 
‘With B* subtil is (in a similar way as for the biological 
assay of streptomycin) and being incubated at 37% for 
18-24 hours. After incubation plates were examined for 
the pi'esencG of sone of inhibition around the pieces# The 
control piece usually showed equal aones of inhibition on 
all the aides^ ?/hereas the other piece which had been nearer 
to the streak did not show any sone inhibition at all or 
show smaller sonas according to the amount of streptomycin 
decomposed.
BlOÏÎOH II
Charaotorlnation and Idontlfication of the Streptomycin
deepmpoe±rm 0r g.anieme.
Ohar ac t er 1 t ion of the Isolates of streptomycin 
decomposing organisme wae done according to Berger’s Manuel 
7th edition# 1957#
Media used were nutrient agar (oxold) nutrient broth 
(oxoid) and, synthetic medium (8M)*
(a) Moimhology and i|taining propex*tia0
Morphology* gram'*"reacticn and Air^^di^ed
filma of young culture from nutrient agar^ nutrient broth 
and from solid cind liquid synthetic medium were stained 
by modified granv^atain method as described by Kopeloff 
and Boerman (1922) * The preparation v/aa examined 
microscopically ueing oil*'*!mmeirsi(me (5)2 x 
Also the mcaaurementB of si no of the stained organisms iiero 
made by using a calibrated eye^pieoe graticule#
Met achromatic granules .stairda%*#'
OrgaEiiems were grown on nutrient agar, nutrient broth 
and potasslim tellurite (O.G, 2,%) mediutu and then esiamlned 
for the presence of the metachromatic granules bjr Albert*d 
method (1920)*
àoia_&@l.,Ætainia3g_
The 21el«»Neel8on method was used for studying tho 
aoid“fBBt.ness of the organism*
staining of Patty material
The organisme ware grown on peptone agar containing 
oarbohydrateg namely glnooae or glycerol (2/) (Forsyth, 
Hayward and Robert 1958) and than stained by Burdon’a 
method (Burdon 15)46) # Also similar elides Y/era prepared 
from the groY^ th on peptone agar v/lthout carbohydrates, 
and aloo frooi nutrient agar and preaarxce of fatty material 
vmo studied ao above#
Motility and Flagella, stalnijig
Hanging-drop preparation of yoimg cuXtureo were made 
to study motility* Flagella staining waa done by 
Leif eon’ a Method (Leifaon 1930) axxd a modification of 
Fontaaan’a silver plating technique (Rhodes 1958)#
(b) Growth Oha^^acterlirtlcB*
The g3?owth eharaotera were determined (1) in liquid 
media (ii) on solid media#
In liquid médias4# Nutrient broth undiluted and in 
concentration of l:lg, ls2» 1 :3 » ls4 $ 1:5 (to dilute the 
nitrogen source) vms used # also yaaat-*extraote broth, 
tliloglycocôXlate medium, and synthe11 c-^medlum# were used# 
Inoculated media were incubated at 10 .^# 15^? 2g^, and 3 7 %  
and growth characters studied*
On Solid media: - Nutrient agar » nutrient agar diluted to 
have concentration of Isl, 1*2» 1:3, ls4, 1:5 and slopes
74'
preparedg MaoOonkey'a agar (oKold)g Eosion-methylono 
toue agar (Oxoid) » wiXsoa arid Blaoir’a raeditiai (Ozold),
1# ataroh agar, potase:Utm tellmrltG meaimi (0.6>Sj gyQ 
and syathetilc-ffiodlnm Bolldlfled with agar were need for 
the etndy.
(0)
Nutrient agar (Biopea & plates) 
and nutrient broth were Inoeulated and inoubated at 2g®G 
in a Melatoah and Filde's jar containing hydrogen,
Inoculated nutrient agar and broth tu'boa together with 
diluted media (1*1, 1:8, ls;3, 1:4» 1*5) ivore iaoubated 
at 5, 10®, 15®, SO®, ag®, 30®, 53,5®, 37®G and 55®0 and
groYvth obtainod studlocl every 24 hours #
Mut;pienta broth adjusted to ph 3*0, 4,0, 5,0, 6,0, 7.0 
and 8,0 reopeotively were inGouJ.ated and growth atudied,
(d) Bio#^#lcal.jEÊÊ#,#^.
All the following tests were carried out at 10®, 15®, 
25® and 37®0 temperature.
To peptone water carbohydrates, alcohols and glucoeidos 
oto, as mentioned below, wore added and media were used 
to study the fermentation ability of the orgaftlsms, 
£My-W.§ m _.as f o l l o w s loMâiJSâteiJM “ Arablaose (0.5^S) 
■fihanmofje (0.25$), Xylose (0,5&), glucose (X,oy5), Fructose
(1*0%), mattîiosa (O* 5%) «
mBM,efe.ariaea -  Sucrose (1,0%), Lactose (1,051), 
Maltose (1*0%), Trohaloso (0,S5%), Melllsioso 
OoUobiose (0*§ )l),
•- R a f m o a ®  (0 *S%), ïaulia (1 .0%),
'1*0%) end glycogen (0.85%),
- Olycerol (1%), Brythritol (l,o%),
Adonltol (1*0%), Henjnltol (1*0%), Sorbito l (1*0%)@ » 
d u lc lto l (1*0%)#
(A* »0%)i Aeseulin (0*23%), and
'methyl giusosido (0*5%)*
fttbsa eoatalMag ■#»? ml of oaoh of the above meati 
media with inverted Durham tubes were inoeulated*
©liieooo^ phosphate-peptoao broths (.oxoid) ?mr@ 
Inoeülatedf and V$P# pez^formed aftey
* VfPÿ t e #  waa performed by qoblent%2
% "4* ^ *"!'
the ability of the bacteria to attack 
#e) oell%loB0{^  tl%0 following methoda ware employed*
Teat tnWe oontainlng 015$ of th^ peptone and a filter 
paper atrip war# Inoonlated with the onltwe to be teated#.
— / 0"^
Tubee YYere iàonhated with lïninootiïataâ oontrol medium tilbes# 
If the ùrgazïl#m_wae able to attadk oellulooe then tlW " 
filter paper etrlp turned tq pul%)y maeo or; will he Yveakened 
go on elljfÿit agitation of t W  culture tube» flbrea start  ^
separating from the atrip# . , ' . ,
ll) nafbpxy-methyl^oellnloGe teat (G*M&C, method) &
Snbetràte*'- In thlà method the substrate used for 
the teat la a eeml-aynthetio form of oellnloBe namely 
oarhoxy-methyl'^oellulose
Ëii& m mmz '['ubes containing peptone water (0,5%) were 
Inoonlated %vith the culture and vmre Incuoated Vflth 
unlnooulatod control modluia at 25%, for 2-^ 3 week^.
After 2 wqokc the culture medlt# was fllter<ÿd through a 
Beltgï’e flltei" arid the (oell-fre.e) filtrate obtained was 
uaOdaa.ehisiyim# 
re;-
To the Kilxture of 0*35 ml' h.f euhetrate (1$ CN\"C* 
solution) and 0#15 ml of (M/@ buffer %)H 7#6^
0#1 ml of enzyme was added m d  the mixture was ineubated 
at 37^ ^^  far 1 hour# After 0%%e hour incubation the 
total rea.otion. mixture was subjected to the eatlmatlon df ' 
reducing sugar by the method deacrlbed helov;^ *
CaXoxliBOtric estimation of reducing sugana with, KyPc(GR)g
The proeeduno followed In this method Is a modified 
form of Park à Johnson (1949) method by Haliwoil (196I)#
Solution (a) - o#X g of Ferric aluminium Sulphate 
(analar) was dlBSolved in 1*5 ml of oonno* phoaphoria. 
acid (AEAxJJii 90$) and 48#5 ml of water#
Solution (h) n- To solution (a) a m ixture conta in ing  0*l5g; 
of Dupoaal (l)uponal tXEp dry# kindly given by E#Z. du Pont 
de Memoura. and Co* Inc.# ilVilmington# Del*u\8*A#) in 
I<f.O ml 'of conne* phoaphorlo acid axid-49 ml of water» yyus 
added#
The volume of the sample containing reducing sugars 
(mentioned above) vma made up to ;)#0 ml vfith distilled 
water and 1 ml of# each of# Cyaxude^'-cafboxxate solution 
(O4OÔ4/ KGH 4* HapCo^ anhydrous) and K^F©(CH)g
solution was added# The reaction mixture w.aa shaken 
thoroughly and was Incubated at 9 9%  ixi vmter-bath for 
25 miimtes# It was cooled for 5 minutes In cold-water- 
bath and was then treated with 2 oh of ferric all#
Duponal-phoaphoric acld-^reagent * Colotirs were allowed to
develop at room température for exactly 15 mlnutea and 
word road on Opactrophometer BP 6.uO at mu 700,
Nitrate reduction test » catalase production#
hydrogen-sulplxide production» hydrolysia of urea» action 
on mlIkg nitrite production» citrate utilisation^- 
star oil hydrolysis cellulose teat and haemolysis etc 
tests T/ere performed ao cording to Bergy’c M annual.
detailed study of envixxonmental factors on growth 
ol organisms ware performed in ayxithetic madia» which 
are discussed separately»
I n all til® following expenlmenta, imlees spool fled 
§ 0 ml portions of moclitim (media) esataiaod :la IgO ml 
ooMcal flasks of pjrreK glass wore used. *S8M' medium 
was Inoculatod with 1 ml of a 4 8  hour old grwth from 
*SSM* medium* and slmllarXsr *§1 SM* medium was iuooulated 
with 1 ml of a 4 8  hour from *0 1 8M’ medium» When slant 
ouitur88 and washed oell suspension iaooulum wers used they 
are spoolfled# Unless spoeiflealljr mentioned the 
temperatur© of iaouhation 25 0 » Oulturea were shaken 
on a meohanloal horizontal shaker (ooeilation 42/iftia»)»
Sample dilutions of the oulture were prepared fe,y serial 
tenfold dilution procedure as dosorlhed earlier and growth 
measured in terms of viable sells ao obtained by plate 
0 ouata»
Expérimenta performed la this study were aa followai- 
(a) Growth of organism in *SSM’ medium and ’GHSM* medluia ■ 
was studied,
(h) Different carbon and nitrogen sources* their 
concentratioas and additional carbon end nitrogen sources In 
the medium, were used and their affect on growth of organisms 
was studied,
(c) Effect of else of inoeultim and source of inoculum on 
growth was studied# In this set of experiments sieas of
ia'oowla uBecl w<$m h x 10* o©ll«/50 ml, os? 3*8 % 10^ oella/
50 ml of medium* B i m  being ©stimateâ toy plate oomts# 
.Expérimenta were performed with *S8M* and ’g®M* media, 
Sottî'oes of iaoculm used were from the same medium as well 
as from the différent.medium i«e« *S8M* medium wa# 
inoculated with Inoculum taken from *0ISM* medium and 
*sasi’ medium was inoculated with iaooulum from. *353M* 
medium, Inenulum was prepared toy concent rating the 
48 hour old growth In *SSM* or ’fiKSM’ medium (aa required) 
toy centrifugation and waéhiag thyee times with eterile 
d@*ionl8 0d water* Parallel experiments with inocula from 
same rnediim were performed tow comparison*
(d) Expérimenta were performed in aaaerotoio conditions toy 
placing the iaeoulated ’SSM*^  medium flasks in McIntosh 
and Pllde’e .gar in which oxygen was then repleeed toy 
hydrogen*
(#) Expérimenta %7lth *SSM’ modium adjusted to different 
pH values (4*5,6,7 or 8 pH) were performed and growth
studied in  usual manner,
(.f) In all the above experiments maximum growth aa 
eetiroatod toy plate counts was between 5 » 10 «lo"^  cell/ml 
irrsopeotlve of ooaseatratioa or presenoe Of additional 
cartoon and nitrogen souroea in the medium* Also vAon 
experiment was performed with toasal^salts synthetic medium 
(SM) which does not contain any cartoon and nitrogen'.' souroes,
mors or lees eeme growth was dbtalaed^ Expérimente were
therefore performed to etudy the e ffec t of im purities
preeent in  the medium on growth of organiBni* They \Yere 
aa follows
i )  .A a et o f experiments was performed :ln which growth of 
organisme was etudled In  ’ OM’ medium prepared with doulble 
glass d is t i l le d  water against the growth In  ’ BM’ ’ medium 
prepared ivith de^lonlsed vmtor*
11) Experiments were performed w ith ’ BM’ medium d effic io n t 
In  e ither o f :lte sa lt oonatitueuta#
ill) Blml3#ar feeulta: as before vsrere obtainecl in the eibove
seta of experiments# Bo further 'experiments v/ero
performed vnlth media. prepared vdth individual constituent
(salts) of the ’BM’ medium* They were as folloiYSS'^
4 m
1WB04(L*. Æ*Og
MgS0|, 7HpO 
Gaol g
i w 0'#.2g
- 0*lg
Nad m  0#lg
Fed%«/ 0*002g
dO‘«ioniaedI lYEvter ** loooml*
pH 7 aft 03^* sterllig^ation*
Above, is the oompoaltlon of synthetio (medium. 8M)« 
It’s each constituent was used.to prepare the medium for 
e#g* EpHFOh ^ Ig dissolved in  lOOO ml of de-ioaiaod water
and pH 7 a fte r  at or111sat1on #
Similarly other aalts each as -  Q*2g|
CaOlp 0#lg@ NaOl 0#3,g» or F e d  y *• 0#002g Yvao disBolved ^ «?
in  1000 ml of de***ionised ivater and pH 7 a fte r  a te rillK a tio n  
media were designated ao medium K, M# C# H à P respectively#
(g) To stmdy the effect of atmospheric OOp and Hg two 
sets of experiment© were performed#
i )  Flasks plugged w ith rubber^'buok and ocntro-walX 
containing oonoentrated KOH ware used fo r the 
experiment#
i i )  Experiment was performed in  an atmosphere of
oxygen by placing the inoculated flasks in to  
MoXntooh à F lld e r ’ b ja r  and flushing i t  w ith O *^
In  both the above experiments aim being to  remove 
the OOg present in  the culture flask#
BlPlRIMEm'AÎ, ' & 8190M!a
Tille ehaplier o f tM s  thesis is  divided g fo r oeavesleaco* 
into Seotiwaôi I, îî» III & IV.
Section I| doals with the investigatiotxe cansied out
to  stud,? (I) the doeompoaitlon of gtt‘®ptomj»'cia ia  thé 
001.1 ÿ la  laboratory ooM itionaf sacl (§) streptofflycia 
deooropoeitloa by mixed population of s o il ( obtained by 
(SXtraotiOfl o f s o il repeatedly treated w,ith stroptomycla) 
la  laboratory media.
la  the Seetloh I I ,  Iso la tio n , id e a tif io a tlo a , and 
otoraeterisatloa of itroptomycia dooomposiag orgaaism 
from the above mixed population, are doecr-ibofl,
Sootioa III, laoludos inveBt;lgatlons carried  out 
to dtudy tW  e ffec t of eaviroanieatal factors oa the growth 
charaoteristies o f aa iso la te  number *’38” namely
bast section (IV) deals w ith the e ffec t of cmoh 
environmental factors (mentioned in  Seetion III) on the 
pattern o f ©treptomyoia décomposition, toy the organism.
ll^utlieSuSêElSâ * is the period during (the 
3L3%<yi%%)3&if3.o2% Iblie i3ü&3Ltyi&*f<&) %%o (>ar
ai),"
I» (a) wim.. SMo#omygin at
Tq atocl^ '^tlie fate bïiû efféot of etreptomyoln iti the 
BOll g the first Btep was to introduce the antibiotic in 
the soil and study its stability^ and the eouree and cause 
of disappearanoe from the soil*
Soil bothÿ eterile and non'^sterlleg ware treated with 
IgOOO^g/g as clesorifeed in the method* Changes la the 
r^ecoverable streptomycin as estimated ( m  described in 
material:method Bootion) together with the oorrespondlng 
change in the number of mlaro^^organiams ae determined by 
plating parallel aamifles on ihironton^s Agar (fhrontcm 1 9 2 2 )  
and soil extract agar (Jacobs and Dadd 1959)» were studied*
/
Period of Btreptomyoia recovered in ng/g from Soils*
ineubatioa
Days * Ihr# îfon-^ ateriXe 8 ter lie*
0 hr. 3X0 460
5 hs?s, 3X0 460
1 day 3 1 0
5 day© 240 460
10 " 100 460
£0 " 8 460
3 0 *' 0 438
streptomycin recovered
ZP
on soil-extract agar
on Thronton’s agar240 240
colony counm
streptomycin
recovered
1 2 0 120
O
Fig. 3:
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The relationship hetween the recovery of 
streptomycin from treated soil, and the mioro' 
hial count on soil-extract agar and on 
Thronton’s agar.
-’.WLBLS 10
The chamiOB in the number of** B #<ilUi*>5S'^r * w*4 "«f r » «V tjhMfcêÉ »*-*»•-«SrVi i 6t-iB# »K il* 0;i’Ranisms  ^developinn on
Thronton^e a.mv and Soil extraot agar during inouliatioia
of Soil treated with XiC^OOug Of Streptoiiiycîlr^ g#
Pcriocl of Membe.r of Organisma millioms/g 0f Boil on
incubation Thronton*s ag03? Soll-Q3Ctract agar*
days hr# Treated Control Treated Oontrol
0 Il3?* 23.8 22,8 4-5,2 45,2
9 too» 1 8 , 9 % 39,0 4 5 . 8
1 day 1 7 . 5 26,5 3 2 . 1 4-8.1
5 days 22,7 , 2 5 . 3 4-1 , 0 47.9
1 0 » 3 s»a 26,2 55,2 5 0 , 5
20 '* so, 9 2 4* s 78,0 49.2
3 0 " 8 4 , 8 23,8 102,0 48.5
The recultc ehow (soe Table $y FIg, 3) that about
of tlio adcWa Streptomycin w&s rcooxrerabXe from the 
Btorilo Boill Immediately after Its addition» Thlo 
remained conataat tlarongliout the experimental period* Ac 
oompared to thlOy there waa only of initial recovery 
from the non-^steriXe aoll which did not change for a further 
Ph honre# After ho'cra^  the’? amount of extract able 
atreptomyein deoreaaodj» fir at at an acooXeratod rate and 
Blowing down later# More than 50# of the recoverable 
antibiotic disappeared %vithin 10 days aiM by the end of 
30 daya no recoverable etreptomyoin wae detected# The
Immediate recovery^' which did not ezceed more than 46$ from 
either type of ooile Showed that the aatiblotio wae strongly 
absorbed by s o il colloids* Difference in  the behaviour of 
the e te r lle  mid noh'^eterlle treated s o il wggeate that
mioro'^orgaaiams present in  the mom-sterile s o il might be 
responoible fo r the streptomycin disappearance from that so il*  
The results of the p a ra lle l expérimenta o f bacteria l 
count Show (Table 10) that the number in  the' control so il 
fluctuated hut did not very greatly  from th e 'in i t ia l  level 
throughout the experimental period# where a s 'In  the treated  
noii-^sterile s o il (Table 10wpig*g) there wao decrease 
la  the number in  the' f i r s t  24 hotira (presumably the 
an tib io tic  exerted a le th a l e f fe c t ) , which recovered w ithin  
3 days mcl continued to rise  steadily  thereafter u n til a fte r  
30 days when i t  was almost double the control (on so il-extract 
agar)» Thus bacteria l m ultip lication  began when the 
streptotnycln dleappeaiwce started#
It was interesting to note that la the treated 
ncn^^Bterile soil an amine l ik e  odour became noticeable after 
7 days %vhich became more md more pronounced la te r  on^  I t  
was strongest between 12^17 days# i»e# during the period of 
most rapid streptomycin disappearance* hater it became 
weaker and could not be detected after 22 days*
If wo combine all the above results it becomes apparent 
that in  the non^sterlle treated soil# streptomycin content 
started decreasing a fte r  the 5th  day and oonsemiently the
b ac te ria l m ultip lication began which in  turn gave the 
amlne^'like odour*. In  the la s t at age# by the end 'of Ê0 days 
period very l i t t l e  atreptomyoln was recovered from the 
moll; bactarla i count was more W mu  double the in i t ia l  count# 
and odour was alao faint# F in a lly  a fte r  30 daya# a l l  
the streptomycin disappeared from the soil# and the amine- 
l ik e  odour had gone also# and bacteria l m ultip lication  
continued imehecked (%)robably utilising deoompoBed products 
of Btroptomyoin)*
From the above experimente t%vo points were evident#
( l )  B io logical decomposition of otroptomyoin was proceeding 
in  the Soil# and (11) streptomycin has In lilb lto ry  action  
as w ell am stim ulating action on certa in  type of organisms*
The la t te r  action seems to be mainly on streptomycin^* 
resistant or decomposing organisms.# To faoilitàte thé 
iso la tion  of the la te r  type of organisms# repeated 
treatments of no n-sterile  so il with lj,ooo of streptomyoin/g 
of BO'lln waa carried out to enrich the so il in  th is  typo 
of organisms* Since i t  seamed probable that the amlne*^llke
odour was associated In some w ^ % h e  biological decomposition
of Btroptomyoin# successive doses of a n tib io tic  wore added 
ae Booix aa the odour had disappeared#
The 5?©a‘aXtiB show (Table 11) that auocsasBlva dooea of 
otreptomyolh disappeared more tepidly than did the previous 
doaep which allowed addition of frooh at3?eptomyeln at 
shorter intervals with each cioao* By the end of 4th 
treatment the soil beoai'na very active when sucoesalvo 
doses Of atroptomyoin disappeared within 4^5 days* It 
was -fonhd tliat each time the amlnC'^ ld.ko odour wo.a 
aBoooiated with stroptom^mlh diaappearanae* The reauXts 
also IndloateB the evidonoo of hlologioal décomposition 
of atreptomyciu* At this stage# It was believed that the 
soil ivould ba quite rich In stroptamycin-deGonipooing 
organlatnB eo the first atop la Isolation procedure waa 
begun by inoouXatixxg eztracta^^ into synthetic
medium containing streptomycin as the cole source of carbon 
auû nitrogonj this step has been dlBcuaaed separately 
In the next expérimenta*
The âisapîoaa3?anGe of St3?epJ;omyoln from the Soil treated
?/lth Buccesaiye doses f 1.000 ng/g) *
Treatment ■ Tima reouired for total dlsappearaucc
number of streptomyoln (in days)#
1 22.
II .12*
I I I  ?»
IV 5.
V 4"5
IIfi The decompoBitimi of BtreDtomjcln by mixed ’bacterial 
population in laboratory media*
Thé earlier worke.ra (Gliiha 1950| and Gladialy X96X) 
found that 1000 pg of atroptornyo:ln/l ml of syntlaetic 
medlim waB too high a coxxceatratlon to be deaompoeocl by 
micro^ '^ o^rganlsms in the synthetic medium^ though in fact the 
same dope level concentrât lone v/as decompoGcd in the soil 
from whioh the 'hioil ext^ i'ucts** were uaed to-inoculate the 
eynthetio tiiedium*
The expérimente were performed to verify this finding* 
The follovnlag two experiments (a) and (b) were oa.rried out 
0 imult aneoualy #
(a) Pimllmlnar^/ expérimenta at 1000 an of a tract omyclii/ml #
Ab mentioned earlier aamplea were wlthdrawnr,from the 
above ^active aoil^ at différent intervala of time'aa 
nhown In the ' Table 12  ^ Five graaunos of aoil vma taken 
in 1 om orew cap bottle each time^ tmd to that 10 ml of 
sterile distilled water was added $ mixed well^ and allowed 
to settle* 1 ml supernatant of the soil solutions were 
than added to 50 ml of eynthatio medium containing lOOO 
of otî?optomyain/ml and incubated along with uniaooulated 
control tlBBkB at kepoated biological and oecaseional
Chemical estimât ions of streptomycin contents in the 
inoculated synthetic medium wore carried out^ in usual 
nianne:c »
9 0'
There was.no disappeaz’anco of streptomycin from any 
of the oulturos oven after 4 months* Vdien the eampleo 
from the onXture flaake were plated on nutrient agar medium 
containing either of 10002000 or 5000 pg of streptomycin/mX 
îmmerouo colonies appeared# This result showed that the 
micro-organisma present in the culture flaeka wore highly 
reelstant to otreptomycin but wore unable to deoompoBQ 
high coîioontration of streptomycin such as 1000 jug/mX*
These roBulte also ralea the poeeibllity that the 
dioappoarance of etroptoraycin in the original a oil culture 
may bo due to the presence of micro organisms which are 
unable to renroduce on the tost media*
TABLE .12
The sohooia of sampling soil repeatedly supplemented with 
1000 pg of etreptomycin/gj^ to obtain enrichment cultures
Time In days Time of collection
Label fvom start Number Of samples
1 0 1 / 1 One day after first treatment
1 5 1 / 1 5 15 days after first treatment
a 2 3 2/1 One day after second treatment
3 3 a/ 1 0 10 days after second treatment
3 . 38 3/1 One day after third treatment
k 4-S 4 / 1 One day after forth treatment
5 S3 5 / 1 One day after fifth treatment
hXiBber of the treatrïient/dayo after that treatment has boon 
applied before the sample was taken*
(b) Expérimenté with, low oonoeiThration of Btroptoraycin
It was tiioiiglit that If the aonciltlonD in the eynthetlq 
Biediimi flashs wex^ o made gloser to those In soil by ‘asing 
some colloidal absorbent which will absorb raoot of the 
streptomycin and leave behind oraall residue for mierO”*^ 
organisms to aot upon^ it might be helpful^ ao^ i as euggested 
by Ghadialy (1961) when 10 ug of bentonite/ml was added to 
the àynthetic- mediiira flaako containing (1000 jiig/ml)
Btr0ptomyein.^ most of the etroptomyoin was absorbed by 
bentonite and small residue of 20 ng of at%'eptomyolu/ml 
was loft free in the medlam* it waa thought that this 
could be a good level to use in further work* Bo 
experiments ware carried out with this level*
in thia study parallel experiments were performed with 
two Bets of media*
(1) medium - eynthetlo medium containing 1000 jug of
Btreptomyeij;%/ihl bentonite*
(2) medium Bynthetic medium oontaining 20 p.g of 
stroptomyoiîV'mX and no bentonite*
In both media the amount of free Btreptomycin in the 
synthetic medium thus finally beoomea approximately the same 
( 20 ju,g/ml) #
fi) '* BBM^ rnediuoi
' f i*ÿrfV> Tt-vt« W\ fJ?- 9 «a if Vf*
Fos t^y eight lal portioiis of eynthetic medium v?ere taken 
into 150 ml flasks and to each flask  500 ^ .g of bentonite
was added. The flaaka wore aixtoclavod at 15' lb a presOTre 
for 20 minutes* The sterile Btreptomyaln solution wag 
then added to bring the dose-level to 1000 yig of 
otroptomyolrq/ml ^ and the volume in each flask was made up 
5 0 ml with aterlle aynthetio medium*
( 11)  ^BBM ^ i;3çdium
Forty eight ml portions of sterile aynthetio medium 
wore added to atorilo flaake and sterile Btraptomyoiii 
solution waa added to bring the doao level to 20 of 
atreptomycxn/ml in the final volume of 5 0 ml of medium 
in each flaek which was made good by the add;ltio.n of 
atorlie synthetlo medium#
urocedure-i
Fifty mi port lone of both media v;ere inoquXated with 
1 ml of supernatant of soil extract obtained from 
Btreptomyein treated coil as used and deaorlbod In 
experiment (a) (See scheme Table 12)* There wore 7 sampler 
In al3.# The inocuXatod m e d i a together with uniaiooiilated 
media whloh served m  control g wore incubated at 2g%$
Biological and eliomicaX eatimationa of free 
atroptomyain proaoat in the culture media were carried 
out at certain intervals* The résulta were compared and 
oorrootfOd aaoording to that of the control medium which 
served ae reference aonceatr^ation^
V î
She ohanges im the free atreptoatyoln oonfcent of a aynthetio 
medium qontaluiag bentonite (BSM)g after Inoculation with 
various mixed oulturee.
Inoubation Free B treptoo iyo la  content (n s /m l) in  cultures
period in inoculatea with various soil samples,
1/1 1/15 A/1 A/lo 3/i 4/1 5/1
0-37 20 20 20 ao 20 ao ao
38 16 16 16 so 10 10 10
39 8 8 8 16 3 a a
40 2 a a 8 0 0 0
41 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Control no Décomposition#
TABLE 14
The c û m n g m  In the streptomycin content in the synthetic 
medium (SBM) after Inoculation with various mixed cultures#
Incubation
period in
%/l l/l§ 3/1 g/10 3/1 4/1 9/1
a-Mgg 20 so 20 20 20 20 20
8? 20 20 80 20 20 20 15
28 18 12 12 80 10 10 15
20 U u 4 15 2 2 0
30 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Control - no Decomposition*
Ab shown in table X3 the free streptomyoiai content in 
medium remained constant for 37 dayâ| it then started 
docreaslng and none waa détectable:; after days* .
Though the free atreptomyoln content did not change in the 
mediiva over as long a period as 37 days^ the peculiar odour 
aBOoclated with biological décomposition was noticed in all 
the flasks on the 7th day* ■ '
In the oase of medium (See tablé 14)& the
atreptomyoin content remaiziod mchanged up to 27 days 
induction period and the ?/hole amount was decomposed thoreaf 
within 3 to 4 days time* The odour was noticed on the 
88th day when streptomycin diaappoarance began in the 
medium. It :le Important to note hero that the .myabor of 
streptomycin troatmonte given to the soil from Which the 
Culture# are derived did not markedly affect the results*
(o) The effect, of bucoosbIt o /transfprn of culture on 
a trout orayoln deconmoai ti on*
When the décomposition of streptomycin In the above 
ezperimoat was complete^ transféra of l#Oml from all the 
oui turcs wore made into fresh media* The media were 
incubated together with the uhihoculated controls and the 
dlBappearanoe of etreptomycJai from the medium was followed 
in the usual way by biological assay* The procedure was 
repeated twice more*
The x^ oBiaining culture in each bBBM* medium flask was
centrifuged g the axipernataixt decanted^ axxd the bentonite 
residue extracted with acid methanol*
The résulte, of suh-culturlng show that (Tables 15 & 16 - 
Fig#4) rapid decoiiipoeltioa of streptomycin occurred in both 
media* In stib-oultures from ^BBM’ iriecll’am free Btrreptomycin 
remained constant for 1 9 days and all of it wae decomposed 
in 22 days# The odour was noticed as in the inltal culture 
on the 7th day* In 8^8#* medium there waa an induction 
period of 17 daya in which initial stx-'eptomycin content did 
not dooreaseg and between 18-^ 21 days the atroptomyoln 
dQCompDBition was complété* The odour wae apparent on the 
1 7th day*
Acid methanol extraot of bentonite also did not chow 
the presence of any streptomycin*
Also Buaceosiye sub-^ -oulturing in the medium
did not change the deoompoaitlen pattern (TttbXe 1 5 * Flg*4), 
The Interpretation of the results obtaixxed in the 
oxperiments b & o could be that in the BSM medium 
atroptomycin décomposition began in each culture after a 
short induction period of 6-7 days but the release of 
streptomjnxin from the bentonite maintained the concentration 
of free Btroptomyoin in the medium*
Therefore the total décomposition of atreixtomyoln took 
place in 45 days as compared to 130 days in medium*
The amine^ I^i-ke odour associatod with biological décomposition
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Pig 4 : The effect of successive transfers on
streptomycin decompositi on in B3M and 
3IB medium.
of atroptomyoln • In bontonxte"
Bpathéticï medium (BSM) in sueceaolvo transfcBBe
Sample
number
Time fo:r complete decompoaition of 
Streptomycin (in clays)#"
Primary Culture Traxiafer number
1# 2, 3t
1/1 ho 22 22
1/15 40 22 22 aa
a/1 40 22 SS aa
2/10 40 22 22 22
3/i 39 21 21 31
h/2.
5/1
39
39
21
21
ai
Si
21
21
Control no D e 0 orap o s i t i oft
The ohange la tfe© stî'optoœyeln content in streptoinycin-
synthetic medium in auecesolve trm%nfera#
Bample 
member
Tiae fOr complete cl©cornx:>oaition of 
Streptomycin (In âaya)*
' Primary Cultttro Transfers ïaœÆier 
1, 2. 3.
1/1 30 18 9 8
1/15 30 • 18 . 9 0
2/1 30 18 9 7
g/10 31 18 9 8
3/1 30 17 7 G"7
4/1 30 17 7 (5-7
m/1 S9 17 7 6-7
Control - no OGooraposit ion
tTmâ aotieect on tlie 7t.lî flay in  medium wiiioh a.loo anggoot
tl3.e proposed msdiasiem* Ï'urtiiermoï’ej no atreptomycin v/aa 
deteotorl in  the estract o f bentonite which shows that a l l  
the streptomyeln o rig in a lly  added (1000 ng/ml) had been 
ciecomposécl.
To shorten the dur&tlen of es,pe2*.iiîienta and as the 
preeenoe of bentonite did not b e lp ia  shortening the 
iM u otio n  period or 'hiüm&àing the ro te of Btx'optornyoih 
decoinpositioaji etttdioa were e.arried out only In  the
Byathetic medluit eohtainiag streptomycin, only, and no 
heatonita»
In the aboife espeuiment by eofial of the
o n itu fo  to  th e  a y n t lie t io  medium w ith  the  same dose le v e l  
l#e# 20 yUg/^ml (8SM medium) sh o rte n in g  o f  th e  in d u c t io n  
p e r io d  was obta ined# Experlm eats were th e re fo re  perform ed 
w ith  a y n th e tle  medium c o n ta in in g  d i f f e r e n t  co n c e n tra tio n s  
Of B trop to rayo ia  and t h e i r  e f fe c t  on the  décom position  v/ad 
studied*
Pop this studyy duplicate flasks oontaining h9 ml of 
aterile oyntlietio medium i-rlth 20 of atroptomycIn/ml 
(BBM medium) were inoculated with 1,0 ml of each of 7 
GampleSg taken from the first transfer from the above
experim ent (see Table  16)# In o cu la te d  media were Inoubated 
a long w ith  u n ln o e u la to d  (o o a b ro l) mediae and the  courao o f  
G treptom yoln décom position  v/as fo llo w e d  by means o f  
b lo lo g ic a X  aesayo# Ab soon ao the t o t a l  amount o f  
o tre p to m yc ih  had d isappeared from  the  mediumg tra n s fo rm  o f  
1 ml samples were made from  eaeh o f  the  7 p a irs  o f  f la s k s  
in to  f la e k s  c o n ta in in g  lip  ml o f  s y n th e t ic  medium w ith  00 
o f  stroptcm yciiM aT. and th e  course Of a tneptom yoin  
decom poBitlon wae fo llow ed#  The prooess wae repoateclj> th e  
mioooBGlvo i n i t i a l  co n ca u tra tlo n s  be ing  100^ 200 and 000 p g  
of Bln?eptomyc:Uyml#
Parallel experim ents were performed with flasks 
oontaining 1|.9 ml of synthetic meditmi with 100 jag of 
0 1rO))tomycin/ml and inocmlated (1 ml) with the original 
ml5ced cultures (Scheme - Table 12) directly extracted from 
the soil# The culture media wore examined in the usual 
manner together witli uninocuXated qontroX mediaduring 
incubation for atreptomycin decomposition#
From the results (Table 17 iklg#5) it can b# soon that 
the cone entrât1on of atreptomyciUt did affect the pattern of 
Btreptooiyoin clecompoBltion, While the Induction period 
remained almost the same in each case? the subseouont rate 
of streptomycin deoornpoaitioh increased with inereâse in 
streptomycin content in the mèdlim# The résulta show that 
there waa gradual adaptation of the organism to strdptonayoin 
deoom nositiçîi»
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Big 5 : The effect of streptomycin concentration
on the course of its decomposition in 
subsequent transfer hy mixed culture.
» Vfy
***
-In the ayathetic modi am eoxitalning 100 of 
ntreptomyoin/ml and InoouXated directly with the original 
ml.%ed craXtnre (Boil cztraeted) ^ Btreptomyoin dticonmoBition 
did not take plaoe^ 'This also euggeotod that aMllty 
to dooompoae higher oonqentration of streptomycin wao 
developed hy gradnal adaptation of the mloro-organlama 
involved*
TABLE .17
The effect of streptomycin concentration on the courBO 
of decompoBltlon in anheeupont trancferot
SamplQ Indixetlon pax’ioxl ( l )  &nd. time fo r to ta l decompoeiijion
03? otreptorojroin ( la  days) at stroptomycjin 
“ ’ ''■' ooacoïitratlon (p.g/niX)^
20 SO 100 goo 500
I Ï  I  t  I T
» A) l ^ 6 i r <
I T I a?
1/1 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 8 22
1/15 7 10 7 11 8 15 6 19 8 22
S/1 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 8 22
2/10 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 8 22
3/1 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 8 22
4/1 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 6 22
5/1 7 10 7 11 8 15 8 19 8 22
Control ™ no D;3001i'lposit;ion
. Vr*j ■MU»
SEOTIOI II
ât«BEmti«g-.Æi!E?iiiisiâ*
Samples from all the mixed oulturos wiiiqii displayed 
maximal activity of etraptomyoin decomposition upon 
aiiccêSBlve addition of tlie antibiotic were plated out on 
nutrient agar containing 1000 ja$ of atraptcmyoim/ml and the 
plates ware incubated at 23%  for a month# The colonies 
Which developed were isolated and the cultures were further 
purified by streaking on nutrient agar containing otroptomyoin* 
The Isolates were maintained on nutrient agar slants 
containing 1000 ng Of streptomycin/ml, sixty two colonies 
were thus isolated*
These cultures nûTù then inoculated in duplicate into a 
synthetic medium oontaining 20 jug of atreptomyoin/ml and 
Incubated* By repeated biologicml and chemical assays their 
ability to décomposé stroptomyoin waa studied# Twelve 
cultures@ out of 62 showed complete deoompos1t1on of 
streptomycin in the synthetic medium^ the time for total 
decomposition ranging from 31 to 45 day a# Tliere were
periods of no meaaitrablti streptomycin decomposition of 27 to
41 days (induction period)^ the phase of strepto^nycln
deatraotion lasting in each eaae four days* (Soe^ tab^o ) *
The remaining cultures were Inactive* The 12 cultures were
once again tested for purity by repeated ctroalcing on 
nutrient agar aa abovo*
From these 12 isolate a an active cmlturOj number 
waa oeleeted for further otudiee# Also the detailed 
cliaractor 1 aa11 ozz of thé isolate was carried out*
The reason for acleoting this culture were*
:l) The bacterium was one of the laoat active ones5 deompoBlng 
Btreptomyoln (20 jug/rdj In the sayaithetic medium in 51 days ^ 
with an induction period of 27 days* Also (ii) the colonies 
of this organism ware noticed In greater number in culture 
Barrrples isolated from the eulturee (scheme Table 12)#
Bo It was thought that the cn^ganism plays an active role In 
atreptomyelu décomposition in the mixed culture^ and 
thereforeÿ probably also in the coil under natural
conditions*
iBolate %#. 58*
(a) Morphology and Staining réactions;
Cello from nutrient broth and nutrient agar ou3,tur08 
were straight to angular or slight 15  ^curved ploomorphio rodm^ 
usually banded or beaded with motaohx'^omatlc granules and 
ooDaaionally clubbed#, branched or ooccoid celle depending 
upon the ago and conditions of the sub^'culturea^ GratM 
variable# sometimes young and sometimes old cello lose thé 
stain easily rcaulting in cells with irregular stained segmentSj
with granules The Blse of celle
ranged from 0*4 ^ 0*5 u wide by 1*8 8*5 u long* The
pXeomorphism was more proaoimoed on solid media#
Cells were non-sporlng# noa-capeulated and aon-nold 
fast<* Culture obtained from, potassli%m-1el 1 ur 11e medium 
showed marked granulation# When grown on peptone-^agar 
containing carbohydrates# the storage of fatty material 
was observed by Burden* 8 (1946) technique# Oella were , 
feebly motile as examined by îianglng^drop preparation, 
wiiea^ eas flagella staining teehniqiie failed to show the 
presence of any flagella#
(b) G rowth ChOTaetor01
In Liquid media,
In nutrient broth and yeaat-extraot broth (YE broth)
there was a steadily Inoreasing turbidity with a slow 
accumulât ion of stlpky oi'oam^ e^oloitred sediment* In 
nutrient broth with différant dilutions (to have different 
concentration of lab-leraoo) # the growth was visible and 
luxuriant within 24 hours at dilutions 1:1# 1*8# It3# and 
within 48*^ 72 hours at dilutions 1:4 and 1:5.
In synthetic medium the organism grew in euoh a way 
ae not to give the measurable turbidity in the medium#
The growth# in the synthetic medium vma therefore measured 
(studied) by plata-^ count technigue#
On s o l id  media#
\Yhlteg amootli# ,gllstoning# opaque^ with entire margin# 
and butyroua growth viaa obtained on nutrient agar within 
20-24. hours^ On nutrient aga^ r diluted to have different 
ooncontration of lab«^ lemoo# gx'»owth was obtained within 
20-24. hours with, dilutions 1:1# 1:2# 1:3 and in 1^8-72 hours 
with dilutlone Xi4 and 1^ 5*
On aynthotic medium-agar growth obtained was elmllav 
to that obtained on nutrient agar*
When the oulture was streaked on haoC’onkey* a agar 
white oolonles .were obtained# the colonies revealed the 
morphology# staining and biochemical 'reactions^  similar to 
those obtained with the parent culture# This suggest that 
the organism can grow in the presence of biXe-*Balt* Also* 
blue coloured colonies obtained on Bosin-methylenc-bluo agar 
(B*11.B»agar) show the capability of organ!am to grow in 
the presence of b 11 S'usait# On Bismuth sulpiaite agar
(Wilson and Blair* s) medium^ brown growth was obtained which 
suggest that organism can gi*ow in the presea'ico of bismuth 
sulphite# -Ho haemolysis was observed on blood (horse) 
agar plates# 8tarch waa hydrolysed In 2k hours at 
temp ora tui^ as 20^ and 30% whereas it waa hydrolyaod In 
48 iaours at 15%. Brown to black colonies were obtained on 
potaoaiUïTWtelXurite medium# bulture obtained from this 
medium showed marked granulation# On potato slanto cream
coXotiï'ecl growtli appearoci witriin clays#
(o) PhvBioXonical chEimot eristics :
Aaratlcm:"^
SurfaoQ grov/th wae obtained when oultiire wae added to 
melted nutrient agar (cooled to 45^c) and incubated* Also 
growth studied In tliioglyaoXate medium ehowed pellicle 
formation* Furtliexwre growth wae obtained in inoculated 
nutrient broth and nutrient agar media when incubated 
iUiaerobioaliy in the presence of atmosphere of Hg* These 
results suggest that the organism is .aerobic^ facultatively 
anaerobio*
T emneratpme t
The organism can grow at a wide range of temperature 
ranging from 10% to 37%‘ as observed hy growth in nutrient 
broth and nutx^ient agar ixxooulated and incubated at 
temperatures 10^p 15^# 25^# 30^# 33#5^% 37^ and 55%# 
Duzurient growth was obtained at temperatures 25^# 30^ and 
33*5%? wlthin 1 2 --2 4 houx^ a # whcreae at temperatures 10^  ^and 
1 5 %  # less growth ?ms observed in 36W.0 hours * At 3 7% 
feeble growth wae obtained in 2if. hours # and no growth was 
obtained at 55%: This shows that the optimum temperature
for the growth of ox?ganiam is between 2 5%  and 33*5%)# 
pH value of the medium:^
Better growth was obtained at pH 7 as compared to that
.of the growth obtained at pE 5 and 8 which waa almilar»
IÎO growth appeared at pH 3? ï^* or 5¥
(d) BipcherniGaX he a c t r l o n Bt
Acid was produced in the peptone water oontainings 
Arablnose (0»5T5) p rhanmose (0*Sgp,) ^ ^cylooe (O<,5/0*> glucose 
(l#Cpu) p fructoso (1*0KJ g manuoce (0*$%) f, auorose 
maltose (l^O^O ^ molihlose ( 0 * 2 f f ^   ^ rafflnose (0#2SE0 ^ 
dextrin (1,0#) ;) glycerol (1^ .0#) ^ a alio In (1,0#) and
-methyl glucoaido (0,5#)  ^whereas no acid was produced form 
mamiitol (1,0#) and dalcitol (i$0#)*
M.pR and V#P teats were negative, Wharoao Indole was 
formed.# Nitrate wae reduced to nitrite in 72 hours in 
peptone water containing 1# of KNo^; scant production of 
ammonia was observed. Cultures obtained frora nutrient agar 
and nutrient broth were catalaca positive. Urea was 
hydrolysed ae observed by purple pink colour of the 
Chriotenaen^ B medium^ and also there was grovîth in Koecr*B 
Uric acid medium# Citrate was utilised as observed by 
growth in Koeer^s Citrate agar# was not formed.
Starch and gelatin were hydrolysed at all the three 
temperatures used: 15^& and though the proeeSB wae
very slov? at 15%# No haemclysiB was observed on the blood 
agar plateo# lie growth was obtained on tlio Dorset %  egg 
whereas hyciroXyais of serum slopes was observed.
•1 0 6^
CGllulose testis
i) Filter praer strip method:
Filter paper strip in 0,5# peptone broth was weakened 
(to pulpy mass) ao that on allBht agitation^ of the o.iiXtiiro 
tubOÿ fibres,started aeporuting from the atrip.
This shows that the organlam can attack cellnlose#
11) C*M#Cé methods
Further proof or the ability of organism to dooompoaa 
cellulose was obtained, by its ability to cieoompoae eynthetio 
form of 0ellulose-Car'boxy-methyl-cellnloee (0*M#0# ) ♦
Cell-freo filtrate of the peptone cuXtxu’e wao able to 
hydrolyeo 10# of the 0,M#C* within one hour incubation at 
3 7 %  V as observed by oalorimotrlo estimation of reducing 
B’ugor (see details of these two methods in the Method section)* 
From all the above reeultB it oeems thatt the organiem-^ 
isolate No * 36 Is a membOT of Genua GelXulomonae namely 
CelXulot'aoaao fiml. This genus Oellulomonas is in turn a 
meraber of Family Oorynobaeteriaceae#
The detailed discussion about the Identification of the 
organism as Ccllolomonas fimi is given in the Dlacuaalon 
Chapter^
■j. 'w ,' y '
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BiDchemiot^ tX fermentationo and other gi’owtli OharQctorissation 
of Isolata **38**♦
Test & Media
fhjH*.ÿi^'É ir&MA%#4A
BioohemioaX fermontatioa and growth 
characteriHiatlon by bacterlim at 
tomperaturs$*
15% 25%
T
f
.{.
4'
4'
4'
4’
.f.
•I»
X) Pent one watw 
containing carbo-** 
hydrates
l) Monosaccharides:
Arab!nose (0,5#)
Rhammosc (0 #25#)
Xylose (0,5#)
GlueOBe (1,0#) 
PructoBê (1*0#) 
Galactose 
ilomiose
i i )
Sucrose (1,0#) 
Lactose (1,0#) 
Maltose (1,0#) 
Treholae (0,25#) 
MoXibiOBO (0 ,2 5>S) 
OelXlbose (O,2'0 
i i i ) g^8asshari&e&; 
RaiTlnose (0#g#) 
Inulin (1,0#) 
Dextrin
O'Xycogen (0, 25#) 
iv)Alcohola 
Glycerol 
Kr^ '^ thritol 
Adinitol
X"
4"
37%
4*lF:Ak4w.\#4f4P/'*,
f
f
f
■f
4'
Table ,18
Test à Media .15% 25% 37%
*1* 'W"V* # 1%, h.,hrm4W ‘ei*l*i1‘»ieW*T'*«fc'*;-e*^#»ifA*'i*e< >IV*#W“T*wy-ptl
Mannitol
Sorbitol
Duloltol ^
v) GlucQSideB.^
SalieIn (1,0#)
AerciUin (0*25#) -
-methyl gluoos1de(0,5#) t
2) .Hitrate Broth
3 ) Methyl Red Teat
4) Vogoa^-Proakauar teat,
5) Xndole Pxn:>duotion,
6) Urea Iiyclrol.yel.s test,
1 ) ChrlBten^B medlnm
li)Kooor*s Uric Acid*
7 ) hOBcr* 8 citrate medium 
8 ) H .^8 P r odue 11 on 1
I)'Tryptone Iron agar
ii)P'b*^acetate agar
9 ) Litmus milk
10)Doraeti e egg elope
II)Serum hydrolysis
12) Gel a t ±n t e giie fa c* 11 on
1 3)Starch hydrolyal{3
lh)31Btation to 0^
i) N, agar( cmltu.re added to 
melted cool agar)
11 )Thioglycollate modivmi
1 5)MacConkey^ b agar
4-
-ve
-VO
fve
Alkali
Prod*
GroYHüi
growth
-ve
*-ve 
no growth 
4-VO
aurface
growth
Pellicle
growth
White
ColonieB
*l*
^ve
^ve
4“ TO
Alkali
growth
growth
**-ve
A'V
no growth
4‘Ve
B'uiTaoo
growth
Pellicle
growth
'Vvhite
ColonleB
-ve
4'Va
Alkali
Prod*
growth
growth
-^ ve
‘-ve
v%*V0
no growth 
4^ ve
BUriacG
growth
Pellicle
growth
White
Ooloniee
Table 18 ™ contd,Tïnwkat'w»n'*-wMgw.MU*.*LMMkT,»-m'f,r'Wf
Test A Media
# n i^iiWVy V* *>
16)e j u b  ^ Medium
1 7)Wilson à 3Blair’a medium
18)Blood agar piat08
1 5 %
Blue
Colonies
Brown
CoBonlee
Ho
25% 37%
Blue
Colonies
Brown
Blue 
Colonies
Brown 
G oloni es C oloni eb
(feeble 
growth)
Ho Ho
ha emo 1 ye i 0 ha emo 1 ys i e ha emolye i c
Ti"r-"   "T-ttmim-ihi^nri T |1 -1, -r^nirirTf I: fiLfcti r ii. ir,i mitrjfu. ji:üt n
•hve
^V0
Aoid production -*
/\cid and gas production. 
Positive teat,
Negative test*
- Ho acid è gas 
production.
SECTION III
The Effect of environmental faotora on the growth of 
celliilomonaa*fm* W «I I*^vl **, -fTk—4, e»Tr*#a. tM '«*
I# Grov?tb. characteriatios in a Byntlietic-inedium containing 
20 ug of OtrcT^bomyeiiVml»
Because moat of t»he studies regarding atrentomycia 
décomposition were carried out in a aynthotie meditim 
containing streptomycin as sole source of carbon and nitrogen 
for growth and energy (8Sr/I medium) it was necceGary^ first, 
to study the growth charact eristics of the bacterium in that
medium, Tho following experiment was therefore performed 
to study growth of t3;ie organiom, in the BSM medlim.
Fifty ml portions of the synthetic medium containing
20 of streptomycin/ml (8SM medium) were inoculated with 
a suspension of washed oeXla from 48 hour culture ao 
described under Methods, The culture media were well 
shaken, 1-^ ial samples withdrawn from each flask by means 
of a sterile pipette to give soro time data, and the 
remainder was incubated at 25%, Serial tenfold dilutions 
of the samples were used for plate counts at Boro time 
and at suitable intervals. Enough samples were withdrawn 
in order to form a complete growth curve,
The growth of the organism in BSM medium Is shown In
Table 19 in Fig,6, It can bo soon that there was no lag 
phase ia this medium; organisms began multiplying first 
at a higher rate of growth which slowed down later on and 
maximum growth being obtained after 12 hours. There was 
no significant increase In the Viable Counts of the 
organisms thereafter*
Ae streptomycin ia the sole source of carbon and 
nitrogen in the BSM medium, and there was sixty fold increase 
in the Viable ooimta of the organism^ it wae resumed at 
this stage that the organisms wez^ o growing at the expanse of 
atreptomyoin. But ao will be shown la tor there was no 
deoroaso in the concentx'^aticm of streptomycin from the medium 
at that time.
en ô
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F j.g 6 ; Growth of the organism in synthetic medinmCSM); 
containing streptomycin(SSM); and containing 
glue0 3 6+ammonium sulphate (GNSK),
TABLE 19
Viable Coimt of pelltxlomonaa (atral# Ho*3 ^  :Ui tho Eynthetlo
modia*
Incubation period Viable cello/ral of medium
in Ikrara# streptomycin medium Oiitooae medium
,(GBM medlmi) (ONSM medium)
0 S.2543 5.1654
3.1 9.5109 5.168
3 9.80 5.250
4& 9.92 5*372
6 6*139 9.63
9 .6,490 6.32
1Ü 6.6? 6.76
sk 6.69 6.65
36 6.65 6.71
1^ 8 6.659 6,67
S3!. ' 6.62 6.70
72 6.50 6,97
96 6*49 6*91
II Ef#At.. Of Æourem_.m.Xmmo8^
It has been ahoim by various eorkors that the nature and 
0 one ont rat1one of eouroea of carbon and nitrogen in the 
medium# play great role on the growth and on the activity of 
miorcH^organlems* (FenlJcsova 1957# 81m à Blackwood 1951 # 
Tikhomirova 195^# Gtelner 1960# A d a  et al 1951# Ono &
Kanliayaahi 1954# Roy 1955# animova .19X6# 1917 oto*) *
The experiment was therefore conciucted to find the 
eapabiXity of baoterlum to utilise aourooa of carbon and 
nitrogen# other than atrentomyoln# For this purpoae 50 ml 
portions of BBM medium were inoculated ao Ih the provioue 
experiment* Another varient was tested in which the medium 
CvHBM was inoculated In a similar way with approximately 
the oarne also of Inoculum* (Former medium, contains 
streptomycin ao cole source of carbon and nitrogen# the. 
latter contains glucose and'ammonium sulphate as sources 
of carbon and nitrogen reopectlvely)* During incubation 
at 25%# 1 ml sampleo were withdrawn from the culture flaeke 
at a suitable interval together with sero time# and growth 
was eotimated in the usual manner by plate counts*
The résulta with regard to formation of viable cello 
are shown in Table 19 and Flg*6^ which show that there was 
an initial lag; phase of 2 hours in 0HBM medium as oompaijad 
to no lag phase in the control - BBU - medium* The organism 
then began to multiply first at a lower rate of growth up 
to 6 hours# followed by a higher rate of growth# and the 
maximum viable cell content was obtained after 12 hours*
The rate of growth In the exponential pliaos# was higher in 
medium as compared to that of SSM medium* The maximum 
cell content was almost the same in both the media and was 
obtained in the same Interval of time# There was no 
decrease in viable cell numbers thereafter*
The roeulte, ehov/ that cilfferrent spuroeo of carbon and 
nitrogen did not affect to a great extent tho growth 
oharaotareiatlo of the organism In the aynthetio medium*
(b) Opnoent%%tIon of Bourooa of Carbon and Nltrogpn in the 
ffiecliura
, Conoemtrations of souraoo of carbon and nitrogen# and 
even together different oonoent11one of ingrediontB^ of 
the subetrate# influonoo the growth of micro^organlems*
To study this phenomenon# a sot of exporimente with 
throe different eohcentrât1ono of streptomycin# glucose and 
amoion:Uim oulphato in synthetic media wmo performed*
Forty oight ml- portions of bEsal-^aalte aynthetic 
medium (BM medium) were pipetted into 12 sterile Igo ml 
flaolce and divided into two acts, To each of two flaqko 
In the first set eterlle streptomycin Solution was added oo 
ao to giv'e concentrations of 80# 100 and 4 0 0  ^ tg/oil of the 
medium, roepoctlvely ia a final volume of go ml# Similarly 
du%)lloate flaake in the other eat were supplemented with 
glucoaè 0o aa to give 80#. 100 and 4-00 ^ ig/mi of medium# and 
the ammonium and aulphato concent rat1one were adjnated to 
5# 85# 100 pLu/ml reapcctiVoXy* Media were inoculated and 
wore, Inmibated at 85%*
The viable counta at various stages of the culture 
development are shown in Table SO and Fig#?# from which 
it can be m e n  that the maximiM yields of cells obtained in
€>
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streptomycin ^  400 ug/ml
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Fig 7: growth of organism in synthetic medium
containing higher concentrations of 
carton & nitrogen sources.
the iay^ tîietiû medltmi vflth higher ooacehtratioae of 
atroptîomycixi (100 or hoo p.g/ml) was slightly higher than 
r/lth the low concentrations of atreptomyolii (SO pg/ml) in 
thé same mediam* There was no notiaocible inflnohoe on 
growth hy a enpplimentatrlon on the substrate with various 
conoontrationa of glnqose and ammonium sulphate*
SS^HB,«âOââlâÊâ.JElJUl^JiSBÈl6,rBSâiiLmi^^
oonoéiitrationc of strootomvcln* glucose and ammonium BuXnhatG*
Incubation hogj^Qof Viable cella/ml in Bynthatio medium contg* 
period in g t m m & m m l m
hours * 2ôug/ml lOO^ug/ml kOOni^ml 20p.g/ml lOOug/ml kOOng/m%
5/^ .g/ml S5jLtf^ ml lOC^g/ml
0 3*Ss. 5*34 5*32 5.32 5 .32
6 6.% 6.168 6*10 5*78 5,83 5 .92
2h 5*65 6*53 6*82 6*65 6,48 6,59
30 5*62 6*70 5,63 6*55 6,71
hB 5,55 6,67 6.75 6*62 6,85 6,73
60 6,53 6*74 6*57 6,59 6,74 6.76
72 6,50 6*85 6.67 6*60 6*76 6,79
96 5,46 6*83 6,66 6*61 6*83 6.81
10Ê 6*48 6*63 6*65 6.58 6.01 6,00
(g) Additional carbon and nitro^a eom^e^o^in
ila for dlfforent conoentrationa of sources of carbon and 
nitrogen^ additional oouroos of different carbon and nitrogen
also affect the microbial growth, To ott' this effect
es^perimente were performed with oyntlietic^medlum to which
additional $auraes of carbon and nitrogen woro addod# They 
were as follows*
Medium^ ^ To baeal*;^8alta*'8yathetlo medium medium)
Streptomycin {20 pLg/m%) was added m  sole oouroo of oaAon 
and nitrogen#
Medium 8BM* -* To B^SM^  medium# giuoaee (20 ug/ml) was added 
as additional carbon aouroo#
Medium SBMg « ^SSM^ medium containing glucose (2CMg/ml) and 
ammonium Sitlpliate (Sjt^ g/ml) ae additional sources of carbon 
and nitrogen respectively*
Medlpm -  S im ila rly  to medlnm etreptomyolii
(âO ng/ml) was added*
Flasks containing go ml portions of 881/1 ■# 8BM» ^ ssfi #^A ' ^
OMSM^ were inoculated with the same mime of inocula from ■ 
respective media and flasks were ' incnbatèd at 2S%* 
Development of culture in media during incubation was 
estimated by plate ootmta in usual way*
As can he seen from the rearilts obtained (Table Ê1 and 
Fig*6) it is clear that the addition of oourcoe of carbon 
and nitrogen to the medium did not affect the growth* Total 
growth obtained in S3M^ and SSM^ media was similar to the 
growth In control *S8M* in ^0HSM’ media*
Prom the results obtained In the above three seta of 
e:iper:lmaata# it can be aeen that ‘different soureas of carbon 
and nitrogen (B5sp*(i))# different concentrations of these
6-75
5-25
50
Q  SSK medium @  medium
Q  SSM^ medium Q  GNSM medium
F.i 8: (Irowih of organism in SSM and G-nsm media
with additional carbon & nitrogen sources.
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Growth of organism la aacl ^GHSM media with acldltioiial
Oarhon and Mtrogea ooarcoo^
Xacahatioa 
period i%i
’Niable Gollo/mX ill modla*
BSM' QlnoX^%0 
Ammoa.8W,ph/ 
(5M/rali
SSM SSM Gluçoss 
20ug/mi)
p/nü)
H0UÏ>8 SSM SSM, .
Whm» *WifAnur « ie**efwn» .Wvn \ rtMf »N
SSMp C5H8M
0 3*336 5.307, 5.233 5.233
6 6*l68 , 6.05 6.313 5*78 .
9 6.10 6,22 6.30 6.45
12
2k
6*63
6*979
6.293
6.106
6.62
6*64
6.65
5.63
30 S*§L]. 6.552 6,657 6*65
U8 6.617 6.541 6*693 6.63
72 6*255 6*170 6.48 6*25
(QXp^(ii)p and additional sourcea of earbon and nitrogen 
(empXiii) in the basal-salte ayatlietio mediim? did not 
affoôt the grqi^th of organiemas and the ma^clmnm growth 
obtained remained almoat the aamo In all the media* ^ It wae 
thought to be useful to oonBidor another factor^ which le 
imown to effect the growth and the maximum #0ld of the 
miaro^-^organlamo In certain caeoBj, :l#6* Bisse of inoculum,
The experiment is decorlbed below*
III E f f Q f  inoGul'um on the groxvth of organioma.
It ha a boon shown by TOUioua workoro that the else of 
Inooulum la one of the majm? faotora to be oonslderocl In any 
kind of mloroblal study# It affects the growth rate and 
maximum yield of cell material in Apex'^ fillua (McIntosh^ A.F* 
and Moyrathj. 1963? Meyrath^ J# 1962^ 196.3? 1964^
and Hey rath J * and McIntosh A#F* 1963)? Glavlceps (Taber# 
W,A, 1957)? Mue or (Bartnloki-^G-uroias and Nlekersong W* J» 
1962)ÿ Hirauteil (Macheod@ D#M# 1959? 1959a) and 
Bacoharomyaes ("vïiken^  T| Bom^ H| and Bulger F* 1953)#
This factor also a.fféota the carbon metabolism (Moyrath J\> 
1 96 3 1 Steele ot al# 1954)? nitrogen metabolism (McXntoeh 
A#F, and Meyrath J# 1963) and the reapiratqry activity 
(Meyrathg, ff and McIntosh^ A#f, 1963) of miqro^organiemo*
It also affects the fermentations# such as alcoholic 
fermentation in (Pfenning, M# & Wikon# T
I960) and alkaloid produotion in olavialpe (Taber W#B, & 
Fining# b#G$ 1958)# The production of ensymeo# such as 
Amalyae? is also influenced (Meyrath# J. 1965)* Few 
examples are available in case of bacteria which show the 
effeot of BiiJîo of inoculum on the growth and activity of 
bactorixM (Parker R#F# 1946; Hlnshelwood C#M, 1946) | 
liakamura M*b, and B#:b# Pitsch# 1961 @ and Allen W#X»# and 
j, MoVergh# 1 9 6 3) #
To study this phenomenon a sot of experiments was
performed with three different a:U5os of inocula,
go ml cpantitioa of medium and medium were
Inoculated with ^Marge lnacttXuîrf% (l#o# l*g x 10  ^cells) 
per go ml of substrate# medium inoculum (i#e# 4 % 10^ cells per 
50 ml) or ^small inooulura^  (:Ue* G % 10'^  cells per 5 0 ml).
All the inoculated culture flasks together with iminooulatcd 
control medium flasks# were incubated at 2 5 %  on a nieehanioal 
shaker. Growth ims estimated by plate counts in usual 
manner,
Table 22 and 3.^ ig, 9 show that the else of inoculum did 
affect the growth of the orgaaiamB to a certain extent#
With large inoculum there was no lag phase and maximum 
growth was obtained in 10 hours interval* In the case of 
the medium inoculum, howavor there was a lag period of 2**^3 
hours in the beginning vfhich was followed by a higher rate 
of growth and maxlmi’un growth was obtained within 24-48 hours, 
Bixt 'With the small inoculum raeaaurablo growth was oaily 
obtained 10 hours after the inoculation after which a higher 
rate of growth occurred which attained maximcun after 53^58 
hours time iatorval. However, in all the eaeeo# maximum 
growth obtained was similar to that obtained in previous 
escperiments# Tims aisse of inoculum did not affect the 
maximum yield#
As mentioned earlier# up to now, in all the above 
experiments inspito of increase in cell mmibcr under different
6030
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Growth ot organisa :la ’S8M* and *G-NSM* medium lï lth  d iffe re n t
Bi:aea of iaoeula*
*»*>» *,!#»*
lïiciib at i  0# li og^ Q^ of viable celle/m l Iiog.nOf Viable aell/rn i
Period in S treptcw oln W is tra to
liTt i t «1 rt~l I ■'t'fcéiTn *r»T IT~tT~r l*-f n~if*‘
Gluooao Subati’ate
HrOé Min8# ItBVm Meclittni Small Large Medium Email
ïnoc# Inoowlmn Xnoeii3,uni Inocè Inooultim Inocitlnm
0 5*42262 1*9490 5,44191 1.6983
3  ^ 6*01493 1*9396 5.57020 1.8354
6 6,62008 3,6719 6. 6212122,4133
8-30 6.81508 3,0834 6,78189 2.87142
10 6,90694 3.50133 1.5422 6.76276 3,35349 1.2031
84-20 6,88649 6,70078 4.089% 6,5376 6,75679 4,51030
37-5 6.83570 6*59176 4,93600 6.71236 6.74833 5.4.804.0
29-15 »4* 6.61119 5,595 . — 6.76465 6*26318
52 6.82456 6,634 6,48806 6,62051 6,79865 6,87093
48-3 6,58070 6*85636 -  6.71977 6,83851
49-35 . 6,6314.10 6,46979
53-5 6.61508 6,84813 6,79118 6,93591
57-30 6.66306 6,70753 6.75587 6,50910 6,88927 6.99674
72 6,76663 6,70140 6,72962 6,52673 6,58095 6,93543
73-30
6.76938 6*65839 6.67182 6,95595
99-10 6*7558? 6.55204 6.78733 6,60958 6.67062 6,92428
GoaditloaBÿ? thoro was ao clooî^eaeo la  tlie stroptomyoln 
donoentration from tho modlam* The following expérimenta 
were therefore per formed to obtain more data in this 
dij^ection#
Since ia the prevlona experiments inspite of using 
higher c one eat rat1one of earboa and nitrogen aourcos or 
with additional carbon and nitrogen souraoa in ^SBM^ and 
^GNSM^ mediumÿ the results obtained wore almost similar to 
each other* Maxlmujn growth obtained did not exceed 
5 X .10^  - 10^ qelle/ml of medium* x:xpe3?iments wore 
therefore porfo^rmed with the ssynthetic medium (SM medium) 
whioh does not contain added aoureeo of carbon or 
nitrogen*
Flasics ooîitaining go ml quantitieo of oynthetio 
medium (8M medium) were inoculated with washed cell 
suspension of l|.8 hours growth in ’SSM.i medium# For 
comparison fXaaha containing 50 ml îrolimiea of ^S3M%
QHSM medium were Inoculated i n  similar way with culture 
from respective medium* Samples for ir^ ero time data wore 
withdrawn f3:»om each culture media and the remaining ones 
incubated* At suitable time intervals parallel samplea 
from EiXl the three culture media were withdrawn and growth 
estimated*
I P I
The résulté of viable eomits show (Table 23* Fig*6) 
that the growth ohtaiaod in synthetio medium (BM medium) 
wae similar to growth in Btroptomyciix-*0yhthetio--nuedium 
(BBM) except that in the former the peak of viable count 
was slightly lower than the later*
TiUiLK 23
Growth of Qrganinma in BynthetiO'-Modiuta (no added eouroGB
of Carbon and Nitrogen)#
Incubation period hog^g of viable celle/ml of medium
in hours * medium
0 4.8112
3 5,30
6 5*81
9 6,1
12 6,49
24 6,49
30 6,44
48 6,336
54 6,35
36 6,20
V The effaot of eerlal aub-culturing in oynthetle medium 
on growth
In the above experiment synthetiç medium (BM medium) ^ in
which hundred fold growth was obtained* wae iaoeiilated with 
washed ooXl auBpension of 48 hours old growth in atreptomycin-* 
oyntlietic-^ medlrwu (8SM medinm) « It was thought that thé 
impurltiao which oouid have been présent in the  ^
medium may have been tx^ arioferred to aynthetio medium with the 
inoculum* To study this phenomenon aerial aub-cuXtuxfing
in the medium after every 48 hours was carried out and
growth wan studied in BUbsequent Bub^oulturoB by plate counts* 
Seven ouoli Bub‘«cmlturoB were clone*
The result à obtained show that (Table 24) the a m m  amount 
of growth was obta;Lned in each aub^-oultuning#
The guestion then ariaea ao to what is the pooaiblo 
qou3:'0e or aourooa of nutrient for the organ!am to multiply 
in eynthotlc médium* baoauoa a hundredfold growth vtm obtained 
in thia medium^ There are two poaaibilitiee*
(l) Prom the internal aourae i*e* preaent in the medium in
the form of impurities (2) from the external aouroe eucli aa
atmospheric carbon and nitrogen# Bomo experimonto were 
performed in the hope of elucidating this problem*
T BourcoB of energv ouuply in the Bynthotio medium 
Internal Sotircoa*
The impurities in synthetic medium (BM) could have come
either from de^lonleed water with which medium wae
prepared or with ingredients (chemieale) composing medium,
ÏABLl?. 24
The effect of Serial Su’b-'oultarlng in ByntJxetic Medium on
growtix of ox^ ganism,
8ub Giiltfire , hog^q of viable eells/ml of synthetic medium
number Ix'ioculum After 2 4 hour0j
I
II
T3
V ,
VI
VII
4 . 8 0
4.788
4.75
4.81 ' 
4.91
4 , 7 2
4. .80
6»44-
6,37
6 ,2 9
6.27
6 .1 7
6,21
6,20
In thie study three sets of experiments (1*11*111) v/ero 
performed as shown below#
(i) Exnerlmont with 4B|1* medium prmxared in double glaee 
diotilled water
For this study experiments were pexUformod in aynthatic-* 
medium (8M) prepared with double glass distilled water* 
against ayntlietio-medium (OM) prepared with de-lonioocl water.
. The rest of the medium oompoeition being the same 
fox? both media#
'Parallel expex*imonts %vere performed with both types of 
media (mentioned above) in the usual manner by
inoculât iiig 50 ml portions of modi a ^ incubating at and
studying the growth by plat© coimts#
The }?esults obtaixiod show that the same growth v/ae 
obtained in both media#
( 11) Experiment with mediim clef fiaient in either of
the salt8 eonetituents*
The other possibility through which impxreitiea could 
have been incorporated in the medium wae with the chemicals 
used for the preparation of synthe11 o-medium (BM medium) # 
iiowever as menticmed in the method oeotions all oiieraicals 
used were of ^Analar grade^ except KgHP04 (B#D#H* habo3?atory 
reagent)#
In this set of experiments medium used in each
case wae deficient in either of its salts conatltuents#
They were as follows!
(1) 8AL Medium: medium without
tlN rw.Mtwtk'in» r*t fmTLf «Val e* tft/>
(2) Medium * BM ^ medium without MgBOh 711^ 0
(3) Medium BM^i medium without Gaol,
(4) Medium BMji, i medium without H ad
(5) Medium BM medium without Fod%
Fifty ml volumes of the media BM., ^ 8M-* BM* p BM,.4. tti ic,j, J)
aM  SM (as a control) wore inoculated with the same siae of 
inocnlnm of washed c o ll snaponsion of 48 honra groivn cultnrQ
O '
v\y-
^ \,3
-125'
la  ^8M^ . During incubation l ml aliquot from eaoh
flaqkp including samples for aero time datug wore "^vUltMrawn 
at suitable internals of time and growth was estimatod by 
plate counts*
The results obtalnad show (Table S5ÿ Pl#10) that 
once again the same growth was obtained in all the raedla 
used in this set of experiments except in the medium SM^ 
and where maximum growth obtained was slightly- less*
OITELE 25
Growth O f  Organism in Byntlietie-*Medium defficient in
either o f  its salts constituenta#
Incubation Viable oells/ml in media*
hour-s 8m BM, SM^ SM,. SM,, 
Control X c j
SMr5
■. Wkjikh* ¥mvi
0 4# 805 4.805 4,805 4.805 4.805 4.805
3 5.316 5.175 5.18 5.20 5,38 5.30
6 5.613 5.70 5,65 5.67 5,80 5.80
9 6.196 6.07a 6.0 6 ,0 6,13 6,15
12 6,492 6,45 6,39 6,43 6.52 6.48
2l\. 6,499 6,4-7 6*41 6.37 6,45 6*46
27 6,44 6*45 6.21 6.37 6 ,4 1 6 .4 1
i|S 6,336 6 .4 s 6.82 6.35 6.37 5.38
(ill)* In the above experiment growth was obtained in each 
medium deficient in one of its salt eoust1 tuonto*
a* 4:0*""
IPurthov expérimenta were therefore performed $ tills time in 
the media prepared with Individual ingredients of 
medium the pH of all media being adjusted to 7#^» The 
media were-aa"follows;
? i§â lJS „K l I t  was- prepared 't>y diOGOlving 1 g«i o f  KgHP04
in loco ml of clo-*:lonieed water*
Medium Mj Goat aimed MGSOh^  7H,^0 0*2  g and 1000 ml Of
cle*-<loniéèd w a te r*
Medium C: C onta ined Oaol,^ -  0*1 g and d e ^ io n lso d  w a te r 
1000 m2,. , . .
Medinin Contalnecl M ad  -  0,3. g and d e -lon lB ed  w a te r 1000 m l.
Mechlum F i Conta ined P ee ly -  0*002 g and d e - lo n ls o d  w a te r 
1000 ml*
The 01 in all the media wae 7 after sterilisation*
50 ml portions of the media KpM^Oÿîb,? and B'M (control) 
ware i.uocuIated aa in the previous experiment with the same 
else of inoculum^ culture flasks incubated and growth 
studied in the usual manner by plate counts*
Results obtained were as ahowh in Table 26 à Fig*ll<^
It can be seen that in media and F organisms could 
survive but did not multiply^ whereas in medium and 
medium 0 there wae growth^ although not to the same extent 
as in the synthetic^mediimi (SM)* The results suggest that
6-5 o
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^  C medimn 
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Vi9:. 11;- Growth of or^uuiom in salis media.
growth oîotaiaéd là the complété syiithe11 have 
been support06p #  leaat la  p%rtp by the aalte  -  mgeOh* 1^ IgO
and -Caol^ txi
TABLE .26
Growth ùt ôr^anloms la 8Mÿ KÆmOmM ê W media, 
laeutjatlon viable eells/ml of medimî»
period gjjj g. j, 0 g f
in liours Control
0 4*81 4*81 4, 8l 4*81 4* 81 4*81
3 5.31 4,88 5*05 5*07 4*7 4* 62
6 6,2 4*95 5.70 6.15 4*73 4.538
9 6,49 4*91 6,8.1 6*35 <w*
2h &*kk 4.90 6*03 6.133 4*64 3.97
kB 6 *44 4*89 5*665 6.12 4*45 3,73
72 6*42 4*91 5,31 6*08 4*39 3,73
(b) &itimtl,J.ojîiiSâii
A b Buggàated. earlier# another poBeible ôourca of eupply 
of energy eoiaroos for the organism growing in the eyathotlo 
medium (Bl^  medium) oouXcl he atmospherio carbon dioxide 
(and poselbly nitrogen too )g l#e# organism may he utilising 
atmocphorlù OOg (and I^p) as energy Bonrceop i?he following  
two sets Q f  experiments were performed to study the mechanism,
SaRÊEWalfü.
Il l  tiiia  8®t o f e:ïp®ï':lmsat flasEô xvitîi central«*weï.l were 
■üseû ana cûttoa-woôl. pluga ware replaeeâ bgr rubber-^btînks»
Fifty portions of otez'ile medium were pipetted in
above mentioned sterile flasks. In the central-well 0,3 ml
of 20% KOii was placed in order to absorb carbon dioxide
(GO,s) pi'-eaont in the flack* This portions were then
Inoculated with different of iaooula (5 x 10"%
Î5 % 10 ^ and X X XO*^  eelXs/ml) and 1 ml a amples were
withdrawn for inero time data, IB.10 ootton-p'lugs Were
replaced by rubber-bunks and inoculated po:etiono of medium
were incubated# During Incubation development of the
culture in the medium v?ae meaaured In usual way by plate
count techiilp:ao#
Ab can,be aeon,from the rasulta obtained (Table 2?)
there was great increase in the viable calls in all the
oulturos ?/lthin 2l.f hours which, remained in the eouilibrium
state thereafter, The maximum yield of viable celle
obtained with all the different eisses of inocula v/se about 
g /10 cells/ml^ which is lower than that normally obtained in 
*8M^ medium when Incubated aerobically# The z^esults show 
that the grov/th in the -BM^  medium (when incubated 
aorobiealXy) was not supported by atmospheric 00^ as growth 
was obtained in the conditions where 00^ from the culture 
flask was removed# Thera is a suggestion that though 
it is assumed that KOH placed in the eenti^ al-ivell of the 
flask would absorb all the 00^ preoent in the flaelc^  it is 
not certain that it would also absorb CO^ dissolved (dif;Daaed)
ixi the mediim as well and which might have been utilised 
by the orgaiii$m#
TABLE 27
Ch?oiYtli of organiem In the Synthetic medium from which COg
has been eliminated*
Incubation pcrioâ Log 10 of viable oelis/ml nitli
in âaÿ's/iioui’3. inocula.
SklO'  ^ 5x10*' Ixio-^
0oil8/ml cells/ml Golla/ral,
0 hours ■ 3,5211 4.5380 5,1139
1 day, 6.0241 6,1139 6,1502
2 days 6.0240 6.0211 6.0472
3 days 5.8779 5,9586 6,021
Experiment ( i l l
In thlB set of expérimenta 50 ml portions of otoa^lle 
aynthetic medium contained In aterllo flaaico (plugged with 
eotton-iYool) were inoculated in usual vmy* The culture 
flasks wore then placed in a McIntOBh and Fildo^s jar in 
which air was then replaced by oxygen (0^)* For this 
purpose the jar was evacuated by mourns of a 'pvoBonvB pump 
and then It was filled v/ith oxygen* At certain time 
interval samples were withdrawn to study the growth in the 
medium and remainder was incubated In the atniosphore of Og 
as mentioned above*
From the results obtained (Table 28) it bcorns that
ùvliaalma was unable to multiply in this eondltlous and after 
certain time Intemml tliora was .no measurable growth in the 
iTiedium# Tho résulta are discmaaed in DladUBeion chapter*
gvaLE 28
(Ji’oV'Jtli of 05?gasilsni in the sjnithetic mediiira in the atmossF'heve
of On
Inoubation ‘period In Log.,,, of Viable cello/ml#
dayo/liourre#
0 hours , 4,7877
1 day 3.0472
2 days 1.2402
3 days Wo measurable growth.
8E0TI0B IV
Deoomioositlon ,of StPCDtptrnrein by OellulonionaB
As described in the previous eection^ the effect of 
environmental famtore on the growth of cGlliilomoaaa op* wao 
studied in detail* Further atudiee were carried out to find 
the effect of some of those factors on streptomycin 
deaompOBition by the organisms* In this section^ work too 
been more concentrated to the study of atreptomycin 
decomposition^ However^ from time to time^ as thought 
usefulgrowth was also studied*
Streptomycin decompos111on studlea -wore conducted In 
a baaal-^aaltB synthetic medium (see detail in method Section 
y) to wbloh Btreptoawoin was added as the sole source of 
carbon and nitrogen for,supply of energy and cellular 
building mat©3?ial* Tae synthetic medium v/as used because 
it’s a simple medium and its exact compoaition la known*
It’is therefore easier to study the specific nutritional 
requirements of a particular mioro-orggtnlsm in this type of 
medium^ whereas in the case of a complex medium the rosultB 
of such studies are often influenced by the nut riants 
composing the meditaiu In all the following studies the same
synthetic medium - medimi was used to Y/hich
streptomycin and/or other energy BoviVOOB were added which are 
mentioned spedfioally«
t Deocompositrlon of Btrentomxdn in a Synthetie medium 
containing: 20 Aig of Bt^reptomyoliV^mX#
Forty nine ml portions of sterile synthetic modlnm (SM) 
were pipetted Into 150 ml aoid'^vmBhed and sterile :flasks#
To each flask I ml of sterile^  streptomycin solution (of 
cozioentration 1000 ytig/ml) was added so as to give
coneentra1 1 on of 20 p.g/ml in final volume of 50 ml of medium*
Flasks thus containing Btreptomyain-^BynthetrUvmiecliWi (SSM) 
wez*0 InocTilated with a washed cell auapenslon of 48 hours old 
growth in medium * 1 ml aliquot from each flask was
withclravm for ^ero time data and the remainder inouhatod 
for farther etudioa* Parallel uninooulated flasks of *SBM* 
medium were incubated ae control* During incubation X ml 
aXiauotB were withdrawn at reguiaz’ intervale (every 48 hours) 
and the course of strcptomyoin decomposition and growth were 
estimated in the usual manner*
Parallel samples were alec withdrawn from uninoculated 
control medium end were used as the reforanco c one ont rat1on 
of streptomycin in the assay tectoiq.uo*
The results obtained are given in Table 29 and shown 
graphically in Fig* 12* It can be scan that the total 
amount of streptomyoin was decomposed In 22 days 'With an 
inductio.n period of 18 days In which no decomposition took 
place* Streptomycin decomposition was associated with the 
amine-*like odour as in the ease of streptomyein decompoaition
by mixed populations*
Parallel results of plate oounta show that there v/ae 
an increaee in viable cells in the first 2ik"48 houro# But 
thereafter the total viable cells^ remained more or lees 
the same^ the total amount of otreptomyein was decompooecl 
without even a farther increase in cell numbea:»* The 
results show that the streptomycin decomposition does not 
support fùrther growth of the organism; in other words 
products of streptomycin décomposition do not support growth 
of the organism*
TABLE 29
Straptomyoin decomposition and corresponding growth of 
organisms in synthetia-madiiim containing 20 yiig of 
Bt reptomycIn/ml (8 BM)*
Incubation viable Btreptomycin
period In cella/ml degraded (%)
d ays ^*h ours
0 hr. 5,51 0%
1 day 6,82176 0%
2 days 6,83^614 0%
3 clays 6*61 0%
h-'l? days 6.534 OfS
16 days 6#57 0;S
19 days 6*496 50%
20 days 6 # i{.ijt 80%
21 days 6,420 100%
22 clays 6,45
In thia experiment^ 50 ml portions of sterile ^8BM* 
medium were prepared and inoculated ae mentioned above^ 
oamploe were taken for the aaeay and plate oounts to give 
zero time data^ and cultures ware incubated together with 
uninooulatod control mediwa# During the a our so of 
incubation Btreptornyoin decomposition and grovJth wore 
eatimatad in the usual manner* Aa coon as the total 
amoimt of atroptomyoin had dieappeared^ more of oterile 
antibiotic solution was added to the culture medium to  
restore the original concentration (20 # Oulturee
were re-inoubatcd and the course of stroptomyoin 
decomposition was followed and corroapending estimated Of 
growth were made* The procedure v-raa repeated twioo moro* 
jnYoni the results (Table 30g Fig*12) it can be soon 
than streptomycin in aucceaaive additions diaappearod 
rapidly* The second addition of atreptomycla disappeared 
with a shorter induction period# and Bucoeeaive additions# 
disappeared immediately vïlthout any induction period* The 
results of plate counts show that upon further additiona 
of Btroptomyoin to the culture medium there was no marked 
increase in the totcil viable cell a* The i^esults suggoat # 
aa mentioned earlier^ that atreptomyoin decomposition does 
not result in fui Inorevise in viable cells*
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Fly. 12:- Relationship between growth of organism and 
streptomycin decomposed in SîdM medium.
TABLE 3D
Daoompôaitlôn of Bt^eptomyoin aclcled to tlie aubstrata on 
three sncooaaiTC adhitiona of 20yag/m;i*
Tima in hog^g of Viabio Streptomyoia Bogradod
Days# oelle/ml (>ï)
'^Wli%n»«y."*i 4.x«*C*yv-V , <■> >^l
0 hour* 4»8574 0
1 cluy« 6*82175 0 %
2 dalys 6.8163. , 0 >s
3 dalys 6.53403 0
19 âlays 5*4958 so $
go If 6,229.5 - 80 ?:
S3. II 6,420 100i&
9M ‘* 6.4SI '
W Wt?'’*
î.î'oir'e ûatl’biotiû solution added (2(^ lg/ml)
22 dlayo 6 ,4 2 1 7 0 3
23 ÎÎ 5 ,4 0 3 8 0
24 u 6,5198 25 ?s ■
25 u 6 .5 0 63 #
25 u 6 .3 0 5 2 100;%
S;T7^„ lfi^;4f,At,k-wv4)p V
More antlblotie solution added ( 2(ÿig/ml)
27 H - 0 5;
20 ÎÏ 6 .5 0 4.0 "3
29 i t 6,.'5 a 75 5$
30 IÎ 6, 53 ioo;;?i
More antibiotic aoliition added (£(^ ig/rni)
31 day» 6 .5 1 0 %
.32 n 6 ,4 7 4 0 %
33 V ? 85 4
34 Ù 6.55 1003%
From the foregoing results it eeema that the rapid 
décomposition of streptomycin in the sticoesBivo additions 
could have been due to an adaptation phenomenon^ When first 
Inoculated into the ^BBU^ tnedium the culture took 18 days 
fo:e its adaptation and thus preeumably the same time for the 
induction of the stroptomyoin‘-docomposing ansymo in that 
medium* But once the culture viae adapted to the medium 
and Induction of the specific enzyme has begung it continued 
to be formed and therefore streptomycin in the ouoceoaive 
additions was attacked immediately without any induction 
period* From the Btucllee so far it is not known whether 
the streptomycin decomposing onsymo Is intracellular or 
extracellular* The following experiment was therefore 
performed to study this phenomenon^
III Strcrotomycin Décomposition by Gell-froo Filtrates#
Portions of sterile ^SSM^ medium were inoculated with 
different amounts or 5 ml) of cell^free filtrates
and the final volume was made up to 50 ml* Gell-^fréO 
filtrates were obtained by filtering through filter
the culture medium in which tixc first batch of streptomycin 
has iust been dcoomposed# The inoculated media were 
incubated together with unl.noouXated cont?,?ol medium#
During incubation aa amount of atr6pton\Ycin present in the 
medium was estimatcia In usual manner#
Tlia résulta of assay teohniQue show that there was ao
decrease In the content 3 in any nieclinm inoculâtod
with ceüGfree filtratoB*
XV biffent of Serial tnansfenm of onltuf0 under optimal 
conditions on Btrentomycin deeomnooition#
From the provloao résulta it is clear that once the 
Otreptomyoia cleeompoai.ug enrjyme became available ^ it 
continued^ , and the atreptomy'cln In aucjooBSive additions was 
deoonipOEjed Immediately without any induction pexxlod# Alao 
the reonlta of the above experiment show that the 
ot:c0ptomycln deoompoal:ug enmyme is an Intracellular onsiyme#. 
Further experiments v/aro therefore performed to atüây whether 
the ability to dacompoae streptomycin without Induct ion period 
can be ratainod by the culture when transferred into f:ceoh 
 ^88M ^ mediumi in other words to study whether the acQulnod 
ability to decompose etreptomyoin omi be transferred from 
parent culture to its progeny*
Fifty ml portions of etoriXe medium v?oro inocula ted
with' the wasiiecl coll suspension of the culture which had just 
completed th€9 décomposition of the first batch (20jag/m‘i) of 
streptomycini . the $l%e of inoculum being the same as in the 
initial transfer (Table 30}. The inoculated madia were 
ixicubatacl together with xminoculated control medium# During 
incubation the course of streptomycin decomposition and growth 
of the culture was studied Xti the usual way* Similar transféré
were made twice more into frCBb. medium^ each time after
the culture had clcoomposod all the streptomycin in the 
previouB medium^ and the oouree of sts^ eptor-iycln dcçoinooe 111 on 
Tmo followed In the subsequent cultures.
As shown in Table 51 and 3?lg*I3g the deoomposltioa of 
streptomycin in the sub-cultures occurred within 7 days with 
as short an induction period as h days# Also the peculiar 
amine-liko odour which is usually associated with Btroptomyoln 
decomposition was noticed each time the active phase of 
streptomycin cleoompoaition began# The results of plate counts 
show that the maximum yield of Tlablc cells was obtained in 
7 days* The results suggest delay In growth as oomparod to 
the growth In the initial culture (Table 2Sh3D)? where same 
moxlrrium yield of viable cells was obtained in 1 day (24 hours)# 
The above results show that the ability to decompose 
streptomycin writhout (or wslth a shorter) induction period 
ean be retained and can bo trensfezTod to its progenyg, by 
th€) organism# The results Eire discuss eel g in detail ^ in the 
Discussion section#
V The Effect of 81 me of Inoculum on Streptomycin dôGompositiqn# 
It is well establlshccl that sise of inoculum plays on . 
bnportant part in microbial growth#
Also from the previous experiments two things are clean
(i) Each time the same maximum yield (5 x .10^  - 100 of 
viable ce]*Is is obtained (Tables 19^20 2^1 ^22^25 2^5 2^9 3^0 5^1 etc)
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TABLE 30
Effect of Burial transfers on Btrentoraycln decomposition.^
Time In Log.j« of cell 81reptoi%yq 1 a usgx-acled
days numbe%/ml# (’.a
0 hours# 4.85 0 A
1 clay# 6.10694 0 %
2 days# 6.19086 0 YC
g Î 6.04934 0 e;
k " 6*10223 o-s'%
5 " 6* 3-1856
6 '* 6.4S121 70/S
y n 6*50473 100!?.
->-*»( 4 #.i»n.».?rÿ4tH'HKi-'rî#'f*<Ki*wti‘Ty-Ju>ra*ii.'»s-i<*.i#^vtcv^fct.*-ei*;«Ai*ï>*îtw1»m#éw*
In the case of initial GUI to. re ('fable 29^30) maximum, yield
obtained witliln 2Ii Iiotirco wliereao in the oaoo of 
ntifcsoQuent aaltui^ es (Table 3 1 ) it was delayed aacl was 
obtained within 7 daya time Interval# Moreover^ in 
the case of experiments 'performed with different Bl-ses of 
inocula the reunite ehow (Table 23) that once again almost 
the same maximum yield was obtained in each case*
(ii) Though the name maximitm yield of viable cello was obtained 
with different sisses o f inocula^ ? the time required to obtain 
that maximum yield v m s  différent with different elnms of 
Inocula*
It is therefore natural to enquire tm to whai; corLtd be 
the effect of different el^es of inocula  ^ and specificall^f 
the effect of Inoculum cige equal to that of aiaxlmum yield 
of viable ceXlSÿ otx the streptomycin clcoompOBition pattern# 
The following set of experiments was performed to study tliio 
phenomena* _
Fifty ml portiom of sterile medium contained in
sterile flaoko were inoculated with different sl^eo of 
inocula,6 Inoculum approxlmately equal to the maximum yield 
which for eonyeniance could he described aq orgeat
fi
inoculum** was of x 1 0  ^ viable cell a/5 0  ml of medium. 
*^I,arge inoculum of 1 , 5  x 1 0  ^ cel le/50 ml medium (as in the 
previous experiment see page 118) ^ edlum inoculum** of 
h X 10'^  call3 / 5 0 ml and **Small Inoculum** 6 x 10"^  ooXle/f50 ml 
of medium# Inôcul.ated media were incubated together with 
ualnoeulatod control médium and coursé of qtreptomyoin 
décomposition and grov/th of the culture were followed in 
iraual manner#
The résulta chow (Table 33? Plg#l4) that the hbargeat* » 
^Largo^ and hnediuvf inooultxn thez*e wag an induction period 
m  usual 9 of 18 daya and total amount of etroptprnyoin fmn 
deooinposod in 3  ûaÿB thereafter « lut in the case * Small**' 
inoculum dooompoaition of atreptomyoi# was considerably 
delayed* It occured only at the end of 5 0  daya with a;a 
induction period of 46 days.
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iy 14 :- The effect of additional carbon and nitrogen 
souT'ces on the growth of the organism and on
the course of streptomycin decomposition»
TÀDTa 33
ïiÊ£eci_..of
Tim© In 
dayu/hra.
Lagv.^  of viabX© oello/ml and otroptomyoin clagradoâ 
('/) with different ulsee of inocula# ‘
Largest Inoculum Largo Xnooux odium Xaoc# Small Xnoc 
Yiablo Btrepto Viable Btuep*' Viable Btrep Viable Btr 
ooll/ml degraded cell/ml Dcgd çelX/rnl ’Degd oell/rrlDgd 
.95 >6 95
0 -  01i,ï>. 6*8630 0$ 5 .4226  0/ 1 .94 9 0 0;%
0 - 3 6*8750 n 6 ,0149  " 1*9396 ÎI
0 -  (5 ÎÎ 6,8621 It 6.62008  " 2 .6719 fr
O' -  9 ÎÎ 6*8245 if 6*61508  " 3 .06 3 4 It
0 -1 0 ÏÎ 6 .85502 11 6 ,90694  " 3 .50133 n 1 ,54 2 2  0/
1  -  Oâaj 6 ,8682 o 6 .88649  ” 6,70078 n 4 .08934  "
3, 6 it 6,3750 if 6*8357 " 6 ,59176 it 4 .9360  "
2 - 0 it 6 .8542 If 6 .3340  " 6 ,5007 it 6 ,8562  "
3 - 0 n 6*8409 îf 6 .7666  " 6*70140 If 6 .7296  '*
4  ™io n 6,835)5 n 6*75587 " 6*55207 it 6 .7873  *'
19 M 6*8025 50;» 6*7650  40/ 6 .5 7 6 ,7 6  0/
20 ii 6*82 8 0 / 6 ,7 6  7 5 / 6*56 6 ,7 5  “
21 it 6 ,6 3 1 0 0 / 6 .7 5  1 0 0 / 6 .5 7  100;/ 6*73  "
22 ii 6 .8 3 2 6 ,7 5 6 ,5 6 6 ,7 3  "
46 ti - 6*74  "
47 fi 6 .7 3  5 /
48 ii 6 .7 3 7  25/
49 if 6 .7 3  6 5 /
50 if 6 ,7 1  100/
' .-«I f 4^ f » t # ',%# 1)2;
TUo rcBuXtB of plate oounto show (Table 337 Plg^lb) that , 
with the ^lorgoet inoculum- tlere wao not much Increaoe In 
the total viable caXlu# It could be eniJectod aa the initial 
inocultun was almost the same siae as of the maximum yield 
uh3uaXly obtained in the a.yxitliotic medium# In the case of 
''Large inocul’uel- and 'hueditM inoculunl' the eaaxifmm yield 
of viable oalXs was obtained in 1 0 hours and 2h hours 
respectively# Where aa InoaultrT^ required 7^ hours
to roach the eame maximum yield of eella# However^ in 
each case the maximum yield of viable cells was almost the 
oame# In all oui'bur ea after the maximum peak was reached^ 
there was no further change in the raaxlrmim yield imiirll 
and after the total aitoimt of etreptoraycin was decompoaea*
VI The effect of Additional carbon and Hltyogen aoureoa in 
the MMlum on Btp^eiitomycln Decompoaition#
As can be seen from the  p rev loue  experim ents the  e a r l ie r  
décom position  o f  s tre p to m yc in  was ob ta ined  when a n t ib io t ic  
was added to  c u ltu re  media aa coon as p re v io u s ly ^  amount o f  
a n t ib io t ic  was decompOBCd# The BucceaBive doses o f  
a n t ib io t iO B  were decomposed w ith in  days w ith o u t (o r  w ith  
I '-2  days) in d u c t io n  period# Furtherm ore when th e  inoculum  
v/ae taken from  the  c u ltu re  which had gixst decomposed. 
streptomycin^F the  sub sequent cu l'bura was ab le  to  decompooe 
s tre p to m yc in  e a r l ie r  in  7 days^ wl'Mi s h o r te r  In d u c t io n  p e rio d  
o f  k  days# But in  th ie  case though t i ie  e a r l ie r  decom poaitioâ^
mitlbiotiq warn bbtainocl tha maximura yield of viable cell in 
*BBM^  medium was obtained in ? days whereas the same yield 
was usually obtained in 1 day in the initial culture# It 
seams here as ± t  there may be some competition between the 
0nsymo(s) reaponBible for the aynthesis of cell building 
material and the induction of stroptomyein decomposing 
easyme(e)# The use of larger inocula in  the initial culture 
did not help to obtain earlier deoompoaltion of st2?eptomyoin# 
The fol3.owing experiment was performed to- see whether the 
additional sources of carbon and nitrogen would help the 
synthesis of above mentioned
In this GXperiment three types of media ware used^
(see also method and materials)«
1) medium Synthetic medimi eontaining streptomycin#
2) BO.f/Lj medium - Synthetio medium containing streptomycin
V gXucoBê#
3) BSMp medium - Synthetic medium containing Btreptomycla
V glucose f ammonium sulphate#
50 ml portlona of media were Inoculated with 48 hours 
old eultu:ce and were incubated together with uninoeulated 
oont3:^0% media* Oourse of streptomycin dooomposltlon, and 
development of the culturein the medium were followed in 
usual manner*
The résulta obtained (Table 34? Fig*14) show that it took 
2X<v»24 days to affect the total deoompoaltion of streptomycin
with lacludtlon period of days renpeatlVGly* The
maxinuim yield of viable eelln obtained was also the 
normal one,
TABLE 34
The effeot of additional carbon and nitrogen ùou^ùùb on the 
courao of Streptomycin deoomnooition
Xnoubatlon hog| o f  viable celle/ml A etreptomyein
n  ) 7 \ â  *J V î  * *
>' " decomposed in the eynthetic .medlnm containing
81V 0 p i; omyo in B trap t omy o in B t ;a ep t omy c in
3- gliiooae *!• gliiooae
*h Ammon Bulph,
(BSM) (88Mj) (SSÎVip •
viable atrePt, Viable ëtreot. vlablG t3trept.
cell/ml Degy# cel3/ml 7)eg./& oall/ml Deg»/
0 hou rs# 5 .305 / 5 .5079 ; 5 .2 3 5 5
1 day 6*39002 / 6,3579 / 6 .4 8 5 n
B dayo 6 »63745 II 6 .60 6 2 1Ï 6 .6 9 3 7 n
3 1? 6 »g02 If 1?
4. tî 6 ,62552 U 6 .1708 6*5263 It
i’f—i6 days 6 .2788 n 6 .1 9 3 ÎÎ 6 .2 9 7 It
19 days 6 .348 7 / 6 .3 5 6 ,4 5 7 n
20 1Î 6 .3 2 35'H 6 .32 5 6.4*0
S I tf 6 ,4 2 7 0 / 6 .3 2 3;:; 6 ,3 7 5 5/
S2 n 6 ,4 8  100/ 1 5 / 6*50 30/
23 H 6,4*8 6 .3 9 5 0 / 6 .4 9 60/
24 n 6 ,3 7 *<i 6 .3 9 100/ 6.-42 100/
DIQQtîaSIOM AMD OOEOHmiOH
Aati'blolîlQs w W a  adâeâ to the aomal soli magr «tici®3?go 
VQ3?ioas playeioalj eîîèmiôal end brlologioal Gbfângee depending 
ttpon the natüpe of the antiblotie and the type of soil In 
<pc5stioa, ïlisa© laaotivation phenoraona, laoludo abao3?ptlon 
toy soil ôolloldB# possible iaaotlvatioa either? toy reaoting- 
ivlth sntoetaaces already present la the soil or due to the 
Instrlnstio instatoillty of the aatltoiotio rnolecul©» Bîyon 
if the above phenomena are absent in a particular case there 
is every possibility of microbial attack and hence 
inactivation of the antibiotic under discussion, Basic 
antibiotics such a® streptomycin and tyrothrioia when added 
to the normal sell are strongly adsorbed by soil colloids 
(Ifeadi, 1948, Slnha 1900, ©ottlieb and Siralnoff 1951; Pramer 
and Starkey 1901j Shlrodlccr, 1953 and Ghadialy 1961) and also 
they are decomposed biologically (Nandi 1948# Slnha 1950; 
Gottlieb and Siminoff 1951). But it la not Icnomi whether 
or not they undergo chemical inactivation also*
In the present work, from the sterile-soil, the results 
of recoverable streptomycin show that the amount recovered 
iimiedlately after its addition to the soil was 46#; and 
this amount did not change during the long incubation period 
of 30 days (sec Table 5)» The fate of unrecoverable 
material however is obscure. It is not known whether the 
remalador was too firmly bound to be extracted with the
aolcHnethaaol ov that :lt wae deoompoBOd qooïi after
i%B addition due to the ohemloal degradation# Ezteimlvo 
Work by BlMia (;l9gO) ebowod that the same amoimt of 
streptomycin waà lost each time a doae of arxtlhlotio was 
added to a given Boil sample# As for the poasible 
ocourranco of the Bahstanoes reacting with atreptomyoin In the 
aollÿ it ooiild hé e^poeted that theoe àho’uld have boon 
exhausted with the first hatoh of mitlblotio added# However^ 
it io possible that some catalytic ooMitiOhs other than 
ensymlô are involved here# The resnlte suggest that thé 
phyaioeliemloal absorption of the antibiotic might be the oaitsa 
of this specifio _lose of antibiotic# B%pe%^lmeatal reanlto 
show (Table 5) that the initial recovery from non-^sterlXe 
treated soil was 36# in the present case* Xt was presimiod 
here also that the romainclor was firmly adsorbed by the 
soli colloids# Microbial degradation seems to be very less 
probable since the Interval of time between addition of the
antibiotic and its OKtraotion from the soil was very short
(U houra)# Results of initial recovery show that the 
non*^ateriXe eol3, seemed to bind more antibiotio than the 
sterile aoil^ mid this suggests that the ant’oclaving process 
might have altered the adsorptive capacity of soil colloids 
whorcoby the penetration of the solvent used (acid methmiol)
was facilitated# Thus g streptomycin,, when added to the
norma], soil is strongly absorbed#
how, lot lie first oonaidor the fate and effect of the 
comparatively amalX amount of atreptomyoin vfhloh was left 
free in the eolX# The deoroaee In the recoverable 
etreptomyoln from aon*^atorile eoll^ whleh completely 
disappeared between daya^ as compared to the
eonetant recovery of atreptomyola from sterile soil at 
that ■ time (Table 9) auggaets that mloro-^orgaaiams were 
mainly responsible for the disappearance of streptomycin 
from non-aterlle treated eoll# The more rapid disappearanoe 
of Buooeosivo additions of antibiotic from the noa^sterlle 
coil (Table 7) farther support8 the phenomenon that microbial 
ci(eg;rEi(lat;jlon <33r 33i&ae<5i)i)(3cn2r<;:l3% %)3?oc%eedliig? jln isma s;()3L]L*
Prom the reaalts of parallel expérimenté (see Table 9^10) 
of reooverable streptomycin from the non*cterile treated 
soil and corresponding bacterial nnmbere bb revealed by 
plate comitép it is clear that:^ (1) atreptowcln exerta a 
limited lethal action on the coil mieroflora; (2) After 
an initial depression» an increase la bacterial number began 
usually when the amount of recoverable streptomycin began 
déoreaaing# Tiiia Increase in bacterial number could 
either be due to the multiplication of organiome which can 
metabolise atreptomycin» or due to the streptomycin^ 
resietant organiems (aurvivora) utilising the products of 
atreptomycin-^killed organisms aa nutriental (3) Since this 
Increase In bacterial cell continued even after the total
amount of reooverable atroptomyoia disappearW it could ba 
aaerlbed to the multlplloatlmi of orgaalema utilising
daoompoéôd prodhota of antibiotlo# Tlioao reau3-ta of 
raoovarable atraptOmyoln from non^otarlla treated eoil and 
oorrespoadingly its offoot on organisme» etrongly suggest 
that atreptomyoia imdargoae mloroblml degradation when added 
to the normal soil»,. It la interesting to note that an 
amine'll ike odow» appeared In the non-^eterile treated eoil 
at the time when roooverable streptomycin began deoreaalng 
and eorreapondingly -the total baoterial cells began 
inoreaaiagi this odour disappeared after the total 
deoompDCitlon of eti^ eptomyelm# It la assumed that thia 
amine^llke èdonr» is asaoqlated with biological décomposition 
of atreptemyoln#
The saoond point to be ocmaidered ie the fate of adsorbed 
antibiotle aonalderlng that the majority of added streptemyoin 
warn firmly adsorbed by soil eollolds» the question arises 
as to whether meh eubstanoes can have any effect on soil 
fertility# Gottlieb and Sirainoff (1951) stated that basic 
antibiotics such as streptomycin could exert no effect in 
soil# %Iowever» the work of Haadi (1%8) with tyrothriclB 
(another basic antibiotic) and that of 6inha (l95o) and 
Bhrodkar (1953) with Streptomycin showed that absorbed 
antibiotics were subjested to the biological degradation* 
Framer and Starkey (1951) also demonstrated the decomposition 
of absorbed streptomycin# Moreover In the present work
(deseribod on page 140) experiments performed with mixed 
culture» in bentoiilte^etreptomyeIn-^eynthot 1 a-medlum (B8M)
(aee Table 13»1S) showed that deeompooition of adsorbed 
antiibiotio was proo.eédlng in the apx>arent induetion period 
of 18 days» ae evident by the prasenee of amine-like odour 
at that time# Since the adsorbed antibiotics are acoeaoible 
to the soil micro-flora» it can be assumed that they may alno 
be able to exert their oharactaristio inhibitory effects 
when present In soil#
Studies with mixed bacterial populations obtained from 
the soil in vdiioh auecosslva doses of antibiotic wore rapidly 
decomposed showed that streptomycin docomposition by eoil 
mioro-orgmiisma can be demonstrated In the synthetic medium» 
provided the initial coneentrations of antibiotic is low# 
Since In the preliminary experiments performed In synthetic 
raodlum containing 1000 pg of streptomycih/ml of medium 
streptomycin decomposition did not take place in the 
experimental period (100 days)# When the conditions in the 
synthetic medium containing 1000 jug of atreptomydh/ml were 
made closer to those in soil by addition of eolloidlal 
absorbed such as bentonite (B8M medium) all except 20yug of 
BtroptomyciiV’ml was absorbed; and decomposition of 
streptomycin ocourred# In subsequent cultures » made after 
decooipoaition» in fresh M30M^ medium» all the free 
streptomycin disappeared in 21 days with an induction period
of 18 days in which no decrease in free streptomycin 
content m m  observed# The amlne^llke odour was noticed 
In this medium (BSM) on the 7th day and disappeared after 
01 days thouglï the free etreptomyoin content did not change 
till the long induction period of 18 days had elapsed# It 
is posBihle that decomposition of streptomycin (free) was 
prooeedlng during the induction period hut due to e<ialllhrlim 
phenomena qoheêntration of free streptomycin was maintained 
in the medWa by release of bound material from the soil 
oollolds* However» latw on aa can be seen from the 
experiments performed la *BBM* and *88M* mediwi (Table
It aecma more probable that during the induction 
period the decompoeition of absorbed aritibiotio waa 
prooeedlng and ivhleh in  turn gave amlno'^like odour on 7th  day, 
Whan experiments were performed In synthctio medium 
containing (low concentration) 2 0  p g  of atreptomycin/ml 
(BSM .medium) a ll  the antibiotic wat decomposed in 21 days 
w ith an induction period of 18 days in  which no decomposition 
took place-# X n  e.ubmegiont cultures made after decomposition 
in fresh SBM oiodim a l l  a n tib io tic  waa decomposed rapidly and 
f in a lly  an active culture was obtained which decomposed all 
the added antibiotic In 7 days with an induction period of 
4 days# Bach time the amlne-Xllco odour was noticeable once 
the phase of streptomycin decomposition had begunj the 
odour was unnotidoablB in the Induction period# When 
subséquent transfers after decomposition were made into the
medium ocmtaiiilng higher eoaaemtrat 1 on of 
etreptorrurcln it was phasibXe to obtain cultures which aariXct 
décomposé Soo^g of otreptomyclA/ml of medium» but parallel 
experiments performed with the initial culture (eoil extract) 
ehowad that the cultureumo unable to decompose 5 0 » 100 ug 
Of etreptomyoiii/ml in synthetic medium* All theee résulté 
BUggéat the meohanlam of adaptation* The Initial eulturea 
(aoil extraete Table IS) wore unable to deqompoae higher 
oonoentration (1000 ^ g/ml) of atreptomyeln and even as 
low m  5 0 ug/ml% but subsequent eub-^oulturoB made after 
decomposition (l*e# adapted culture) could decompose as 
high as 5 0 0 ug of utrcptomycin/ml; (fable I7) this may not 
have been the limit» but higher concentrations ware not 
tried* Suc0essive additions of streptomyoln at dose levels 
of 20 ng/ml were rapidly decomposed with shorter Induction 
(fable 2 9 ) which also supports the proposed raeohaiiiam*
Further studies regarding atrcptomyoln décomposition 
and growth kinetics were performed with a Ge,llulomoma8 .^,._sD# 
a pure oulturo isolated from an actively streptomycin 
decomposing mixed culture* Blnco th is  iso la te  actlvo ly  
decomposed streptomycin in streptoinyoin-^syntliatlc-medfarA 
it was presumed to be an organism aasooiated with 
streptomycin decomposition in  s o il* %%en the organism was 
inoculated into aynthotio medium containing 20 pg of 
straptomyoin/ml (^ '58M* medium) it f ir s t  deaompoBed
streptpmyoin la 21 days with a lag period of 18 days la 
which no décomposition took place. When experlments were 
repeated with larger inooulà» onoa again similar résulta . 
were obtained in which decomposition of total amount of 
streptomycin occurred in 21 days with an induction period 
of 18 days.(Table 33)* Though v/lth very small inocula 
(10 ceXld/ml) streptomycin decomposition was delayed; total 
amount of streptomycin wee decomposed in 50 days with 
an induction period of h6 days in which no décomposition 
occurred# The results suggest that after an initial 
number of viable colls the inoculum si^e did not have much 
bearing on the pattern of streptomycin decomposition#
When experimohts were performed ivlth 'BSM* medium containing 
additional carbon and nitrogen sources (Table 34)» the same 
pattern of streptomycin decomposition was observed# Tims» 
in the case of an initial culture» inspite of the use of 
larger inocula and additional carbon and nitrogen sources» the 
pattern of streptomycin decomjiosition remains the same.
When subsequent cultures were made after ciecompoeition 
into fresh (see Table 3 0 )' atraptomycin-synthetic-medium 
(88M) all the added antibiotic was decomposed in 7 ctaya 
with a shorter induction period of 4 days in which no 
decomposition took place; slsea of inocula being the same in 
initial culture (mentioned earlier) and in subsequont 
oitltiu^ ee#
. Aziothmr way in v/iiioh quicker deoompoaitloa of 
atrept-omyein could be obtained v/as by auooeasive additions 
of streptomyclu at the aamo doae lavoX (20 to the
culture medium immediately after the previous dose had 
disappeared (Table 29)I immediate dèoompooltloa of the 
BtroptoiBycih in the aucoeBsive additiono occurred without 
any induction period except for the first two additienB 
vihere the Induction period was 1-2 clays» and total 
dooompooition ooaurred Izi 3 days thereafter# The enhaiieed 
activity of the culture observed in the case of sueoesaivo 
additions of antibiotic to the culture flask and in 
Gubsequent transfers» does not aeem to be the result of 
mutation oi/and select ion as fo,r the sample isolated from 
the ^active culture* revealed only one type of colony and 
behaved exactly like the parent culture# When first inoculated 
into *8BM* medium tlio culture took like the parent culture »
21 days to decompose the total amount of streptomycin with 
an induction period of 18 days in which no decomposition 
took place#
The results of pure culture studies further support 
the phenomenon of adaptation# The possible explanation for 
the phenomenon of 18 .days induction period in the initial 
culture could be due to the maintenance of the culture on 
solid medium (its true with streptomycin) it lost its 
aidEiptablllty and therefore took longer (18 days) when
trama fer red to atreptoiiiycln-aymtiietic^raediixE (liquid medium) 
for the adaptation end ayatheala of etreptomyoln doaoiiipoelng 
enîsymo in the now medium* O11O0 the culture waa adapted 
and was able to deoompoee streptomyain» immediate 
deoompoaition of Emeeeaaive additions of antibiotlo took 
plaçë» Blmllarly» if aubaeguent eulturea were done la the 
same medium» after decomposition» all atreptomyoin in 
Bubseqaent transfers was deoompoeed in 7 days» with a 
shorter induction period of 4 clays*
Wheat the organism was grown in ayntiietio medium without 
atraptomyeln and sub-oulturect after every 48 hours In the 
same medium 6^7 times» the $ub-ouIture was unable to décomposé 
atreptomyoln when transfarrad into eynthetle-medium 
containing 20 ug of etreptomycin/ml (BBM)# These résulté 
suggest that the streptomycin decomposing enzyme la probably 
an induced enmyma# Another explanation for the 18 days 
induction period could be that the culture requires 18 days 
when first transferred into *SBM* medium ^ a newmvlronment - 
for induction of the eni y^me eyatheais* Once the cnsyme 
became available or aynthemls began» it continued to be 
eynthealsed and therefore auaceasive additions of antibiotic 
cloees into the culture flasks were decomposed immediately 
in 3 days without any lag period; supported by the quiclcly 
available nutrients - the deaompoaad products of the 
antibiotic* Similarly aubaecjuent. cultures made in fresh *BSM*
medium all the antibiotic was decomposed ia 7 daya with a ahortei 
induction period of 4 days; this Induction period could be 
the time required fo r a general adjustment In  the fresh  
medium or fo r the formation of streptomycin decomposing 
enE{y%^ ie(a) (proaumlng that the enB:yoï0 fonnlng syetw  la  
unstable)*
There lé some Indication of a general adjustment taking
place in this culture since the maximum cell number :1b 
reached only a fte r 7 clays» where aa In  previous cultures with 
Inocula not derived from a atreptomyoin dcoompoalng phase
this maximum hag been reached a fte r 1 day# ■ Since
atreptomyciii deoomposi11 on s tarts  only after 4 days» the 
possible explanation could be that before tills time there 
Was not s u ffic ie n t cell material to form the required amount of 
streptomycin decomposing cnmyme# However» after 4 clays 
already l/3rd of the maximum cell number has been reaçhecl» 
and this should have given a noticeable streptomycin 
decomposition# Therefore» the conclusion eoema Inevitable 
that there was a delay in  the induction process of the 
Btreptomycrlu decomposing onryme despite the fact that the 
inoculum had been taken from, a streptomycin decomposing ' 
phase#
The reason for this delay is not easy to understand but 
it l 0 possible that » because of the formation of new c e ll
material^ the InductIon of the streptomycin decomposing
on&yme has hem, subj0 0ted to a competition by the formation 
of other enaymoa Important in the eynthogla of call 
material* While the formation of the atroptomyqIn*^ 
deoompoBlng en^ tyme had suffered» It Is also poealhle that 
the eventual formation of thin 0nsyme(s) hag Improved the 
formation of tlio other en^ymoa# This could then in turn 
explain the delay in growth of the culture#
The results of the parallel experiments» on streptomye.ln 
deopmposltIon and growth of the organism In *OSH^ medium show 
(Table 28g2g)» that there no deoroaso in the streptomyolh 
content for 18 days while there waa a hundred fold Inorease 
in the total viable cella* The results suggest that the 
organism remains indifferent to the etreptomyoln and 
multiplying at the expense of energy aourooB other than 
streptomycin#
Prom the observations mentioned above» there v/ao no 
decrease In  the streptomycin content during the incubation 
period» and the streptomyoln decomposing enzyme being
intracellular» two more explanations 'based on call- 
perracability can. be put forth for the particular pattern 
of otroptomyoln dcdomposltion#
Information concerning the uptake of streptomycin by
bacteria la conflicting*, Anand# Davis and Armitago (i9 6 0) 
reported an initial uptake of streptomycin by resistant 
cells of F^eeherlohla coll which was completed a minute
after addition of an antibiotic and v/ao eguaX at both 0 ’^^ 
and 37%* On the other hand» B^^ybalakl and Ohisuyoolii 
(iS)5 9) observed that there was little if any» atreptomyoln 
uptake by cello of a etroptomyeIn-3?ea 1 atant etrain of
growing at 37% * Klein and Framer* (ls^ 6 2) reported 
that uptake of etreptoniyola by an antibiotic - utlll^alng 
Poeudomonad was negligible at 3%i as compared to the uptake 
of straptorftycln at 28% in 3 minutes* Moreover^ Armnd»
Davis and Armitage (i960) ehowad that the initial u%)take 
of atreptomyoin was on the surface of the cell or at the 
oel3;-wall only and which later affected the cell pormoabiXity, 
It seems that organisms which resist streptomycin may not 
either absorb it or if absorbad» it may not reach the vital 
Bite to create Its harmfal effect* In the present work» 
as the organisms under discuBBion was highly resistant 
to streptomycin» two poseibilitiea can bo considerad* It
mi gilt have been the oaso that in tho lag period the organism 
either did not absorb the antibiotic or did to a very small 
extent» which was not dotcotod by the aaaay technique used^ 
or another possibility is that the cells were permeable to 
Btreptomyein but atz'cptomyoln was not utilised; In either 
case no leas In streptomycin content In the mediujn would bo 
detected* According to the former possibility the organism 
remains indifferent to streptomycin and multiply at the 
expense of Impurities in the medium» alight abao.i'^ ptlon of
0t3?eptomyûiii Will help la the Inductloa of opoclfic en^ jrmo 
çuitl ensymç will be synthèBisad» but deoorapositioa of the 
antibiotic will hot take place as colis ware impermeable 
to etreptomyola# After- a certain time interval (induction) 
tlio oell^pormeabillty would have altered» either due to tho 
exhaustion of nutrients In the medium by which • cells will 
starve» or due to ageing of cells^ or more probably due to 
thé constant proaence of streptomycin :la the medium oelX-wall 
will be affacted# streptomycin may then enter the cell and 
Could react with specific ensyma present in the cell# and 
thus be decomposed or inactivated# This phenomenon would 
also explain the quicken decomposition of atrcptomycln In 
the Buoo.aesivc additions to the culture medium* ' This 
phenomenon could possibly be studied by tracer techniques 
using labelled streptomycin#
■ According to the latter possibility the cells were 
permeable to streptomycin and multiply and eynthesla 
streptomycin decomposing enmyme(B) at the expense of energy 
sources other than streptomycin; lag period of 18 days# 
being either time required for synthesis of enzyme or If the 
ensyma was proeent (or synthesized) from the vary beginning 
then soma unimown factor was preventing the specific reaction 
to take place» possibly a barrier "the active centre" of the 
cnzym-molecule# once the apeolfic enzyme was syntheaized 
and/or the barrier waa broken it came in contact with
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Btreptoïïiyoin a M  deeorap os 111 on of antibiotic recul tod*
ConGiclerlng all the above pocBlbilltieB it seome that 
the streptomyein-deeomposlhg enzyme ;to produced th3;*ough 
receoeive gene or genes and reqitirea a eonotant presence 
of its substrate since no décomposition takes place if tlia 
antibiotic was not present from the very beginning#
Moreover# it is possible that the streptomycin molecule 
remains unaffected eo long aa the complote mole of 
stroptomyein-decomposing enzyme is formed# In the light 
of above hypothesis different lag periods are in fact the 
time required to f o m  a complete molecule of the enzyme under 
different environmental conditions# Also# whatever may 
bo the source or sources for the growth of organism in 
streptomycln^-synthetic-medium# they arc also recjuirod to 
provide enough food and energy for the induced enzyme 
eyathesiai the phenomenon calls for comments#
Light be shed on the above mentioned hypothesis
if experiments are performed with inocula taken at different 
time intervals during the lag period of 18 days* Also 
experiments could be performed by inoculating streptoraycin- 
synthetic-fiiodliim (SBM) with coll free aonloatos obtained 
by disrupting washed cells auapenoion; samples being taken 
at suitable time intervale during the lag period of 18 clays* 
Furtlxer studies with puro culture Isolate wore 
performed in comiection growth kinetics * Growth curve
±. u
obtaiwd la ooathlnlng 80 /%g of otroptomyola/
ml as the sol# aouroo of oarboh and nitrogen for g%^ owtZ% and 
energy (08M medlmi) » ohowed that the orgmilem began 
multiplying 'immediately after Inoculation» first at a
.'i
Uxgïisï’ s>at® of gl’owtb. wiiioli siowed âom iate?» on and 
massimum gpowth was oMadued w ith in . %  honns (S abls 19.) «
I'iiQ gyowijil >?Qfflaia^ a almost the same thorea:CtOr, Agaiastg ■ 
this, when gluooso'(So ^ tg/ml) and mmsninoMSuiphate 
were nssa laatead of-Bt5?e»1ismyoia aa sonrosa of cas?boa and 
nit3?ogea in  the eyathetie-^modlmi (QKSM medium) » 3?osttlts 
(Table 19) showed that thews was an initial lag  phase of 
S hours in  th is  mec\:lil(aji followed by hlghez- rate  of growth 
and maximum growth obtained was same as in the prsviona 
medium (SSM) and retiring same time* When growth was 
studied in  the ajaithstlo-modlmi eontaiaiag higher 
oonoentrations of stmptomyoin (lOO ÿag/ml, hoo /jg/rol), or 
Mghez* oonoentratioîiB o f gluooso (100 yag/mlj hoO ug/ml) 
aM  eorresiJoMingiy ammo.niu®«Bulphato (5 jag/ml, 100 yug/ml),
03? with additional souroos of oei'bon and nitrogen (fable 21) 
ono® again gs?owth to some extent was obtained (Table 20 & Si) 
eaoh time# àlso exporlmeats performed with different sissa 
of inocula showed the grovrth to be of the same extent 
(Table 33)« As mentioned earlier# no deoncase in 
straptomyeln content in -streptomycin*85%th@ti#*medluiii (SBM) 
m s  observed dtiring the growth (to hunarGdfold) of organism*
'^ 1GX"'"'
A ll til# above ouggoat that tho oyganlom was
m ultiplying In  tho ayathetlo-moai%m (8M) at tho expense of 
energy eourees, other than that the atreptomyoin» gluooae 
and ammonlim-aulphate» even though synthetlo-^raedluni in  
eaoh oaee contained elthei" etreptomyoln or.glucose ammonium 
sulphate aa sole energy source or sources# Experiments 
wore therefore performed in aynthetlo-medlmi which did not 
Contain carbon and nitrogen source or eourcee» results obtained 
(Table 17) were similar to those obtained In previous 
experiments l#e# In  and G^HS?l' medium and which fu rther
supports the proposed mechanism that organisme were 
in d iffe re n t to added energy sources In  synthetio-medium*
The question then arises as to what is tho energy 
souroo 01" BOUrcoB for organlema multiplying to hund3?odfold 
in synthetic-medium whiali does not contain any energy 
source# There could be two possibilltloSj^  either the 
impuidties present in the synthetio-medlum served as energy 
sources for growth or may be that the organism was able to 
utilise atmospheric carbon and/or nitrogen as its energy 
sources# Impurities in the synthetlo^medlum may either 
have been incorporated with the dè-lonleed ?;ater used for 
the preparation of medium and/or may have come from the 
ingredients composing the medium# Experiments performed 
with synthetic-medium prepared with double-glass distilled 
water gave similar results as compared to those obtained with
aynthetlô-medluw prepared w ith de-lonlsed water* The 
resu lt show that Im purity In  de-lonleed water was not 
roepOaelble fo r the growth obtained in  ezynthotlq^medium* 
Experiments perfciwed with %^nthetlo-medlum d efic ien t 
In  e ith er of its  sa lt const 1 tuente did not give d iffe re n t 
resu lts (Table 25) *- But» when experiments were performed 
with media prepared w ith individual ingredients -  o f 
synthetic medium - such aa medium and E (See
expérimenta on page 126)  ^ results obtained showed (Table 26) 
that medium (Mg8ü4 * 7HpO) and medlmi (Oael^) 
supported the growth of organisms to some extent# The 
resu lts suggest that growth obtained In  synthetic-medium 
may have been supported, at least In  part# by the sa lts  -  
Mgs04 T^ IgO and Gaolp# l*e# im purities present In  these 
(AMABAE) salts# Suggestion requires fu rther work In  whloli 
media K# M# 0$ N# F could be p u rifie d  such as treatment with  
lon-exehango*
As mentioned earlier, another possible source for 
energy could be atmospherlo carbon and nitrogen* Experiments 
performed with flask plugged with rubber-bunk and containing 
concentrated KOK in the oentral*^ well gave results similar 
to other ( above) experiments (Table 27) * In this 
experiment though it was assumed that KOH placed In the 
centre-well of the flask used# would absorb all the ca%%on 
dioxide present In the flask (l.e# present in the atmosphere
a - o >
and in the mediim) » but it 1$ not certain that KOH would also 
be able to abao3:% oazboa-clioxide dleoolvod la the medlw^^ and#
which might have been utilised by organisme.
Another set of expérimenta in this conneation was 
performed i n  the atmosphere of oxygen. In those experiments
inoculated eynthetic-nmdlum were placed in a McIntosh and 
Flldcf a Jar in which air wao then rtplaood by oxygen.
Résulta obtained in this set of experiments showed, that
organism was unable to multiply in the oondltiona mentioned 
and after certain time intervale there wae no measurable 
viable growth (Table 28), One of the possible explanations 
for the result obtained in this experiment oouid be that due 
to replacing air with oxygen in the jar it is possible that 
along with was also removed (from the jar) as It being
lighter than Op# but all 00m might not have been removed as
It is heavier than Og, But GOp and Og In the jar were not
able to support the growth possibly because Og may have 
formed inert compounds with COp and therefore the organism 
was unable to utilize OOg for growth, Aa in this experiment 
to replace air by oxygen in jar# teolmique used was first to 
evacuate the jar by means of a pressure pump and then it was 
filled with oxygen, it is possible that it waa not able to 
remove all GOp present in the flask# Experiments should be 
performed in which repeated evacuating and filling of jar with 
Og should be done to remove OOg completely from the flask and
-jar*
'■From the foregoing results it m w B  possible that • 
either'impurities present with aalte eompoeitlng the 
Byxithetio^medium or ■atmoophorle 00^ a M  Kp (also) or tooth 
mmhauiBnm simultaneously supported the growth im ayathetlc- 
medium which did not oontaln any souroe or eouroes for 
growth and energy! the' Buggeetion warranta further study. 
Also#'Impurities present in the medium and/or# atmospherlo 
carbon and nitrogen in this case may be required to supply 
suffioiont energy for growth and for induce enayme synthesis# 
The system followed for the claes ifieation of the 
isolate "36" was m  given in the a .Marmal of
7th i#?.
According to■its morphoiogloaX characteristloa and 
specially marked tileoraorphiam# arrangement of cells# and 
graxïuXatifôn» the organism aoama to be a member of family 
Oorynebaoteriaceae which belongs to Order ^ubaotwialoa and 
olaao Bchlzlmyceteg *
The d iv is ion  o f fam ily Corynebsicteri&oeae in to genera 
p r lla r l ly  depends upon its  hab itat and as th is  organism is  
isolated from the soil# i t  belongs to second part o f the 
family Oorynebacterlaee which includoe genera Mi oroh acteriuni. 
flgllBlQMâo end f ir s t  part of tills
family mainly consists of organism p rim arily  pathogenic on 
anilams and p lanta.
A b thé hactorten 1$ an active dooompoGor of ooXIuIoee it 
la alaced ia the gaima CeIluIom.o2iafi* This gonuB cionoistB of 
10 speclcB». thù separation of which depends upon biochemical 
fcj?mentation and motility, Ac this organism produces 
nltrltoa and nitrate» ferments eiigars xylose end arahinoee 
besidea other sugara» and is motile» it Is probably 
Oellulomonas f iml * Thin organ! crm-i sol ate "pB"- Oellulomonas 
fimi seems to be of intex'ost as it Is an active reducer of 
nitrate to notrite, Moi'cover a a mentioned above it ia an 
active decomposer of cellulose, Sixdia (1950) also raentionecl 
that there was marked increase in the denitrifying bacteria and 
in cellulose deoomipoaer» in the soil treated with streptomycin..
The studies regarding onvironmentnl sffectB on growth 
and on tho ability to decompose otrcptomycin (disouso^Kl 
earlier in detail)» of the orgnaism» show that the organism 
can grow in a ayntliotio medium which does not contain any 
8ouroo(s) of dazAioxi and nitrogen foz" growth and energy#
This Buggeet that organism h a s  capacity to synthesis cell 
building material and even active enzymes-which can decompose 
antibiotic like stz'eptomyeln^  from very minute quantities of 
energy sources such àa present as impurities In the ABALAB 
salts composing the-aynthetie mediuni (SM medi'um). Also it is 
possible that organism may be utilising atmospheric carbon 
and nitrogen for these activities* The Buggaotioxx raqiiirCB 
farth.er work* The ox^ ganism is also able to grow- at a wide 
range of temp8:mtiu:*o ranging from 10% to 3?%*
mmism
Investigations concerning the lleopmpofjltion of , . •
0treptori)ycin were carried out aocox'*cU.ng to the following 
lines# For oonvenionoe tho preoeduree wore divided into 
four (Iÿ11ÿ111# XV) sect1oasi
I) 8tandard curves of biological aesays of streptomycin 
In water# and ia. soil extraote of sterile and non-steriXe aoil 
were oonatructed to détermine the recovery of atreptomycixi 
from treated aoila and# from.laboratory media*
Soil# eterile and non-BtOTilo# waa treated with 1000ja.g 
of 8tr8ptomycix%/g tmii Its stability and conrso of decomposition 
waa followed* The initial recovery" of atreptomyoin from 
sterile treated soil was 460 pg/g and tWt from non-storllo 
treated aoil v/aa 310 pig/g of aoil# This shows that 
antibiotic la strongly adsorbed by soil oolXolds^ The 
extraction of stfeptornyoln from treated soil waa done with 
solvent acid-^mothaxiol# The amount of streptomyoin reoovorod 
from sterile treated soil rommiwd constant during the 
incubation whereas it constmitly. deoreaaed and x),one waa 
reaovered after 3 0 days from non-steriXe treated soil#
An amine like odovuz waa notioeablo during the course of 
streptomycin disaippearance from soil * There was an inereaae 
in the bacterial population of soil at the time of 
streptomycin dieappeaz^ance* The evidence of diaappexuvanoe 
of streptomycin from non-aterile treated eoil as compared
to constant recovery from s te r ile  treated soil# and 
Increase in the haotérlal .population at the time of 
atreptomyqia dlsappoaranee from treated soil# suggest that 
ml0 ro-organ!sms were mainly responsible for the disappearanoe 
of streptomycin from treated soil*
Soil wag repeatedly treated with lODO ng ..of ,%treptomyoin/g< 
The suooesslve additions of streptomycin » made in  the soil», 
a fte r  the previous done has disappeared wore decomposed rapidly  
in shorter time; a fte r fourth edition» dose of (1000 jug/g) 
streptomyoln# was deoomposed in 4"^ 5 days. "Soil extracts" 
from the above active s o il were then inoculated into a 
laboratory synthetic medium (SM) containing streptomycin • 
m  the sole source of carbon and nitrogen# to study 
degradation of streptomyoln In  the laboratory media and also 
to fa c il i ta te  the iso lation  of streptomyoln decomposing 
organisms# Preliminary experiments at concentratIon 1000jpg 
of Btreptomycir/ml of the synthetic medium were performed but 
i t  was found to be too high to bo decomposed by the mixed 
population (Boil extracts) of the so il* Further experiments 
were performed with lower concentration of streptomycin*
To make conditions closer to those in so il a o o llo id ia l 
absorbent, namely bentonite was added to the synthetic medium 
containing 1000 ng of atreptomyoln/ml (BBM medium), It 
was found that all streptomycin except 20 ug/ml was absorbed 
the bentonite# and this small amount of free streptomycin
waa daoomposed by the mixed culture# Barrel oxperiments 
were perfo%%d with synthetic medium containing 1000 ng of
01roptomyoln/m% a M  hantoiilte*^  a M  synthetic medium containing 
only 20 pg of etreptomycin/ml# In both the media 
atreptomjcin# by mixed culture# waa deoompoaod in the same 
Interval of time# Ho antibiotic waa recovered when bentonite 
waa extracted, with, aqid-methanol after the apparent total 
deoompoaitlon* This ahowa that decomposition of adsorbed 
antibiotic had also taken place$ Buoceaelve additiona of
atraptomyoin at-the some dose level» and.at higher 
donoentrât1one» were made In these media and course of its 
decomposition was studied#
Section XI
From the above mixed cultures» isolation of streptomycin 
decomposing'organisms was carried out# Culture samples 
were isolated on n u tr ie n t'agar containing streptomyoin and 
Isolated colonies» a f te r 'streaking on the medium for purity, 
were Inoculated in  the synthetic medium containing 20 jug of 
otreptomyoin/ml (BBU medium)» to study i ts  a b il i ty  to decompose 
streptomycin# Twelve cultures out of 62 isolates were 
found to be able to decompose streptomycin in BBM medium#
Out of those cultures an active isolate no#"38" was used in 
iVrther studies♦ This isolate "38" was oharaoterizod in 
detailed and waa classified according to the system followed
•i f .'*1
1957* Tills organism proved to be a meaibex^  of family 
Gor^oiGbaatoriaooao m%mely (ZSÏla&ggmm .#21* '^ 'he organlm
wae foimd to bo an active reducer of nitrite to nitrate 
and wae also able to attack cellulose s’lich as fl&r-papcr 
atrip in peptone water and somi-synthot1o cellulose such 
as Carhozy-methyl-ccllulose, Detailed ctndieB regarding
effect of environmental factora on the growth, and on the 
ability to decompose atreptorayoin were performed with thia 
organism ■* Q e U M M m m ê .  Ilg&k
Effect of environmental factors on the growth kinetica 
of the bact€ij?ium were studied# This invest! gat Iona 
included experiments such aa» effect of different carbon 
and nitrogen sourcesconcentration of suoh carbon and 
nitrogen sourcca in the medium» additional carbon and 
nitrogen sources in the medium# effect of source and size 
of inoculum# and effect of serial aubçuXturxng# on the 
growth of organism ware performed#
In all the above experiments maximum growth obtained# 
as estimated by plate count b# was between gxlO'^-lO ^ cell a/ml 
irrespeotivc of concentration or presence of additional 
carbon nitrogen sources in the medium# Also as shown in 
the Section IV there was no decrease in the streptomycin 
content in the induction period of 18 clays whereas there 
was hundredfold increase in the viable cells/ml within
M24 hours. Tills shows that organism was utilising energy 
sources other than that of streptomyoIn# glucose» and 
oiumonium sulphate» incorporated in tho medium as the aoXe 
source of energy sources. In the eyntlietic which doe® not 
contain any carbon and nitrogen source (SM medium,) » ono© 
again growth to the same extent waa obtained# Further 
experiments were performed tc study the supply of energy 
sources in the ayntlietlc medium* Experiments perfoi^mcd 
with OM medium prepared in double-glaas-dlmtilled water did 
not give any different résulta than that obtained with BM 
aieclium prepared in cie-ionised water. But when expérimenta 
wore performed with SM medium dafficient in either of its 
aalta constituenta# and media composed of individual salts 
of 3m medium l.e* media 1C» M# N, C# A F# it was found that 
Impurities present in the AHA'LAB a alt a such aa and
CaCXp were# at least» I f not entirely# responsible for 
supporting growth in the medium. It may be poeslble that 
organism was able to utilize atmospheric carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen ovon# as Its energy sources* Experiments were 
performed In this direction.
Section IV
Degradation of streptomyoln by the organism in aynthotlô 
medium was studied# This Investigation Included expo laments 
such as; décomposition of streptomycin in 331! medium: effect
of suacesalve additions of streptomycin to tho culture medium 
after the previous dose had been deocmpoeed# and its effect on
'■i- /  -I
the pattern of atreptomyoin deocmipo$lt1oa# AI0O experlmoatm
wepa performed ixx wliioh BuhouXturiXig of the culture wao done 
under optimal oonditlona and its effect on Btroptomyaia 
waa etndled# hffeot ol\ else of inoculum^ end additional 
carbon and nitrogen oourooa In the medium, on the 
atreptomyoixi dooompoaltion v?as etudied*
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